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SCANMASTER Desktop
A complete desktop antenna covering 25 - 1300 MHz just 36" high with 4 mtrs of cable and BNC plug.
£49.95

SCANMASTER Mobile Mount
Mounts on the air vent grills on a car dashboard to allow easy and safe operation of most hand-helds.
£9.95

SCANMASTER Base Stand
A fully adjustable desk top stand for use with all hand-helds. Fitted coaxial fly lead with BNC and SO239 connectors.
£19.95

SCANMASTER Discone
A quality wideband stainless steel discone with frequency range of 25-1300MHz. Fitted Low loss "N" type connector. Able to transmit on 2m and 70cms.
£49.95

SCANMASTER Active Discone
As left with 20 dB Pre-Amp
£69.95

SCANMASTER Double Discone
£59.95

SCANMASTER LOW NOISE WIDEBAND PRE-AMPLIFIER
State of the art for the very best performance from both base and handheld scanners.
24-1500MHz
Variable gain control (-3 to +30dB)
Band Pass Filters, 3 position selectable for optimum performance in each band
12V/DC external supply or 3 AAA internal batteries
£69.95

SCANMASTER GW2 Pre-Amp
A compact low end wideband pre-amplifier using G & As FET technology to boost reception.
0-1300MHz
Variable gain
Powered by internal 9V battery
£49.95

SCANMASTER NOMAD
A wire indoor extension antenna for both base and handheld scanners. Suspend it with the cord supplied in the attic or from a curtain rail.
Covers VHF/UHF
1.5 meters long
Supplied complete with 4mtrs coax & BNC plug
£19.95

SCANMASTER Double Discone Active
As left but with 20dB masthead amplifier.
£79.95

SCANMASTER Antennas
That really work!

NEW!
SCANMASTER Drill-Through Mount Mobile Antenna
A low profile discreet scanner antenna optimised for the UHF bands c/w 10' cable. Receives 25-10000 MHz
£19.95

SCANMASTER TSC 260
Handheld scanner high gain antenna. 29cm long, covers 100 - 1000 MHz with 3.4 dB gain c/w 900 MHz.
£15.95

NEW!
SCANMASTER Drill-Through Mount Mobile Antenna Active
Active version of the above antenna with 20 dB Pre-Amp
£59.95

PHONE: 0044 1705 690626
FAX: 0044 1705 698113
WE SUPPLY DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD!
A new 500 channel base station model covering 25MHz to 1.3GHz in two continuous bands (25-550MHz and 760-1300MHz). Featuring Twin Turbo scan & search modes with 10 user definable priority channels. Easy to read large LCD display and manual tuner together with direct frequency input make up a very professional front panel. User selectable modes covering AM, FM and Wide FM modes. Selectable receiver attenuator, delay and data options are available direct from the keyboard. Automatic tape recorder ON/OFF and tape output feature!

Accessories included: AC mains power adapter, telescopic antenna and owners manual.

Optional CTCCS board £49.95

---

**HOT PRODUCTS**

**ICOM IC-R10**
- All mode - FM, WFM, SSB, CW, AM Receiver
- Newly designed BUSY CATCH SCAN
- Wide band coverage with all mode receive capability (0.5MHz - 1300MHz)
- 1000 memory channels with memory name function
- VSC (Voice Scan Control)
- Full computer access capability
- Auto mode and tuning step for simplified operation
- 4 AA NiCads or 4.5-16V external power supply

---

**TRIDENT 2400**
- Top of the range with ultra wide frequency coverage and all mode reception including SSB. Easy to use direct keyboard control.
- 100kHz - 2060MHz
- 1000 memory channels (inc 10 search banks)
- All mode reception (SSB, CW, AM, NFM, WFM)
- Rotary or keypad frequency control
- User programmable step sizes (1kHz - 999kHz)
- Fast Scan Speed (10 Channel per second)
- Priority Channel Monitoring
- Supplied with NiCads & Charger, DC cigar lead, Earpiece, Carry Strap

Special Price £259.00

---

**YUPITERU MVT 9000 EU**
With a range of exceeding 2000MHz, a real time bandscope, twin VFO receiver, and a host of other features, this will be Yupiteru's flagship model in 1997! Note: the EU version is especially designated by Yupiteru for the UK and Europe to meet full EMC specifications and is supplied with Yupiteru’s own original English handbook.

---

**NEVADA**
Europe’s Number 1 Supplier

---
You’re driving down the road and you see 2-way communications taking place. **Now What?** Using your scanner you would have to take an educated guess as to what frequency to start scanning, and chances are you would never be able to capture the signal in time. **Problem Solved.** With the Scout just turn it on and frequencies from 10MHz-1.4GHz are captured in less than ten milliseconds, and record up to 400 frequencies in memory. Recorded frequencies are not duplicated, as the Scout will keep track of the number of hits per frequency.

**Why Do I Need A Scout?**
An intelligent question that every scanner owner should ask themselves. At the Races, a Sporting Event, Air Show, Ham Fest, Crime Scene, Etc. The Scout will capture unknown signals off the air so you can manually program them into your scanner. Or, use the Reaction Tune® function. The Scout automatically tunes your AR8000/AR2700 or ICOM R7000/7100/9000 to the frequency it captures in less than ten milliseconds.

**Store Frequencies In Your Computer**
All the Scout memories can be downloaded into your PC using the optional Optoelectronics OptoLinx and checked against the Spectrum FCC database. Now you can keep track of all the activity along your scanning journey. **With The Scout Frequency Recorder, Nothing Transmits Unknown.**
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UNLIMITED SERVICE
High street retailer, Tandy, has launched a new service aimed at allowing customers to order unique and hard-to-find items from a catalogue. The initiative forms part of Tandy's pledge to offer the most diverse range of electrical products, parts and accessories throughout its network of 348 stores.

When the Tandy Unlimited catalogues are available, all shoppers have to do is to select the goods they need, fill in a form and the goods will be despatched to their homes immediately. The catalogue covers everything from batteries through to karaoke tapes, mobile phone accessories and lots more.

In addition to filling in a form, Tandy Unlimited also allows customers to order direct by post, FAX or, for credit card holders, by telephone. Postage and packing cost £1.50 per item and delivery takes only seven days.

With the Tandy Unlimited range being constantly updated, shoppers can enquire about the availability of parts not currently listed in the catalogue. By filling in details of the item for which the part is needed, customers can order the part, giving their credit card details, while at the same time specifying the maximum amount they are prepared to spend on the item.

Peter Aske, Tandy Marketing Manager, said: "We believe that the Tandy Unlimited operation will meet a need from our customers that, for purely logistical reasons, we are not able to fulfil at present. The service aims to enhance our reputation as the most diverse electrical retailer in the UK with an unmatched service, quality and range of products."

NEW YEAR COURSE
John Beaumont G3NGD has made arrangements at the North Trafford College, Stretford, to offer a Radio Amateurs' course starting in the new year, January 1997. This course is very different to the previous courses that John has taught in that it will run for a full 36 weeks and students will sit the Christmas exam in December 1997.

It is also proposed to start another Electronics Servicing for the Radio Amateur course, also starting in January 1997. The day and time will be arranged to meet demand.


Electronic Servicing for the Radio Amateur (see article published in PW May 1996, page 48)

For more details, why not contact John Beaumont G3NGD, North Trafford College, Talbot Road, Stretford, Manchester M32 0XH or telephone John on 0161-872 3731.

NEW CD ROM
The new Home Education Library CD ROM from the Public Domain and Shareware Library (PDSL) is a non-encyclopaedic education CD ROM. It does not contain 'zillions' of files of information, instead it contains 'zillions' of programmes that children, parents and teachers can run to help get them educated.

From simple 'Hangman' that helps with English vocabulary build up and spelling and alphabet learning for infants to programs to teach you Russian, from genealogy to following British Football League activity through the season, designing and making paper airplanes. There are even programmes on conservation, music making and investment strategy.

Teachers will welcome records management and classroom seating charts, lesson plan programmes, test and/or quiz generation programs, time line programmes for history and even national curriculum records generator programs. There are 1280 programs for Windows and DOS packed onto this CD ROM, which comes with its own 200 page manual of program function descriptions.

Priced at £29 inclusive of VAT, this new CD ROM is available from PDSL, Winscombe House, Beacon Road, Crowborough, East Sussex TN6 1UL, telephone on (01892) 663298. Credit, debit or switch cards by mail order.

RAISING MONEY FOR BREAKTHROUGH
Sir Ranulph Fiennes is attempting his solo walk across Antarctica, one of the world's last unconquered challenges, in order to raise money for Breakthrough, the charity funding research into breast cancer. His only contact with the outside world is by means of a small customised transceiver, originally designed as an amateur radio kit.

Radio amateurs Morag and Lawrence Howell, themselves veterans of polar expeditions, are essential members of Sir Ranulph's team, handling the communications and acting as base camp leaders in Antarctica and the UK. It is hoped that Ran's latest expedition, which has HRH The Prince of Wales as Patron and is being sponsored by Dyson Appliances, will raise £3 million for Breakthrough.

The Dyson Antarctic Solo (DAS) expedition is expected to take 100 days and will cover a distance of over 2800km miles. Ran will have to climb to over 3000m and will obviously experience extreme temperatures and high winds. Being a solo expedition, personal and safety communications are paramount.

Ran carries with him a personal satellite location beacon, which can pinpoint his position to the base station in the UK to within a mile or so. His voice communications are on h.f. (short wave) using a purpose built Honda Electronics 210 MHz s.s.b. transceiver. Power efficiency is paramount, as Ran has to pull every gram.

The antenna is a specially designed multi-frequency dipole with plugs and sockets for lengthening and shortening the array for specific channels. It will be supported on ski poles just 1m above the ice. The coaxial feeder cable, specially manufactured by Raychem, stays flexible to below -70°C.

Morag Howell, as Antarctic Base Leader, is living in a tent, with very little electrical power from a solar panel array. She keeps in touch with Ran, and Lawrence's UK base station using two transceivers, together with antennas designed by Lawrence.

Morag's main communication links out of Antarctica will be my Immarsat. As her base is only 960km from the South Pole, the Immarsat geostationary Atlantic West satellite appears above the horizon for only a few hours per day. Updates on this expedition can be found at http://www.rsgb.org, on the RSGB's Internet site.

NEW CLUB FOR FEBA
An exciting initiative to
encourage support for Christian Radio outreach is launched this month. TransMissioners is FEBA Radio’s new club. It’s aim is to inspire a new generation of supporters to join together in helping reach thousands of people in Africa, Asia and the Middle East, with the Gospel — by radio.

FEBA’s Chief Executive Michael Roemmele says: “FEBA’s work is expanding rapidly, with seven new languages due on air in the near future. If the ministry is to keep growing, it’s vital to have a new generation of people to help.”

Members of TransMissioners are invited to support a different radio programme each month by prayer and giving. A regular flow of information about each programme and about the audience and the listeners will help members be in touch. They will also be kept up-to-date with news about programmes they have previously supported, showing how God is changing lives through TransMissioners. TransMissioners is similar to a book club where members receive information by post - but here they will also be filling the airwaves with the good news.

The emphasis of TransMissioners is on partnership - Christians joining together to spread the good news about Jesus far and wide through radio.

People interested in joining TransMissioners can contact: TransMissioners, FEBA Radio, Ivy Arch Road, Worthing, West Sussex BN14 8BX or telephone on (01903) 237281 (24hrs) or E-mail reception@febaradio.org.uk

**Radio With Global Perspective**

Radio listeners in Oslo and the surrounding area could soon receive a truly global perspective on the day’s news if an application for one of the new f.m. radio licences is successful.

London based World Radio Network (WRN) has applied for permission to broadcast its successful compilation of 25 international public-service radio stations, which are currently transmitted by satellite to listeners in Europe, North America, Africa, the Middle East and Asia and the Pacific.

Programmes from WRN are also heard overnight across the whole of Canada and South Africa on that country’s national terrestrial radio stations and are carried 24 hours a day on cable systems in Europe and North America.

World Radio Network programmes come from the world’s leading public service broadcasters, including the BBC World Service, Radio Australia, America’s Public Radio International, Channel Africa and Radio TV Hong Kong.

Listeners from Bombay to Baltimore can hear the world’s news, presented by radio stations from Melbourne to Montreal, and gain a genuine insight into world affairs.

Until the advent of WRN’s satellite services, the only way to hear these programmes was via low audio quality short wave radio. Now all these programmes are available for direct to home satellite reception in high quality, and the granting of an f.m. licence in Oslo will widen the audience, as well as increasing listener choice.

The programmes by WRN play a part in global education and provide a remarkable teaching resource at not cost to educational establishments. Teachers in Europe and North America use WRNs international programmes to illustrate geography, media studies and history lessons, bringing students an up-to-date and real-time window on the world.

**Catalogues**

Recently landed on the SWM Newsdesk are two catalogues, the Software Reference Guide by the Public Domain & Shareware Library and the Catalogue Of Technical Books by Mauritrion Technical Services. The Software Reference Guide lists news of new and updated CD ROMs, 100’s of new and updated programs along with a program and CD ROM subscription service and CD discounts for members.

The Catalogue Of Technical Books has details on computer monitor circuits and servicing guides together with vintage valve wireless traders sheets on CD ROM. Contact Mauritrion Technical Services at 8 Cherry Tree Road, Chinnor, Oxfordshire OX9 4QY. (PDSL’s address is featured elsewhere in Communiqué).

**Transponder Update**

There’s excitement in the ‘States right now with satellite players staking claims with the ITU and sections of the next chunk of frequency spectrum to hit the market place - Ka-band that runs from 17.70-20.20GHz. Despite big business exploitation, there are problems with this band more-so than Ku-band (11GHz) and C-band (4GHz) - signal handling is more difficult and in particular the signal attenuation with clouds, rain and snow which whilst reducing Ku-band signals can completely wipe out Ka.

Intelsat, concerned over the annual April/October solar outages that upset satellite reception during the daytime have established an Internet hotline for advice on minimising outage problems. Dial into their home page on http://www.intelsat.int/96falsun/icologs.htm, where you may hear something to your advantage!
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search pass memory. The main channels are organised into a convenient 20 banks. The large illuminated liquid crystal display presents the usual vital information such as mode, channel location, v.f.o. frequencies, step size etc. in addition Yupiteru have provided a rudimentary spectrum display.

This new flagship receiver will be reviewed in next month’s SWM. So watch out for more on this potent handheld scanner in the February issue.

The MVT-9000 is available from Waters & Stanton Electronics, 22 Main Road, Hickley, Essex SS5 4QS Tel: (01702) 206835 and Nevada Communications, 189 London Road, North End, Portsmouth, Hants PO2 9AE. Tel: (01705) 662145.

**China Radio International** is offering the vacation of a lifetime, a free trip to China. That’s the grand prize for the knowledge contest of The Relics Cup, sponsored by Shaanxi Province, China Radio International and Air China.

To enter the contest, participants have to answer six questions. All the questions are based on a series of reports that China Radio International broadcast from September 9th to 20th. Reports and questions will be repeated again in November.

The top six winners will get a free trip to Beijing and Shaanxi. Other prizes include a variety of traditional Chinese handicrafts and silk scarves. Answers need to be sent in by the end of February 1997 to: English Service, China Radio International, Beijing, China 100866. Good luck!

To answer these questions listen to the European broadcast daily at 2000 to 2200UTC on 6.950 and 9.920MHz.

1) **Where is Shaanxi Province located in China?**
   1) In the northwest of China
   2) In the northeast of China
   3) In the southwest of China

2) **What are Shaanxi Province’s three advantages?**
   1) Science and technology, destiny of population and culture
   2) Science and technology, natural resources and culture
   3) Culture, natural resources and climate

3) **How many dynasties in Chinese history set up capitals in Shaanxi Province?**
   1) Twelve dynasties
   2) Fifteen dynasties
   3) Thirteen dynasties

4) **Which relic site is included on the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation’s World Heritage List?**
   1) The Qin Terra Cotts Warriors
   2) The Famen Temple
   3) Forest of Steles Museum

5) **On the route of the Yellow River Highlights Tour, there is a splendid waterfall that is the largest along the Yellow River. The waterfall’s image is printed on China’s 50-yuan RMB currency. What’s the name of the waterfall?**
   1) The Huang Guoshu Waterfall
   2) The Hukou Falls
   3) The Renzi Waterfall.

6) Shaanxi Province has implemented the new ‘four-exchange’ policy to attract foreign investment. Please list three of the four exchanges. For example, to exchange resources for what?
   1) To exchange resources for technology; to exchange ownership for capital; to exchange resources for capital
   2) To exchange ownership for capital; to exchange existing assets for increased value; to exchange ownership for projects
   3) To exchange resources for technology; to exchange ownership for capital; to exchange market for projects

**Meteor Showers**

Thanks to the British Astronomical Association - Meteor Section we can advise the main 1997 meteor showers, peaking dates, etc.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Overall Period</th>
<th>Peaking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Quadrantids</td>
<td>Jan 1-6</td>
<td>Jan 3 @ 1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyrids</td>
<td>Apr 19-25</td>
<td>April 22 @ 0800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May Aquarids</td>
<td>Apr 24-May 20</td>
<td>May 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cetids</td>
<td>May 7-June 9th</td>
<td>late May</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delta Aquarids</td>
<td>Jul 15-Aug 20</td>
<td>Jul 29 @ 0100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug 6 @ 0200</td>
<td>Perseids</td>
<td>Aug 12 @ 0700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>Jul 23-Aug 20</td>
<td>Oct 20-22(wide)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orionids</td>
<td>Oct 16-27</td>
<td>Nov 3 (wide peak)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>peak</td>
<td>Oct 20-Nov 30</td>
<td>Nov 17 @ 1600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taurids</td>
<td>Nov 15-20</td>
<td>Dec 13 @ 2200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leonids</td>
<td>Dec 7-16</td>
<td>Dec 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geminius</td>
<td>Dec 17-25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ursids</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Times UTC.

Note: Cetids is a poorly studied shower and the little known Perseids featured a double peak in recent years, now declining but will be active around midday. Leonids is due for a high peak possibly 1999 but could offer dramatic increased activity in ‘97. Thanks to Neil Bone, BAA for offering us this information.
January 19: The Oldham ARC Mobile Rally will be held at the Queen Elizabeth Hall, Civic Centre, West Street, Oldham, Lancs. Doors open at 11 am (10.30am for disabled visitors). This event will feature all the usual traders and a Bring & Buy stall. More stalls are on demand. Talk in on S22 via GB4ORC. 7.30am. Mobile can pass up to 2pm. Refreshments and free parking available. (01706) 846143 or 0161-652 4164.

February 2: The 12th South Essex Amateur Radio Society Rally is being held at the Paddocks, Long Road,Canvey Island, Essex. Doors open at 10am. Features include amateur radio, computer and electronic component exhibition. There will also be a Bring & Buy. RSGB Morse testing on demand. (Two passport photos required). Home made refreshments. Free car parking with space outside main doors for disabled visitors. Admission is £1. Further information from Martin MOAAK on (01268) 609798.

February 2: The Harwell Amateur Radio Society are holding their Indoor Rally and Computing Rally at the Harwell Science & Engineering Centre, 1 mile west of the A34 between 9am and 3pm. Doors open at 10am. There will be trade stands, a Bring & Buy, craft exhibitors, bar and light refreshments. Admission is £1 and children are free. Arthur GOKOK on (0235) 815399.

February 16: The 16th Northern Cross Rally is to be held at Thame Park Athletics Stadium, Weedfield - one large hall. Just out of town on the Henbury road. Easy access from M1 junction 39 & 40 - well signposted and with talk-in on 2m and 70cm. Doors open at 11am (10.30am for disabled visitors and Bring & Buy). More details from Peter GODGB on (01924) 416676 or (01924) 227125. Email: rally@www.rpmcg.com or rally://www.wmrg.com/ eduvwebs/sites/ntaylor/rally.html

February 22: The Tynside Amateur Radio Society will be holding their 11th annual rally at the Temple Park Centre, South Shields. The Temple Park Centre is located on John Reid Road, approx from A194 and with excellent access from all doors. Doors open at 11am with special entry at 10.30am for disabled persons. Admission is £1 on the door. The talk-in event will be provided on S22 from 8am. There is ample parking space for visitors and special arrangements will be made for disabled visitors. There will be a Bring & Buy and all the usual trade stands. More details from John GODGA on 0191-266 1718

February 22: The 12th Rannoch Amateur Radio Rally, sponsored by the Breconshire Receiving and Transmitting Society. This is the 4th year at the new venue, which is, The Rannoch School for Girls, Derwent Way, Rainham, Kent ME8 9PP. Talk In on s22 GB4D7RR. Doors open 10am. 2pm for disabled visitors and items for Bring & Buy. Admission is £1.50, under 14s free. There will be all usual mix of trade stands, Bring & Buy, many special interest groups will also be represented, e.g. RNAMS, RAYNET, ORG K, RAECY, BARTG, etc. There will be plenty of off road parking, a licensed bar, food and refreshments. More details from Martin MOAAK on (01364) 365980 or at any reasonable time.

Funding continues to be one of the major preoccupations in public service international radio within Europe. Budgets are forever under fire and as a result, broadcasting services are never guaranteed a long life. So it comes as no surprise to learn that Radio Vlaanderen International (RVI), Belgium's foreign broadcaster, is to close its German language service during 1997. Radio Vlaanderen International broadcasts almost around the clock in Flemish, and has services in Arabic, English, French and Spanish in addition to the threatened German language output. The station currently broadcasts in German twice a day, with the daily evening transmission at 1830 UTC carried on short wave and the powerful medium wave channel of 1512 kHz. The rationale behind the planned closure is difficult to work out. Belgium is the heart of Europe, and Germany is one of the most powerful countries in the European Union. So why does Belgium want to position ourselves for the next century?" The BBC continues to develop services in Africa. The lifetime broadcasting service to Rwanda, Burundi and Zaïre in the local languages of Kinyarwanda and Kirundi was doubled to thirty minutes every weekday from mid-November. Research by the United Nations Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) conducted in the winter of last year showed that despite being on the air for just fifteen minutes Monday to Friday, the BBC World Service was the most popular and most listened to radio station in the refugee camps in the region. The BBC's broadcasts in the two African languages are funded from a variety of outside agencies, including the UNHCR, rather than from the British government's annual grant-in-aid settlement which pays for the rest of the BBC's international radio broadcasting effort. Also in Africa, BBC World Service is now carried 24 hours a day on f.m. in the Ugandan capital, Kampala. Programmes in English and Swahili are now available on 101.3MHz f.m. via a BBC-installed transmitter, which will be maintained by Radio Uganda's local engineers. Programmes including the popular Focus on Africa and Network Africa will be transmitted, as well as the full range of current affairs, science, music and drama output from Bush House.

LICENSEND & REGULATING

Britain's Radio Authority, the body responsible for licensing and regulating the country's independent radio stations, is examining the feasibility of advertising a licence for a national independent radio station using a long wave frequency. The 225kHz channel, a UK frequency assignment previously allocated to the BBC in Scotland, but not used by the Corporation, is now available to the Radio Authority. The Authority notes that, with the use of some additional medium wave 'gap filling' transmitters, satisfactory nationwide coverage would be guaranteed. If the licence for the long wave service is advertised, it will be the first time that a long wave service is operated in the UK by anyone except the BBC.

STATION NEWS

The privatisation of Voice of America (VoA) Europe, the music and news channel operated from Munich, seems to be going ahead. Reports circulating in the United States say that a radio station group called Clear Channel Communications and the ABC Radio Network (part of
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the commercial ABC TV and radio service) is negotiating to establish a private company called VoA Global. The new organisation would take over VoA Europe which was due to lose US government funding at the end of December 1996.

Keen short wave listeners may have noted that Ireland is now on short wave regularly. West Coast Radio Ireland is broadcasting each week via transmitters at the Deutsche Welle's Julich site in Germany. Tune in on Thursdays to the North American transmission at 0100 to 0200UTC on 5.91MHz, or to the European transmission at 1500 on 6.015MHz or the African transmission at 1800UTC on 6.11MHz.

You can contact the station at West Coast Radio Ireland, Munneen Post Office, West Coast Radio Ireland, County Cork.

And finally, frequency news from two east European stations to conclude this quarter's look at broadcasting around the continent...

The Voice of Russia, complete with its new station identification music and an E-mail address for listeners, letters (letters@vor.ru), can be heard in Europe in English: 1700-1800UTC on 9.89, 7.44, 7.18, 6.13, 6.11 5.94 and 4.92MHz; 1800-1900UTC on 9.91, 7.44, 7.18, 6.13MHz and 1143kHz; 1900-2000UTC on 9.89, 7.44, 7.18, 6.13, 6.11, 5.94 and 4.92MHz; 2000-2100UTC on 9.89, 7.44, 7.18, 7.17, 6.11, 5.94 and 4.92MHz; 2200-2300UTC on 9.89, 7.44, 7.18, 7.17, 6.11, 5.94 and 4.92MHz; 2300-2400UTC on 9.89, 7.44, 7.18, 7.17, 6.11, 5.94 and 4.92MHz.

Radio Prague has English for Europe: 0800-0827UTC on 9.505 and 7.345MHz; 1000-1030UTC on 21.705 and 17.485MHz; 1130-1157UTC on 9.505 and 7.345MHz; 1400-1430UTC on 17.485 and 13.58MHz; 1700-1727UTC on 9.43 and 5.93MHz; 1800-1827UTC on 9.43 and 5.835MHz and 2100-2127UTC on 7.345 and 5.93MHz.

AVON

Bristol International RC: Tuesdays, 8pm. The Little Thatch Country Club, 684 Wells Road, Withichurch, Bristol. All visitors are welcome. The club has been formed so that all radio enthusiasts, whether they be Licensed Amateurs, s.w.l.s or CBers' can get together and have a good natter and do things that you can do in radio clubs. PO Box 28, Bristol BS99 1GL.

South Bristol ARC: Wednesdays, 7.30pm. Withichurch Folkhouse Assoc., Bridge Farm House, East Dundry Rd, Withichurch. January 1 - New Years Greetings, 8th - CW activity evening, 15th - Photographic equipment, 22nd - The 'Matthew' project. For more information ring (01275) 834282 on a Wednesday evening.

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

Aylesbury Vale RS: Wednesday evenings, 8pm. Hardwick Village Hall (Hardwick is situated off the A413 between Aylesbury and Buckingham). January 8 - Discussion evening, 16th - Annual dinner, 22nd - The 50MHz Experience. Gerry Somers G7VVF on (01296) 432234.

DEVON

Appledore & DARC: 3rd Mondays, 7.30pm. Appledore Football Clubroom. January 20 - Your questions answered by Bob G3QRN and Dennis G0GCL. Dave Brierley G3YGG. (01258) 476124.

EDINBURGH

Lothians RS: 2nd & 4th Wednesdays, 7.30pm. Orwell Road Lodge Hotel, Polwarth Terrace, Edinburgh. January 8 - Radio Byron, 22nd - DC -500Hz, 19th - Ham Radio get together and club station on air, January 13 - Annual dinner/social. The Society are again organising a course of instruction for the Radio Amateurs Examination of the City & Guilds of London Institute and further details can be obtained by writing to the Chairman of the Society, Mr J. Harris G8HJS, enclosing a stamped addressed envelope. The address to write to is: 57 Evesham Road, Stratford upon Avon, Warwickshire CV3 2PB.

HAMPSHIRE


Southampton RC: Mondays is up-and-running after some years of inactivity. New members welcome. Harold McNaboy on (01703) 737715.

HEREFORD & WORCESTER


Hereford ARC: 1st & 3rd Fridays, 8pm. Many talks and interesting evenings including, January 3 - Formal meeting, 17th - Video evening, DXpedition, etc. Tim G0JW, G3HFR, Tel: (01432) 279435 or Paul G3DIP on (01432) 353765.

HORTFORDSHIRE

Harpenden ARC: 1st Saturday of the month from May to September, at Aldwickbury School, Harpenden. Morse classes each Monday during term time. January 19 - 1997 G0OMY on the air tonight. Further details from Peter 2E1BDB on (01727) 860631 or John G4JOV on (01582) 765821.

Hoddesdon RC: Alternate Thursdays, 8pm. Conservative Club, Rye Road, Hoddesdon. January 16 - First Aid with the Red Cross. Don G3JNU on 0181-292 3678.

KENT


Medway AR & TS: Fridays, 7.30pm. Tunbury Hall, Carkin Close, Turville Avenue, Walderslade, Chatham, Kent. January 16 - Ken Astronomical Society - an introduction to the space and earth observatory at Riverside, 8.30pm. G3VUN, 40 Linwood Avenue, Strood, Rochester, Kent ME2 3TR. (01634) 710023.

NORFOLK

Norfolk ARS: Wednesdays, 7.30pm. Formal and informal meetings at The Norman Centre, Bridgnorth Road, Off Drayton Road between `Asda' and Three Mile Cross Roundabout, Norwich. January 8 - Night on the air. Construction QRP and Morse practice, 15th - Wireless, the inside story by Mike G4UUB, Mike G4EOL. (01603) 789792.

NORTH YORKSHIRE

Hambleton ARS: All meetings held at Allertonshire School, Northallerton, 7.30 to 9.30pm. January 9 - Ragchew, January 23 - AGM. More details from John GOVXH on (01845) 637547.

SOMERSET


YEOWIL AR: Thursdays, 7.30pm. The Red Cross Centre, 72 Grove Avenue, Yeovil. January 2 - Committee meeting and club station on air. 9th - Working stove portable through Scandinavia by GS3K, 15th - Surplus equipment sale, 23rd - Microwave communications, Pt 2 by G3TJSK. Cedric White, QTHR. (01258) 473845.
Dear Sir

I am writing to you in the hope that you will allow me to use your letters page to ask your readers for any information they have, no matter how insignificant it may seem, on the wartime German radio broadcaster, William Joyce (Lord Haw Haw). Joyce has always fascinated me, especially his family connections with my home town of Oldham.

The type of information I require, as I have said, is memories, the effect he had on people who listened to him, his speeches, what people remember of them, maybe some of your readers met him, any information regarding this man would be much appreciated.

I would like to point out that I am not an author, I am strictly an amateur in this field. If any of your readers can help me by sending me their memories or stories told by friends or relatives and, would like a printout of the finished project, please mention it in letter and I will keep a record of names, addresses and send a copy when it is finished. I have not set a date to complete this work.

Finally, I am new to the scanning hobby, airband being my main interest. Many thanks to your excellent magazine for the wealth of information available in each issue.

D. Denton
19 Butterworth Street
Chadderton
Oldham
Lancashire OL9 0JL

Dear Sir

I have been in a few radio shops over the past 12 months and on several occasions I have noticed youths of 16 to 20 returning their scanners saying its useless and they can't hear anything and wanting their money back, usually they lose a lot, of course they are correct, the same happened to me, the set seemed dead, so I rang the shop, he gave me five or six frequencies to and sure enough, I was hooked.

Since then, I haven’t stopped listening, its just great and more so now that I’ve purchased some frequency books. I’d like this letter published please, in the hope anyone buying a scanner for Christmas will also buy a frequency directory. Better still, ask for a full demo and a few frequencies to listen to in the area.

My thanks for a super magazine.

Mr X
Bradford
(Name and Address Supplied)

Dear Sir

I have only recently started buying your magazine, which I found advertised in Passport To World Band Radio and have found it entertaining and informative. I am far from being a newcomer to the hobby of DXing, (I have been interested in listening to short wave radio stations for over twenty years), I still find the hobby both informative and very interesting and still have the same radio (a Fidelity) and use a very modest aerial.

I agree with Andrew Ikin about the number of religious stations on shoal wave from America, which are boring. When I first started DXing, there were only a few religious stations, but now with more stations set up, mostly funded by religious organisations, I don't have anything against religious stations per say, but wouldn't it be nice to see something original arising from North America?

I look forward to reading your magazines for the years to come and will continue to enjoy this excellent hobby.

D. Fisher
Formby
Liverpool

Dear Sir

I hesitate to criticise such an fine publication as SWM but, as a scanner user, I feel I must comment on the lack of coverage this side of the listening hobby is getting in your magazine. I know there are various legal restraints and I applaud the introduction of a Frequency Exchange, but I believe the one regular column you devote to scanning is not really enough to satisfy scanner users.

However, John Griffiths, the author of this column, seems to have lost his way and it's now become just a military adjunct to Godfrey Manning's Airband section. Perhaps your new dedicated Military Airband column will encourage John to focus a little more on scanning and, I hope, to be a bit more proactive in his approach. He says it's our column and he's there just to collate our letters but I would have thought that he should be actively seeking out and passing on information that is not generally available. There are always new frequencies coming into use, the massive Met. police shake up, for instance, or new scanners in the pipeline - he must of heard the whispers about the AIR 6. I can't believe that John is not the his only source of information.

I'm also not happy with the way he used his column in the October issue to chastise Granada for their use of a scanner in the popular soap Emmerdale. I enjoy soaps (yes, I know) and I believe the more people who become interested in the hobby, the more likely it is our laws will be seen to be stupid and unenforceable.

I didn't object to the national press stories about the listening banker, the 'squidgy' tapes, 'Cammillagate' and so on because they raised the profile of the hobby and increased the number of scanner users in this country. There are those who say that it was better when scanners were used only by enthusiasts, but I don't agree. Our hobby isn't much fun if we stick to the letter of the law and I believe the only way that it will become acceptable is for large numbers of people to become involved.

Introducing scanning into mainstream programmes is the ideal way to do this and I am grateful to Granada for showing millions of viewers a glimpse of our hobby. Okay, they didn't use a very realistic (no pun intended) scanner but, out of approximately 12 million viewers, how many do you think noticed - or cared. I can't see why John feels it was downright disgusting.

He does seem to have taken this very much to heart but I think he has overreacted. The characters in the programme, the Dingoes, are pig farmers who are also caricature criminals. They've been brought in as comic relief and their villainy is never taken seriously. Okay, so Zak used a scanner but why did John say..."the programme has determined that all scanner users are nothing more than ghoulish anarcho's...", or "...they have shown the hobby to be populated by members of an 'odd sect'", and..."it portrays scanner - and radio - enthusiasts in general as ghouls".

There was no implication of this in the programme, they just showed Zak and his family using a scanner. There was no mention of any other...
scanner users and I don't see how John could have used this to draw the conclusion that all radio enthusiasts have been tarred with this brush. He might just as well have said that the antics of these characters show that all pig farmers are villains.

It's all too easy to become totally engrossed in a hobby to take stuff like this too seriously. It's only a soap opera and it's only a hobby - lighten up.

Meanwhile, I'm looking forward to gleaning lots of interesting frequencies from the 'Frequency Exchange' and my contribution will be winging its way to you as soon as I can collate all the scraps of paper in the pockets of my anorak.

R. Atrium
Chelsea

Dear Sir
I am the scanning editor with Australia's only hobby radio magazine, Radio and Communications. I am also a railway enthusiast, which brings me to the reason for writing. I would like to correspond with fellow scanner/rail fans, with a view to exchanging audio tapes.

I am seeking recordings of all British railways actions including mainline, shunting yards as well as private railways. I can provide tapes of police, fire, ambulance, aircraft or whatever takes your fancy. We have no restrictive laws, such as those enacted in the UK.

Australian's are free to listen to whomever we choose, with few restrictions. If any reader of SWM is interested, please write to me at the address below.

Russell Bryant
PO Box 344
Springwood NSW 2777
Australia

Dear Sir

I am somewhat puzzled by some of the nomenclature used in 'Active Solution', page 22 of the October issue of SWM. For example, in the introductory paragraphs, the "electrostatic field of the radio wave..." is referred to. 'Electrostatic field' is defined as "the field due to a charge or assembly of charges at rest", so therefore the electrostatic field strength is constant at any one point.

For a radio wave, however, which is just one example of an electromagnetic wave, the electric field intensity is varying approximately sinusoidally at any one fixed point on the x-axis, assuming for simplicity that the wave front (assumed plane) is moving along the x-axis.

The second point concerns the use of the term "...the Electromagnetic Field". I have never come across a definition of this term and I certainly am not aware of any unit in which it can be measured. My experience is that the term Electromagnetic Field is used (more and more often), in a purely general and descriptive sense, to cover the situations where both electric and magnetic intensities exist in a particular region.

C. G. Bennett
CPhys MInstP
Stockport
Cheshire

Dear Sir
This is my third letter to SWM in about four years. Thank you for using the last two!

Originally I wrote after the review of the Yupiteru VT225 airband receiver was published in 1992 and to cut a long story short, struck up a very good friendship with another subscriber and avid aviation freak I Mike Wynn from Oxford. Well, after many years of correspondence between NZ and UK, we actually met in Fiji in June of this year (complete with VT225s I might add). Both his family and mine spent two weeks under the tropical downpours and little sunshine (it was great!).

One of the highlights was a visit to Nadi airport, including the airground centre - see photo. The whole system was installed by NZ in the 70's. It looks a little outdated but still worked very well these days. Oddly enough, Nadi has no radar so there is a lot of talk on v.h.f., (they do use GPS though).

As you can imagine, we had lots to talk about and the time soon passed. We still exchange magazines and tape cassettes, not to mention the numerous phone calls between Oxford and Wellington.

Thank you SWM for starting a friendship which is second to none.

Steve Rawdon
New Zealand

To:
Dick@pwpub.demon.co.uk

I've been buying SWM now for more than four years.

I bought my first scanner when I was sixteen and was hooked. All I can remember was that it was from the RSC and was very heavy considering that it was a handheld. The day I discovered SWM was brilliant, a magazine that dealt with what up until then I had thought of as a clandestine hobby. Some of the articles were a bit over my head because I hadn't even realised that there was life below 30MHz. So for the next couple of years I persevered with my old scanner until I decided to buy new my purchase being the new model from AOR the AR1500 with s.s.b. It was amazing, all the new things I could hear, like the marine calling channels, YOUMET and when I heard a REACH callsign for the first time, you'd have thought I'd won the lottery.

Eventually, I realised that the s.s.b. from my AOR was only a compromise and that if I wanted more from s.s.b. then I would have to part with more cash. So after a bit of thought and wading through all my back issues of SWM, I decided to buy the Sony SW55. Along with an a.t.u. and 15m of bell wire I set off discovering the world (well some of it at least).

I often think if I had never found SWM on the shelf at my local WH Smith I might have dropped the hobby all together. Everything that I've learned has come from your magazine so I thought I'd let you know how grateful I am.

Darren Bell...via the 'Net

Steve and Mike (seated) at Nadi Airport.
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Following on from our hugely successful Europa and the more recent HF260, we now present the HF250, Europa...

Our HF250 has proven that performance is a key factor in anyone's choice of receiver but more important than that, today's busy SWL'S need a receiver that is uncomplicated and truly easy to operate. The HF250 EUROPA offers performance through an improved front end with magnetically shielded inductors and low-noise switching diodes. Together with a tighter IF filter bank, this offers a lower-noise level, excellent sensitivity with good strong signal handling and better selectivity, making it the ideal choice for the serious Dxer and the dedicated listener too.

The HF250 Europa includes a synchronous detector with selectable sideband with a deep lock range, offering lower distortion audio for long periods of programme listening that also helps with fading. Users will also like the RC250 remote commander that allows tuning, mode changing, memory selection and programming and a number of other functions.

The bright, clear, backlit liquid crystal display shows frequency to 100Hz resolution, or contents of the 255 memory channels, which store mode filter settings as well as frequency. A bank of LED's keeps you informed as to what mode you are in and a separate moving coil meter tells you the received signal strength. All the information you need for easy operation is there at a glance.

There are two rotary controls for volume and tone plus another for tuning. In addition there are just seven other push-buttons controlling a wide range of functions but keeping the operation very, very simple. Behind this simplicity, we've concealed an impressive array of advanced features for those who need them, including filter selection, clock and timer functions, attenuator, memory store and recall.

The HF250 Europa is superb for audio broadcasts but is also ideally suited to those interested in data communications too. A fixed level output on the rear panel makes connection to external decoders very easy. We haven't forgot those who like to control their receivers from their computers either and the HF250 Europa has a built-in RS232 interface. We supply a lead from the HF250 Europa to 9-way RS232 connector for direct connection to most modern PC's. A free MS-DOS-based control program is also included to get you started but advanced users may want to look at our RCON control software for more advanced features.

If you need more details, we have a brochure describing the HF250 Europa in our shortwave information pack. For those already aware of our legendary skills in design and manufacture plus the excellent reputation we have built up with our previous award-winning products and first-class support, you can order right away!

And the price..... just £799.00 plus carriage.

Plagued by noise? Perhaps local powerline noise, or maybe TV timebases or even local industrial noise, if so, you need an ANC4! This device sits between your main antenna and receiver and collects an “interference” signal which it combines with the main signal and subtracts the interference, leaving you with a much cleaner signal

just £189.95 plus carriage.

MVT7100EX

Whether you want to monitor airband, marine or ham radio frequencies the MVT7100EX is the one for you! As well as a complete range of memory control and scanning facilities, it also has excellent receive performance. Our best selling scanner...

Lowe Price £299.00 plus carriage

AIRMASTER ACARS DECODING SOFTWARE

The launch of our Airmaster ACARS decoding software took the aviation world by storm and the new V3.00 is selling even better! To access the wealth of aviation data communications, all you need is a reasonable airband receiver tuned to 131.725MHz and at least a 386 IBM compatible PC plus AIRMASTER and you are there! Flight numbers, tail numbers and engineering information and other data is there waiting to be looked at!

AIRMASTER V3.0 £89.95 plus carriage
AIRUP (upgrade from V2 to V3) £29.95
With the launch of our HF 150 short wave receiver, we set amazing new standards for performance against price. Despite a couple of price increases over the years, the HF150 still offers this superb value for money. No one has come even close to meeting these standards, which shows why even after five years in the market, it is still the number one selling communications receiver and an ideal choice for those about to buy a new receiver but having to watch the pennies.

Frequency coverage of 30kHz to 30MHz includes all short-wave broadcast, marine aviation and amateur bands, and AM, USB and LSB modes mean that nearly all voice modes are covered. For those who like to listen to radio broadcasts rather than looking for exotic DX stations, the HF150 offers unrivalled audio quality via the selectable sidetone synchronous discriminator and a special hi-fi filter setting. We know a number of customers using the '150 as a tuner in their hi-fi systems and that leads me to another of its qualities - the look. Honestly it will not be out of place in your living room, allowing the whole family to benefit from global transmissions with a rich content of music, culture and current affairs from around the world.

The HF150 on its own will provide years of entertainment with enough performance to satisfy a huge number of listeners - there are nearly nine thousand of you out there already. We do however have a complete range of accessories to add operational convenience, like the KPAD keypad which allows direct frequency entry or selection of one of 60 memory channels. You can also add a backlight to the LCD, or carry case for some of our other products. For example, the HF-150 marine version together with our Modemaster software as an on-board weatherfax monitoring station.

The HF150 is built to offer years of reliable operation, even if you decide to move it around a lot, the HF150 is built to last. The SSB filter is selective enough to allow reception of utility stations like long-distance marine or Trans-Atlantic aviation and the ssb performance is also ideally suited to data modes like FAX, RTTY and NAVTEX. Indeed a growing number of boat owners are specifying the HF-150 marine version together with our Modemaster software as an on-board weatherfax monitoring station.

RCON - A WORLD LEADER IN RECEIVER CONTROL

RCON, our windows-based receiver control application launched a couple of months ago has quickly established itself as a market leader, with lots of users commenting on how we’ve managed to achieve so many functions but still have an application that is so easy to set up and get working! Since the initial launch, we have been busy making more receiver drives available. The first batch will be to add ICOM ICR8500, AOR AR7030, Yaesu FRG100 and Kenwood R5000. These will probably not be available at the same time but if you are interested, drop us a line and we’ll keep you informed of developments as they happen. Just to remind you, RCON currently supports the HF250, HF250E, HF150, NRD535 (plus RTTY board if you have ICI), AR8000, AR9000 and AR9000A. At just £49.95 plus carriage, RCON is superb value for money, costing less than half that of some of its competitors.
Lowe HF-250 Europa

Looking for an easy to operate high quality h.f. receiver? Mike Richards looks at the new Lowe HF-250 Europa, which could well fit the bill.

Having reviewed the basic HF-250 and being a proud owner of an HF-150, I noted with great interest the release of the HF-250 Europa. With multi-mode coverage from 30kHz through to 30MHz, the Europa is set to appeal to a very wide range of listeners. The review model was one of the first off the production line and was received hot from the Leicester Rally.

The basic design principle of the HF-250 was to achieve sufficient r.f. performance to cope with today's crowded bands and strong signals, whilst simplifying the operation as much as possible. I'm sure many readers would resonate with this basic principle. This represents a refreshing move away from the mass of receivers that boast a wide range of features that most operators never use. Anyway, on to the review.

Europa Special

You're probably wondering what's so special about the Europa and why the new name. This concept originated with the HF-225 back in 1987 when the DX club of Finland requested a number of modifications to the receiver to meet their specific needs. The cooperation between Lowe and the DX club proved very successful and the Finlandia, as it was known then, won the European DX Council's Best DX Receiver of the Year. Subsequently, Lowe decided to offer the receiver on general release and coined the name Europa. So what's the difference? Most of the work centres around improvements to the receiver's filtering. For a start, the filter bank has been changed to include higher specification filters and a new, 3.5MHz, filter has been added. To make best use of the filter changes, the control software has also been rewritten. The remaining changes are around the filter switching components, where new magnetically shielded chokes have been used along with low capacitance switching diodes and surface mount decoupling capacitors. These latter changes have been designed to minimise leakage around the filters.

First Glance

The styling of the radio is certainly unique and much closer to that used for hi-fi equipment rather than contemporary radio gear. This will doubtless be a big attraction for those listeners that don't have the luxury of a separate room for their listening. The case is made of extruded aluminium with a black anodised wear resistant finish and very solid and robust feel. One particularly novel idea was the way in which the internal speaker had been integrated. Rather than the conventional speaker grille, the HF-250's speaker is mounted inside the case with the sound ducted to emerge from the carrying handle located on the top panel! Yet another example of design innovation.

The Europa's design philosophy has certainly shown through in the front panel layout as there's no mass of buttons and knobs just seven push buttons and three rotary controls. This is a big plus point and makes the receiver far less daunting for the new listener. The simplicity has been achieved by automating as many functions as practical. A good example being the way in which the tuning rates varies depending on how fast you turn the knob. There were very few weak areas, but personally, I didn't like the markings for the secondary functions of the push-buttons. These were sign-written in red print using a small typeface making them very difficult to read. The rest of the panel lettering was easy to read and largely self-explanatory.

Ins & Outs

In order to fully realise its potential as a wide range communications receiver, its important for the HF-250 to have a good range of input and output facilities. As with most of the Lowe range, the receiver is provided with an externally mounted 12V d.c. power supply. This keeps mains voltages well away from the receiver and gives the flexibility to make use of standard external power sources such as can be found onboard a boat or car. The power requirement is 12V d.c at just 400mA so this can easily be supplied from a cigarette lighter socket.

Although the internal duxted speaker provides surprisingly good results, there's a standard 6.3mm jack on the front panel for private, higher quality, listening. This was wired so that mono or stereo headphones could be used without problem. There was also the usual 3.5mm external speaker socket on the rear panel that automatically disconnects the internal speaker. For those like me with an interest in data decoding, the HF-250 has a fixed level audio output available from a 3.5mm socket on the rear panel. This provides a healthy 350mV output from a 5kΩ source, so should prove fine for most decoding systems - it was certainly okay with HAMCOMM and JVFAX.
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Spring clips were provided for connecting a wire antenna, with a common SO-239 socket used for the whip and 50Ω unbalanced antenna options. Selection of the appropriate antenna being via a simple slider switch next to the antenna connections. If you want to use the HF-250 with a separate transmitter there was a mute connector to silence the receiver during transmission. The idea of using the HF-250 with a low power home-built QRP rig sounds great fun. Last but by no means least, is the 9-pin RS-232 connector. This provides access to the HF-250's comprehensive computer control system - more on this later.

**Tune-Up**

The frequency selection or tuning system of any h.f. receiver is one of the most important control systems so it's vital that it can cope with the demands of different listeners. This ranges from the fine tuning requirements of s.s.b. and data enthusiasts through to a much faster rate tuning for broadcast use. The main tuning knob on the HF-250E is a good size and very smooth and free spinning. Like all modern receivers, the knob is connected to a digital shaft encoder that feeds positional information to the receiver’s microprocessor. As a result, the frequency is changed in discrete steps rather than continuously. However, with fine tuning steps of just 8Hz, it feels very much like continuous tuning. I mentioned the variable tuning rate earlier and this causes the tuning steps to increase by four times when ever the shaft speed exceeds a pre-set threshold. This is an extremely useful facility but it does require a slightly different tuning technique to make the best of it. When you operate the control smoothly the receiver uses the finer tuning steps. However, any sudden movement or rapid tuning causes the fast rate to kick-in.

The default tuning steps for the HF-250 were automatically set according to the selected mode with the following relationship: s.s.b., c.w., a.m.s. the step size is 8Hz; a.m. it’s 50Hz and in f.m. you get 125Hz per increment. The preset steps were well chosen and the a.m. option resulted in a movement of about three quarters of a turn between the 9kHz broadcast band channels. To meet the need to change frequency rapidly there are UP and DOWN buttons on the front panel that incremented or decremented the tuning in 1kHz steps. This was supplemented by a FAST tune button to the right of the main tuning knob. When pressed and held this changes the tuning steps to 1kHz. All in all this gave a very flexible range of basic tuning options. The options described so far can also be supplemented by using the remote commander to directly enter the required frequency.

This was fairly straightforward and required the complete frequency in kHz to be entered. The only down side was a lack of any short-cut entry options. To supplement the main tuning options, the HF-250 includes 255 built-in memories. These are somewhat limited in only storing the frequency, but nevertheless handy for checking-out your regular favourites. Programming and recall of the memories can be done either from the front panel or from the keypad.

**Modes & Filters**

One of the delights of the HF-250 Europa is the excellent filtering that can be applied very easily to any of the modes. All you had to do was press the filter button to display the current filter, subsequent presses causing the filters to cycle through those available. As I mentioned when describing the Europa philosophy, the filters have been specially trimmed to give the best possible performance. I found the ability to quickly step through 2.2, 3.5, 4.5 and 7kHz filters a real help when trying to pluck out a difficult station. The flexibility meant that you could easily optimise the HF-250’s performance. Mode selection was equally simple using a similar principle except the current mode was always visible via the front panel i.e.d. array.

The review model was supplied complete with all the demodulation options including f.m. and synchronous a.m. The synchronous demodulator was really great for tidying-up reception from broadcast stations. Once this mode had been selected a lock indicator illuminated to show that you were on frequency. You could then select upper, lower or both sidebands for best performance. If you tune too far off frequency the detector automatically switches back to a.m. until you are in-tune with another station. The audio quality from all the modes was well up to the high standards of other Lowe receivers. The HF-250’s tone control used the same principles as the earlier HF-226 and gave a flat response at mid-position with high and low pass filter to either side.

**Computer Control**

The HF-250 is really strong in this area with a very simple but-none-the-less comprehensive computer control capability. One of the real plus points with this system is the built-in RS-232 port. This means that you can connect directly to any computer with an RS-232 port without having to buy an extra interface unit. In fact, the HF-250 comes with a basic control program for PCs so you can start straight away.

In addition to being able to do the obvious like set and read frequency information, the HF-250 has free access to all the receiver’s functions, including reading the time! This open programming approach makes the HF-250 extremely flexible and allows the smart programmer to add a host of new features. For example, it would be very easy to combine the fine frequency steps with the **Computer control software and interface lead.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filter Selection (kHz)</th>
<th>Filters Used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>✔</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Table 1

This was fairly straightforward and required the complete frequency in kHz to be entered. The only down side was a lack of any short-cut entry options. To supplement the main tuning options, the HF-250 includes 255 built-in memories. These are somewhat limited in only storing the frequency, but nevertheless handy for checking-out your regular favourites. Programming and recall of the memories can be done either from the front panel or from the keypad.

**Modes & Filters**

One of the delights of the HF-250 Europa is the excellent filtering that can be applied very easily to any of the modes. All you had to do was press the filter button to display the current filter, subsequent presses causing the filters to cycle through those available. As I mentioned when describing the Europa philosophy, the filters have been specially trimmed to give the best possible performance. I found the ability to quickly step through 2.2, 3.5, 4.5 and 7kHz filters a real help when trying to pluck out a difficult station. The flexibility meant that you could easily optimise the HF-250’s performance. Mode selection was equally simple using a similar principle except the current mode was always visible via the front panel i.e.d. array.

The review model was supplied complete with all the demodulation options including f.m. and synchronous a.m. The synchronous demodulator was really great for tidying-up reception from broadcast stations. Once this mode had been selected a lock indicator illuminated to show that you were on frequency. You could then select upper, lower or both sidebands for best performance. If you tune too far off frequency the detector automatically switches back to a.m. until you are in-tune with another station. The audio quality from all the modes was well up to the high standards of other Lowe receivers. The HF-250’s tone control used the same principles as the earlier HF-226 and gave a flat response at mid-position with high and low pass filter to either side.

**Computer Control**

The HF-250 is really strong in this area with a very simple but-none-the-less comprehensive computer control capability. One of the real plus points with this system is the built-in RS-232 port. This means that you can connect directly to any computer with an RS-232 port without having to buy an extra interface unit. In fact, the HF-250 comes with a basic control program for PCs so you can start straight away.

In addition to being able to do the obvious like set and read frequency information, the HF-250 has free access to all the receiver’s functions, including reading the time! This open programming approach makes the HF-250 extremely flexible and allows the smart programmer to add a host of new features. For example, it would be very easy to combine the fine frequency steps with the **Computer control software and interface lead.**

---
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S-meter read-out to produce a detailed spectrum analysis - great for spotting channel occupancy. You can also use the remote control link to download batches of frequencies into the receiver's internal memories. If you really want to get into computer control it would be well worth taking a look at Lowe's RCON receiver control software. This takes all the features of the HF-250 and links it with the a comprehensive frequency database plus the ability to read commercial lists such as the Klingenfuss Super Frequency List.

Under The Hood

Let's now take a quick look at the detail of the HF-250 and why it's achieved such good performance. At the very front-end a set of six switchable band pass filters clean-up the signal before it is applied to the first mixer stage. A notable point here is that the main short wave filters have an additional 1.7MHz high pass filter preceding them to provide maximum rejection of strong medium wave signals. The 45MHz 1st i.f. output is then fed via a PIN a.g.c. attenuator and 15kHz filter to the second mixer to create the final 455kHz i.f. The filtering arrangements used in the HF-250 have been given much thought to ensure maximum performance. The first bank of filters contains switchable 2.2, 7 and 3.5kHz filters. This is followed by a 4kHz filter between the two main amplification stages and a final 10kHz filter before the detector. The various selectable filter setting are achieved using a combination of these filters, shown in Table 1. The use of distributed filtering helps strengthen the skirt response and improve the overall shape factor. The sophisticated filtering combined with well distributed gain stages give the HF-250 its excellent strong signal performance. Lowe receivers have always produced good audio quality and the HF-250 uses a full wave envelope detector for a.m. and a product detector for s.s.b. and c.w. There is also a fully automated noise blanker system that operates on the recovered audio.

The provision of a narrow 200Hz filter for c.w. is done using an 800Hz 'high-Q' peak filter. As you would expect, all the main tuning functions are microprocessor controlled and use the first mixer local oscillator to provide resolution to 1kHz and the second mixer heterodyne oscillator is used for the finer 8Hz steps.

Summary

The HF-250 is certainly one of those receivers that tends to grow on you the more you use it. The simplistic presentation is backed-up by some clever design and well thought out automation that makes to HF-250 a pleasure to use. The filtering was technically extremely good and has again been made very easy to use. It was a real delight being able to quickly switch through the available filters to find the best fit for any station. A good example was the way you could really improve the quality of h.f. FAX images by selecting the 7kHz filter. The variable rate tuning did take a little getting used to and I would have liked to see a little more resistance in the tuning knob to prevent inadvertent fast tuning. The HF-250 Europa has maintained Lowe Electronics reputation for producing receivers with fine audio and r.f. performance. Although many of the original Europa modifications were based around improving its performance as a broadcast receiver, the end result has also improved its standing as a fine utility receiver. The Europa costs £799.00 and is supplied complete with the remote commander, Synchronous a.m. demodulator and f.m. module. My thanks to Lowe Electronics Ltd., Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5LE, Tel: (01629) 580800, for the loan of the review model.

Specifications (abbreviated)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency Range:</th>
<th>30kHz to 30MHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stability:</td>
<td>1kHz drift in 1 hour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Accuracy:</td>
<td>better than ±50Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuning Steps:</td>
<td>8Hz.c.w., s.s.b., a.m.s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50Hz a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filter Bandwidths:</td>
<td>2.2, 3.5, 4.5, 7 and 12kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Filters:</td>
<td>800Hz centre 200kHz wide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio Output:</td>
<td>1.5W into 8Ω, 2W into 4Ω @ 5% t.h.d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headphones:</td>
<td>4V from 200Ω</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record Output:</td>
<td>350-400mV from 5kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Response:</td>
<td>370kHz±2.5kHz s.s.b. 2kHz filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40kHz ±1.1kHz a.m. 2kHz filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40kHz ±3.1kHz a.m. 4kHz filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40kHz ±4.3kHz a.m. 7kHz filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise Blanker:</td>
<td>Threshold 12dB above carrier, 500pS blanking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity:</td>
<td>60kHz±2kHz a.m. better than 1μV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f.m. better than 1μV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s.s.b. better than 0.5μV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2-30MHz a.m. better than 0.8μV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f.m. better than 0.8μV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>s.s.b. better than 0.3μV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noise Floor:</td>
<td>-12dBm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i.f. Selectivity:</td>
<td>2.3kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.5kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.5kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.0kHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermodulation Effects:</td>
<td>50kHz separation +17dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20kHz separation +16dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10kHz separation +10dB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The HF-250 Europa costs £799.00 and is supplied complete with the remote commander, Synchronous a.m. demodulator and f.m. module. My thanks to Lowe Electronics Ltd., Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5LE, Tel: (01629) 580800, for the loan of the review model.
### Scanning Antennas

**AIR-44'N**  
Prof. quality airband antenna (Base - Civil & Military Air). Thanks to the huge success of the Air-33 we have now produced a sligher higher gain version with a low-loss N-type fitting (1.7m long). (Gain 6.8/8.5dBi).  
ONLY £69.95 P&P £8  
**AIR-33...1.m long (3/6dB).....£44.95 P&P £5**

**TSA-6671**  
New ultra small BNC magmount. Amazing. Allows you to use any existing BNC antenna from your scanner to transceiver on your car without having to purchase a car antenna. (Supplied with 2m miniature coax + BNC fitted).  
Our price £22.95 P&P £1

### Handheld Accessories

**MULTI-BUY EP-300**  
Deluxe over the ear earpiece.  
Buy 1 £9.95 + £1 P&P  
Buy 2 £15.00+ £1 P&P  
ONLY £49.95 P&P £5

**MA-339**  
Mobile holder for handhelds  
OS-300........Air vent holder £9.99  
OS-300........Desk stand £19.95  
P&P £2 on all mounts

**POLICE STYLE HOLSTER HHC-2**  
Matches all handaholds can be worn on the belt or attached to the quick release body holder.  
ONLY £9.99 P&P £1

**SCANMASTER SP-55**  
Boost reception of your scanner with this pre-amp. 25-1500MHz, variable gain, band pass filters.  
RRP £69.95 P&P £3.50  
5th EDITION UK SCAN DIRECTORY  
£18.50 P&P FREE

**SCANNER BUSTERS 2**  
Overcome new technology and listen into what you want to hear.  
OUR PRICE £6.00 P&P £1

### H.F. Accessories

**VECTRONICS AT-100**  
This is a superb self contained antenna system for inside the house/flat. (built in preselector). RRP £79.95 P&P £4  
**NEW SP-1 SPYWIRE**  
Ideal for any receiver. Receives all short wave bands. All mode, no ATU required. Built in balun. SO239 connection.  
NEW AT-2000 ATU with Q-selector £49.99 P&P £5  
INTRO PRICE £19.99 P&P £1

**SONY AN-1 active antenna system**  
£99.99 P&P £5  
Sony AN-100 active antenna £49.95 P&P £5  
Sony AN-71 pull out S.W. antenna £99.99 P&P £1

**NEW HOWES CT-U9**  
500kHz-30MHz ATU with built in balun. Ready built £69.00 P&P £5  
CTU-8 shortwave ATU £49.00 P&P £5  
AT-2000 ATU with Q.selector £99.99 P&P £5

**NEW LW-2**  
The ultimate in high quality long wire antenna kits. Complete ready to go wire antenna that should last forever – don't forget you get what you pay for! (0-30MHz) length adjustable up to 150ft.  
ONLY £39.95 P&P £5  
(All parts - high quality and replaceable)

---

**Special Offer:**  
LONDON SHOWROOM & MAIL ORDER: 0181-951 5781/2  
Address:- 132 High St. Edgware, Middx HA8 7EL
SCANNING RECEIVERS

**ICOM IC-R8500**
The ultimate all mode base receiver, 100kHz-2GHz. Part-ex your old receiver and move into the 21st century. RRP £1549. OUR PRICE £1399.95. Interest free credit available. Send us four post-dated cheques for £389 (incl. P&P UK mainland).

**ICOM IC-R7100**
Professional quality wideband scanning receiver. Covers 25MHz-2GHz.

ONE ONLY £999.95

HANDHELD SCANNERS

**AOR AR-8000**
The ultimate h/held scanner covers everything from 500kHz-1900MHz without gaps. All mode AM, NFM, WFM, USB, LSB + CW. RRP £410. OUR PRICE £329.00 incl FREE DB-32 worth £30.

Case for 8000/2700 AR-8000 Comms receiver £17.95
BC-220XLT Special offer £159.95

**YUPITERU MV-7100EX**
100kHz-1850MHz. Wideband scanner with SSB. RRP £341.95. OUR PRICE £259.95

**NETSET PRO-44**
50 channel handheld scanner. Listen to aircraft, ham, marine, public services and much more. RRP £149.95.

OUR PRICE £99.95

**TSA-6201**
Extension speaker with volume control. OUR PRICE £14.99 P&P £1

**ICOM IC-R10**
Wideband scanning receiver covers 0.5MHz-1300MHz (all mode). Full computer access capability. RRP £279.00.

OUR PRICE £149.95

**QUALITY USED EQUIPMENT**

**YAESU FRG-100**
Communications receiver. Immaculate condition.

**AOR AR-3000**
Wideband receiver. VGC.

LOADS MORE AVAILABLE

**POWER SUPPLIES**

**PORTABLE 12V POWER STATION**
Will deliver 50 amps peak. Charges from AC mains or trickle charge from car cigar lighter using lead supplied. Has 12AH sealed cell and dramatically reduces HF car electronics noise. RRP £179.95.

OUR PRICE £46.95

**QUALITY PRODUCTS AT AFFORDABLE PRICES**

**TELESCOPIC MASTS**

5 section telescopic masts. Starting at 2½ in diameter and finishing with a top section of ½ inch diameter we offer a 8 metre and a 12 metre version. Each mast is supplied with guy rings and stainless steel pins for locking the sections when erected. The closed height of the 8 metre mast is just 5 feet and the 12 metre version at 10 feet. All sections are extruded aluminium tube with a 16 gauge wall thickness.

8 mtrs £69.00. 12 mtrs £98.00. Carriage £8.00.

**SECTIONAL MASTS**

Aluminium mast sets available in 4 x 5 foot sections. Each section is swaged on its end so that they slide into each other. The final section of 1½" diameter we offer a 8 metre and a 12 metre version. Each mast is supplied with guy rings and stainless steel pins for locking the sections when erected. The closed height of the 8 metre mast is just 5 feet and the 12 metre version at 10 feet. All sections are extruded aluminium tube with a 16 gauge wall thickness.

1¼ dia £18.00.
1¼ dia £28.00.
1¼ dia £36.00.
2¼ dia £45.00.

Carriage £8.00.
WINTER SALE NOW ON!

OPTOELECTRONICS – AT THE FOREFRONT OF TECHNOLOGY

NEW OPTO SCOUT 3.1-Mk2
Latest mini frequency finder from Optoelectronics. It will capture and memorise up to 400 frequencies that can be recalled directly into the AR-8000. Supplied with ant, nicads and fast charger. This month we are giving away a free case worth £16. RRP £69.95
SALE PRICE £349.95
BUY THE AR-8000 + OPTO SCOUT TOGETHER INCLUDING MODIFICATION & CONNECTING CABLE. RRP £249.95
SPECIAL OFFER £649
+ FREE CASE & DB-32 WORTH £45

NEW OPTO CUB
The Cub is ideal for communication, surveillance and recreational monitoring applications. From 10MHz-2.8GHz. The Cub has maximised sensitivity for detecting RF in the near field and displaying the frequency detected. The cub features a digital filter that reduces false counts and random noise, digital auto capture that acts like an intelligent hold button allowing any frequency captured to remain displayed as long as needed. RRP £139
CC30 Opto carry case £14.95 P&P £1

THE XPLORER
Think about it! How much would you pay for a freq counter, R-10 Intercl’ r freq., recorder, decoder, deviation meter and GPS interface? The Xplorer does it all & more in one unit! RRP £199. SALE PRICE £799
(Send A4 stamped addressed envelope for a full colour catalogue)

NEW DB-32
A miniature wideband antenna. Receives 30 - 1200MHz, BNC fitting only 1.5” long. It's superb (for its size). RRP £29.95 P&P £1

SPECIAL OFFER
ICOM R-10 + OPTO SCOUT INCLUDING REACTION TUNE CABLE. RRP £249.95
SALE PRICE £649

THE SHORTWAVE SPECIALISTS

AOR AR-7030
Brilliant new all mode short wave receiver with synchronous AM + remote control, RRP £299.
SALE PRICE £719.95

YAESU FRG-100
UK’s best selling SW receiver, RRP £99.95
OUR PRICE £449.00

TARGET HF-3
Communication receiver covers 30kHz-30MHz. Complete with power supply and long wire aerial.
RRP £159.95
ORDER YOURS TODAY AND CLAIM FREE POST.

SANGEAN ATS-818
Award winning portable SW receiver. (All mode 0-30MHz). RRP £249.95
OUR PRICE £139.95

SONY SPECIALIST

SONY SW-100E
Award winning miniature SW receiver.
RRP £219.95
OUR PRICE £199.95

MESA. ‘FRG --100
UK’s best selling SW receiver. RRP £1,599-
OUR PRICE £449.00

TARGET HF-3
Communication receiver covers 30kHz-30MHz. Complete with power supply and long wire aerial.
RRP £159.95
ORDER YOURS TODAY AND CLAIM FREE POST.

DIGITAL AUDIO FILTERS

MFJ-784B
Award winning digital audio filter.
RRP £299
SALE PRICE £239.95
DSP-9+ RRP £299
OUR PRICE £179.95
DSP-59+ RRP £299
OUR PRICE £269.95
DSP-599+ NOW IN STOCK RRP £349.95
OUR PRICE £349.95

WORLD BAND RADIO

Bargain shortwave portable broadcast receiver. The ideal holiday accessory.
RRP £99

OUR PRICE £29.95 P&P £3.50

LONDON SHOWROOM & MAIL ORDER:- 0181-951 5781/2
Address:- 132 High St. Edgware, Middx HA8 7EL FAX:- 0181-951 5782
Open Mon-Fri 9.30-5.30pm Sat 9.30-4pm. Close to Edgware underground station (Northern line) close to M1, M25, A406.

WEST MIDLANDS BRANCH:- Tel: 01384 481681
Unit 1, Canal View Industrial Estate, Brierley Hill, W Mids DY5 3LO
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The half-wavelength dipole is probably the quickest to build, simplest to tune and easiest to use high frequency short wave antennas. And compared to other antennas, the dipole is cheap! These facts account for the fact that the dipole is probably the most popular antenna for short wave listeners and amateur radio operators. Even people who can afford to install high performance commercial antennas often put up a half-wavelength dipole on one band or another.

And dipoles work really well. Not only are they well behaved (e.g. the work on-the-air the way technical articles say they do), but they offer good performance. Although the beam antenna and its relatives work much better, there is a serious question in my mind over where a cost/benefit decision comes down.

**Standard Dipole**

The standard dipole antenna is shown in Fig. 1A, while its idealised pattern is shown in Fig. 1B. The dipole antenna of Fig. 1A consists of a half wavelength radiator element ('B'), split in two sections ('A') of quarter wavelength each. In free space (which is almost never even approximated by hobbyist antenna builders), the overall length of the dipole is given by:

\[ L_{\text{metres}} = \frac{143}{F_{\text{MHz}}} \]

Close to the Earth's surface, where real dipoles reside (especially in the low end of the h.f. bands), there is a considerable shortening effect due to both the proximity of the Earth and the dielectric qualities of any end insulators used. As a result, there is a 4 to 5% foreshortening of the actual length in order to achieve an electrical half wavelength. The modified equation for practical dipoles is:

\[ L_{\text{metres}} = \frac{150}{F_{\text{MHz}}} \]

Each element length ('A') is one-half the length calculated by this equation. The length calculated is actually an approximation of the real length, although in most cases a close approximation. The actual length required depends somewhat on local installation conditions. It is standard practice to cut the dipole elements ('A') a few inches longer than indicated by Eq [2], and then tune them to the actual length for the specific installation by one of several methods: a) v.s.w.r. meter, b) noise bridge, or c) an antenna impedance meter. Until recently, when several v.s.w.r. meters with built-in low-power signal generators came on the market, only hams with a license to transmit could effectively use a v.s.w.r. meter to tune an antenna.

The azimuthal pattern for the ideal dipole is shown in Fig. 1B; this view is from above. This pattern is more nearly realised in actual practice when a 1:1 BALUN transformer is used at the feedpoint of the dipole (as in Fig. 1A). The dipole is a balanced antenna, while coaxial cable is unbalanced. The BALUN makes the transformation, and prevents distortion of the pattern through re-radiation from the feedline.

The pattern of the dipole is called a 'figure-8' pattern for obvious reasons: there are two main lobes in the direction along a line perpendicular to the antenna radiator element. When transmitting, this is the direction of maximum signal strength, and when receiving it is the direction of maximum sensitivity. Orthogonal to the maxima lobes are two nulls that are in line with the antenna element.

**Long of It**

On receive, smart operators often do not aim the maxima lobes at the desired station, but use the nulls to attenuate interfering signals on the same or adjacent channels. The maxima are broad enough that a strong signal will still be heard when off-axis, so if you can attenuate the interfering signal more than you lose from the main signal, then the signal-to-noise ratio is considerably improved...and that's what counts in radio reception.

The dipole is a resonant antenna, i.e. it is cut for a single frequency. Although the pattern changes, it also works well at three times the frequency. As a Novice ham operator in the late 1950s, I used a 66 foot 40 metre dipole on both 40 metres (7MHz) and 15 metres (21MHz). One of the consequences of using a resonant antenna is that it works less well at frequencies away from the design frequency. There are two ways to overcome this problem:

1. For lower frequencies, insert a capacitance in each element; and
2. For higher frequencies insert an inductance in each element.

In this section we will take a look at a means for tuning a dipole over a relatively wide range of frequencies centred about its design frequency.

**Figure 2** shows the capacitance tuned half wavelength (more or less) dipole antenna. Length 'A' is a bit longer than for normal dipoles, and is found from:

\[ L_{\text{metres}} = \frac{154}{F_{\text{MHz}}} \]

The variable capacitor is a 500pF unit. It can be mounted in a shielded box, as in Fig. 3. The unit in Fig 3 is a Heathkit model sold several years ago, and is designed to legal-limit amateur operators.
transmitters (note the wide plate spacing). For receive-only antennas, a considerably more modest capacitor can be used. For example, Maplin (PO Box 3, Rayleigh, Essex SS6 2BR) offers a light weight 500pF Dilecon unit (order no. FF51F). It looks as if it would be relatively easy to couple that capacitor to a small, low-speed (1 to 10 r.p.m.) d.c. motor, or a stepper motor, and enclosed in a shielded aluminium box. Applying power to the motor would allow one to tune the antenna by varying the capacitance.

Unless the Maplin FF51F has changed in its design since I bought several, it is better for remote use than certain other models because it rotates through 360°, even though the capacitance range is traversed in only 180°. The reason why this is a good feature is that it eliminates the need for mechanical stops, sensors at the limits of travel and the direction reversing circuitry that 180° capacitors require.

The Short Of It

Life always has some little constraints that we must overcome, doesn’t it? The constraint that has most affected my short wave and amateur radio hobbies is the lack of a yard (or is that ‘garden’) large enough to erect full size antennas. Even in my present QTH, a vertical or something mounted on a tower is the most convenient. In past locations, and in college, I tried a large number of different ways to get on the air in cramped spaces...some successful and others were learning experiences (never ‘failures’, mind you).

One way to get dipole-like performance in a small space is to use a shortened dipole that is inductively loaded to cancel the capacitance of the short radiator element. It will act as a resonant antenna, although at some narrowing of bandwidth.

Figure 4 shows several ways that short dipoles can be inductively loaded. Figures 4A, B & C place the coil at the centre point between the two radiator elements, using different feed mechanisms.

In Fig. 4A, the inductor is in the centre of the radiator element, and the coaxial cable is attached at either end. This arrangement works well if the antenna is not too short. For shorter antennas, an arrangement such as Fig. 4B might prove better. In this version, the coil is tapped to match the impedance of the coaxial cable. A variant of this antenna is often seen in which the shield of the coax is connected to one end of the coil, while the centre conductor is connected to an impedance matching tap on the coil. Still another variant is shown in Fig. 4C. In this antenna, the coil is connected between the elements, as in the previous case, but the feedline is connected through a transformer link. This type of coupling is made real easy for receive antennas by the use of a toroidal or binocular BALUN core to make the coil.

A helically loaded dipole is shown in Fig. 4D. This antenna is made from rods of some insulating material wound with approximately half wavelength of copper wire. For receive antennas, the rods can be wooden dowels, usually 2 to 5m in length, and of appropriate diameter to survive in the installation. But for transmitter use, the rods ought to be glass fibre, and can be made from a pair of discarded spreaders intended for quad antennas. Also, for transmitting applications a pair of disc or radial capacity hats will help reduce the corona effect at the ends.

Construction details for a home-brew rotatable dipole are shown in Fig. 5. For several years I used a 15 metre version of this idea that was published in various ARRL Radio Amateur Handbooks and ARRL Antenna Books. Although the design seems to have disappeared in recent editions, it’s still quite viable. It used 10 foot aluminium tubing sections for the elements, and a 0.14uH inductor between them. The feed method was a little different from those described above: the shield of the coaxial feeder went to one element, while the centre conductor connected to one end of the coil (the other end of the coil attached to the remaining element).

The support for the antenna was a section of 50 x 50mm timber, or a section of (50 x 25mm) timber (as I actually used). For the 15 metre band version, a length of 1.22m was
## MULTICOMM 2000 USED EQUIPMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AOR</td>
<td>AR8000</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£299.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOR</td>
<td>AR7030</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£712.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOR</td>
<td>AR5000</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£1495.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOR</td>
<td>AR3000+</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£875.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOR</td>
<td>AR3000A</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£815.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AKD</td>
<td>HF-3</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£155.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEARCAT</td>
<td>9000XLT</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£259.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICOM</td>
<td>IC-R8500</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£1445.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICOM</td>
<td>R9000</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£1500.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## TOP PRICES PAID... Guaranteed!!!

Let us sell your equipment for you. 0% commission.

### MULTICOMM 2000 USED EQUIPMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICOM</td>
<td>IC-R7100</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£875.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICOM</td>
<td>IC-R71E</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£550.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICOM</td>
<td>IC-R100</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£325.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICOM</td>
<td>IC-R100</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£385.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICOM</td>
<td>IC-R100</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£425.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICOM</td>
<td>IC-R100</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£499.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICOM</td>
<td>IC-R500</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£959.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICOM</td>
<td>IC-R7000</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£1500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICOM</td>
<td>IC-R7000</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£299.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenwood</td>
<td>R-5000</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£879.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony</td>
<td>SW-77</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£359.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony</td>
<td>SW-55</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£269.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony</td>
<td>SW-100</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£199.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony</td>
<td>SW-7600</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£169.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Welz</td>
<td>WS-1000</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£299.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Collection arranged

**12 MONTHS WARRANTY ON OUR USED EQUIPMENT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brand</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICOM</td>
<td>IC-R7100</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£875.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICOM</td>
<td>IC-R71E</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£550.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICOM</td>
<td>IC-R100</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£325.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICOM</td>
<td>IC-R100</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£385.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICOM</td>
<td>IC-R100</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£425.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICOM</td>
<td>IC-R100</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£499.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICOM</td>
<td>IC-R500</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£959.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICOM</td>
<td>IC-R7000</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£1500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yupiteru</td>
<td>MVT-7100EX</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£259.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yupiteru</td>
<td>MVT-7200EX</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£345.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yupiteru</td>
<td>MVT-8000EX</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£325.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yupiteru</td>
<td>MVT-7000EX</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£245.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yupiteru</td>
<td>MVT-7100</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£190.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yupiteru</td>
<td>MVT-7200</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£199.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yupiteru</td>
<td>MVT-7300</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£299.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yupiteru</td>
<td>MVT-7400</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£349.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yupiteru</td>
<td>MVT-7500</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£399.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yupiteru</td>
<td>MVT-7600</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£449.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yupiteru</td>
<td>MVT-7700</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£499.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yupiteru</td>
<td>MVT-7800</td>
<td><strong>NEW</strong></td>
<td>£549.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**100s OF DISCOUNTED BOOKS**

8th UK SCANNING DIRECTORY £17.50

Collection arranged
HOKA CODE3 GOLD

THE ULTIMATE MONITORING TOOL USED BY PROFESSIONALS

Anyone used to using our professional package, Code30, will be amazed at how we managed to achieve such high performance from so little hardware.

Over a year of hard development work at our Netherlands HQ has resulted in this latest decoder product. Code3 Gold uses the very best of software DSP filtering and detection technology (borrowed from our professional Code30) and the very latest surface mount miniaturised electronics for the hardware interface.

“The performance is stunning, the compactness remarkable and the price is simply unbelievable!”

We are unique in the decoder market because we put all the DSP software onto the PC. This makes it much easier to fully combine the DSP filters with the software signal detectors and the system decoders. This makes on-the-fly adjustments to the shift or baudspeed completely seamless to the decoding process. All decoding is optimised for every possible combination of keying speed and bandwidth. All of this DSP filtering means your receiver does not need to have expensive narrow filters for RTTY. Simply use your wideband SSB setting for SW monitoring and AM or FM for VHF.

Short Wave and VHF

Systems supplied as standard: ACARS, POCSAG, DTMF, PACKET, BAUDOT, ASCII, SITOR, NAVTEX, PACTOR, FAX, SSTV

This allows you to receive nearly every decodable system there is on shortwave and VHF. Diplomatic stations, Customs, Police, Military & Weather Stations sending 5 figure groups, Decode “Annex 10” Aircraft selcals, Morse, Hellscreiber, ARQ-S, ARQ-E, ARQ-N, ARQ-E3, ARQ-SWE, ARTRAC, POL-ARQ, F7BBN Baudot, Twinplex, CCIR242 TDM, CCIR342-2 TDM, FEC-A, FEC-S, Autopcep, Spread, HC-ARQ, TOR210/11, ROU-EC, HNG-FEC, COQ8, COQ13, Piccolo Mk6, SYNOP (AAXX, BBXX with 10,000 stations) and GMDSS-DSC.

Upgrading from a previous version of Code3?

We have all the latest upgrades for Code3, or why not upgrade your old decoder for a competitive upgrade to the new Code3 Gold.

THE PRICE FOR THIS REMARKABLE FULL DECODER PACKAGE £399 inclusive.

SEND A LARGE SAE FOR FULL DETAILS. CODE3 AND CODE30 ALSO IN STOCK.

ACCESSORIES

SHORTWAVE ANTENNAS
MILLER HF1 COMPACT .... £65.00
SONY AN-1 ACTIVE .... £59.00
SONY SWA-30 .... £POA
G5RV DIPOLE HALF .... £25.00
WATSON BALUN .... £19.95

TIMEWAVE DSP-599ZX .... £325

TIMEWAVE DSP-9+V3 .... £189

MFJ-784B DSP .... £235

VECTRONICS AT-100 ATU/Preselector .... £75

GLOBAL AT-2000 .... £90

REALISTIC DX-394 s/w receiver .... £225

WHIPS
WATSON REGULAR .... £12.95
WATSON TELELEGAINER .... £14.95
WATSON SUPER .... £19.95
DIAMOND MINI .... £28.00
DIAMOND MICRO .... £29.95

VHF/UHF ANTENNAS
BSS-1300 NEST OF DIPOLES .... £65.00
DSS-1300 DESK NEST .... £41.00
MSS-1300 MOBILE NEST .... £41.00
SKYSCAN MOBILE .... £25.00
SCANNMASTER DISCONE .... £45.00
SCANNMASTER DISC-DISC .... £56.00
SCANNMASTER SBA-100AIR .... £65.00
DIAMOND D-707 ACTIVE .... £139.00

CTU-9 ATU .... £35.00
AA2 SW ACT ANT .... £8.90
AA3 VHF ACT ANT .... £19.90
ASLS AUDIO FILTER .... £29.90
SPA-4 PRE AMP .... £8.90
AB-118 AIRBAND ANT .... £18.80
AOR SOFT CASE .... £17.00

SCANNMASTER SP-55 .... £69.00
VECTRONICS AT-100 .... £76.00
AOR SDU-500 .... £599.00
OPTO SCOUT .... £395.00
OPTO CUB .... £135.00
OPTO INTERCEPTOR .... £179.00
AOR CU-8232 INTERFACE .... £99.00

GARMIN GPS-38 .... £199.00
GARMIN GPS-45 .... £289.00
ICOM SP-3 SPEAKER .... £69.00
ICOM SP-7 SPEAKER .... £35.00
ICOM SP-12 SPEAKER .... £POA
LOWE KEYPAD .... £45.00
YUPITERU SOFT CASE .... £17.00

UNIT 3, 86 CAMBRIDGE STREET, ST. NEOTS, CAMBS PE19 1PJ
Tel: 01480 406770 E-Mail: multicom@intecc.co.uk
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sufficient for the support. Attached to the bottom end of the wooden support is a right angle plumbing pipe flange. Although one chap I know used the sort of flange that holds a shower curtain, it looked a bit weak for any serious application in my judgement. The pipe flange can then be fastened to a mast that can be rotated either by hand (as I did), or an electrical rotator motor.

The Two-Coil Loaded, Shortened Dipole

One of the more practical shortened dipole antennas is shown in Fig. 6. This antenna uses two coils, one in each element, to make up for the lost length. In a recent trip to an amateur radio distributor in my home town I noted a number of kits on sale, by several different manufacturers, that were of this design. All of the bands from 180 metres through 17 metres were represented. Presumably, antennas for the higher bands are short enough in full size for most people’s needs.

The centre feed of the antenna in Fig. 6 is not a 1:1 BALUN transformer, as used in other dipoles, but rather a simple dipole centre insulator. I’ve had bad luck with the use of BALUNs in this type of antenna, so cannot recommend it until I figure a way to overcome the problems. The connection to the receiver or transmitter is through either 50 or 75Ω coaxial cable, depending on which gives the better match (even if the match isn’t checked, the use of the wrong cable does not present a big problem).

The two sides of the antenna should be symmetrical, i.e. the coils should be at the same points on both halves, and all the dimensions on one side should be the same as the corresponding section on the other side (A = A, B = B). The siting of the coils can be a matter of some personal choice. If dimension ‘A’ is zero, then the coils will be right at the dipole centre insulator (this is the “0-percent” location), and the antenna is not materially different from some of those in Figs. 4A, B & C. The most usual situation seems to be placing the coils at the 50% point, i.e. where A = B. I’ve used this method, and found the antenna worked well and wasn’t inordinately difficult to get working. Other sites (A/A + B ratios) can also be used.

The equation for the inductive reactance required of the coils is more than a bit daunting. Although the mathematics are basically simple algebra, it’s a very large equation with lots of sub-calculations to make. The potential for an error is immense. The graphical solution, available in two or three handbooks, is too limiting, although they can be used as an approximation. Although cut and try is never completely eliminated in practical antenna construction, it can be a bit less tedious if a proper calculation is made in the first place. As a result, I wrote a computer program called LoadPole to help you find the inductive reactance and inductance required of the coils (L) in Fig. 6.

Fig. 4: Several inductively loaded dipoles: A) - C) lumped inductance loaded with different feed configurations; D) helically loaded; E) linearly loaded.

Fig. 5: Construction details of a coil loaded rotatable dipole.

Fig. 6: Two-coil loaded, shortened dipole.
Mounting the Loading Coils

The loading coils cannot simply be soldered to the antenna element wires, and then be expected to stand up to the rigours of the outdoors installation. A better approach is needed. Figure 7 shows two methods for mounting toroid core coils. An antenna end insulator (ceramic, glass, Nylon, etc.), is used to join the two halves of each element ('A' and 'B') together, and the inductor bridges the two conductors.

In Fig. 7A, a large toroidal core is used, so the coil can be slipped over the end insulator body. This arrangement makes it relatively easy to enclose the assembly inside a piece of pvc plumbing. In fact, a dandy coil assembly can be made using a short length of pvc pipe with the appropriate end caps (although don't depend solely on the glue to hold them together...use screw fasteners).

The mounting method in Fig. 7B simply bridges the coil across the insulator. It works well if a heavy gauge wire can be used to make the coil, and no strain is placed on the wire ends (let the antenna wire and insulator take all the forces).

A solenoid-wound coil can also be used, and either mounting tactic (as in Fig. 7) can be used. In Figs. 8A & B a solenoid coil is used with an end insulator. The coil in Fig. 8B uses a section of B&W 'mini-ductor' stock to make an antenna for the 75/80 metre amateur radio band. A commercial loading coil is shown in Fig. 9. It was salvaged from one of the commercial kit antennas described above.

The LoadPole Software

The calculations for the inductance of the coil in the loaded, shortened dipole are a bit dicey. One major antenna book gives both the equation and a graphical solution. However, I found that the graphical solution was easy to use, but it was basically too rigid. The reactances one obtains from the graph are for only one wire size (#36 to #40 AWG), which is a bit smallish for amateur or swl. antennas. Because the wire diameter is a factor in the equation, it cannot be ignored. Even if the chart were designed around a useful wire size, it wouldn't fit the case where you want to use a different conductor.

The LoadPole program allows you to select any of a number of swg. (UK), AWG (USA), or copper/aluminium tubing sizes to make the antenna, and then calculates the required reactance and inductance for the loading coils. Using the program runs under Windows 3.1. You use the mouse to drag the pointer of three scroll bars to select the overall length of the proposed antenna (as a percentage of the half wavelength of a full-size dipole), the position of the coil along the element (0 to 99%), and the operating frequency between 1 and 30MHz. From drop down menus you select the units of measure (feet or metres), and the wire size.

Connections...

Joe Carr K4IPV, can be reached at PO Box 1099, Falls Church, VA, 22041, USA, or via E-mail at carrjj@aol.com

If you would like a copy of the Loadpole software, then send two pound coins taped to a piece of card addressed to Short Wave Magazine, LoadPole SW, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. In return we will send you a PC formatted 3.5in floppy disk containing the installation files. Don't forget to include the return address. Please allow 21 days for delivery.
AR7030 - the DXer's choice...

High dynamic range short wave receiver £799
UK designed & built to high standards, 0 - 32 MHz, all mode, built-in RS232 port and more. Innovative features include auto-tune synchronous detector and automatic filter alignment. Supplied with infrared hand controller, mains power supply and illustrated operating manual.

AR7030 options

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Price (P&amp;P)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MF500</td>
<td>£89.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFJ455K8</td>
<td>£39.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XTAL2.4</td>
<td>£129.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL124</td>
<td>£24.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MF2.5</td>
<td>£89.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFK455J</td>
<td>£99.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MF4</td>
<td>£89.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFK455I</td>
<td>£99.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MF6</td>
<td>£89.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BP123</td>
<td>£99.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATA MASTER</td>
<td>£129.00 (£3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TW7030</td>
<td>£12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMP7030</td>
<td>£3.00 (free)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Planned options to follow:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Option</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NB7030</td>
<td>Enhanced multi function audio notch filter plus RF noise blanker.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC7030</td>
<td>Soft carry case for the AR7030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM7030</td>
<td>Stereo internal converter with RDS display still under consideration and dependent upon demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SM7030</td>
<td>Service kit, Circuit diagrams, PC controlled alignment, test disk supplied, £85.00 (£3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AR8000 - wide band hand-held receiver, new lower price £349

The AR8000 UK receiver is still the most full featured wide band hand held receiver on the market today. Frequency coverage is from 500 kHz - 1900 MHz without gaps with all mode reception... twin frequency display, alphanumeric text comments.

The CU8232 is a compact interface unit measuring 75mm(W) x 30mm(H) x 123mm(D) and weighs 170g (approx). The interface permits computer control via the RS232 serial port of a computer and clone of data between two AR8000 receivers or two AR2700 receivers.

An additional piece of software will usually be required in order to address the computer's serial port with the correct set of parameters. If using an IBM-PC or clone (with 80386 processor or higher) Microsoft WINDOWS "TERMINAL" may be used to address the computer's serial port and configuration of "TERMINAL" is covered in the illustrated 50 page CU8232 operating manual (and 16 page AR2700-CU8232 supplement).

PC-MANAGER (versions for DOS and Windows) is an optional utility for memory & search bank management. The software (which works in conjunction with the optional CU8232 interface) permits upload, download, editing, renumbering, saving of data, editing of auto-mode bandplan data (plus a built-in terminal driver for DOS and extra features for Windows including spectrum display and sound recording to disk).

AR8000 UK £349.00
CU8232 interface £99 (£3)
PC-MANAGER £49 (£3)
State DOS or WINDOWS
SC8000 soft case £17.95 (£1.50)
CR8000 tape control interface £44.90 (£2)
AR5000 high performance in a single wide band receiver...

The AR5000 advances the frontiers of performance providing excellent strong signal handling, high sensitivity and wide frequency coverage with microprocessor facilities to match. A great advancement in wide band front end design has been made, partly due to the introduction of automatic electronic preselection between 500kHz - 999.999999MHz with low pass, band pass and high pass filters for other bands. The preselection may be "manually tracked" when monitoring spot frequencies to help reduce any potential effects of interference caused by nearby monster transmitters. "True receive" throughout its range, not an up-converter above 1GHz.

There simply is not enough room here to list all the available microprocessor facilities, in fact the whole story of this feature-rich miracle is not revealed until you are able to study the operating manual... alternatively give us a call and "chat through" all the features!

Government departments on both sides of the Atlantic have carried out extensive trials against rival units and we are pleased to find they are placing orders for the AR5000, good sensitivity at frequency extremes, excellent range of facilities, compactness & light weight leading to great flexibility in operation.

**More from The Captain's Log...**

As this issue is devoted to chapter-and-verse on how the signal gets here, let's see what we can hear when it arrives. One you won't hear is the BBC on 15070. Try around there at dawn and dusk for Aeronautical DX but the Beeb has set up camp at 15575 daytimes. Mail me at bob@aor.co.uk if you can hear a reliable frequency for World Service around midday...

Try your strong-signal handling on 3955 after 1700 in the UK. This AOR user finds it all too reassuring that this BBC TX is strong enough to cause his 7030 to drop the PREAMP function without leaving the armchair.

Wait for night. While the sunspot count is low, try for the BBC in Hong Kong on 3915KHz. If the local QRN allows, try for Ghana on 3366. If you can hear that, Eighty should be a treat. Keen SWM readers know you can check for the MW DX chances by listening for Newfoundland on 930KHz. Those of us already feeling the benefit of the AOR 7030 front-end will hear Moscow Home Service on 171KHz, the choice of filters will keep France Inter's copious sidebands at bay.

Mail me if you can hear VOA. Apart from the skill needed to hear it on a sidetband feeder on 10454, this listener catches up on life stateside via AFN Frankfurt on 873. Winter conditions mean this is strong enough for car radio reception in the late evening. Whatever you listen to from wherever in the world it comes, keep in touch with AOR.

© Bob Ellis
Transmitting Films

The use of film has always been an important aspect of television programming. Nowadays, feature films are usually transferred onto video tape for ease of transmission. In the Fifties and Sixties, use was made of full-length feature films, especially filmed documentaries, and also filmed inserts into studio programmes.

Transmitting films on television was not a simple matter. The normal film projector as used in the cinema or in the home has an intermittent motion, that is, the film is pulled down frame by frame, and each frame remains stationary behind the projection lens for a fraction of a second. The process takes place rapidly enough for the eye and the brain to be deceived into thinking that the projection process is continuous. Unfortunately, the time during which the film remains stationary in a conventional projector is not sufficient for the television scanning process to be completed and special equipment had to be used to overcome this problem.

A type of projection mechanism was designed using an ingenious system of revolving and tilting mirrors which produced a stationary image from a moving film which allowed the film to run smoothly and continuously. A mechanism of this type (known as the Mechau film projector) was adapted by BBC engineers before the War for television purposes in such a way that the film image was projected directly into a television camera.

The introduction of the "flying-spot" technique in 1949 made it unnecessary to use a television camera, which resulted in a big improvement to the quality of film transmission and in fact made it equal to the best "live" pictures provided that the film itself was of first-class quality.

By the early Sixties, four types of film transmission equipment were used by the BBC: Twin-Lens Flying-Spot machines, Vidicon Telecina Channels, the old Mechau mechanism used in conjunction with the new flying-spot technique, and another type of equipment in which the image of the scanning raster was made to appear stationary relative to the film by an optical system which included a rotating glass polygon.

The advantage of the last two systems was that silent films could be run at any speed from zero upwards; this enabled a film insert to be introduced into a "live" studio programme without the delay which would normally occur while the machine ran up to speed.

Twin-Lens Flying-Spot System

In the twin-lens flying-spot system, the film moved continuously through the film gate which was the size of a normal film frame but the flying-spot raster had an aspect ratio of 4:1.5 instead of the normal 4:3. A double lens system focused two images of the raster, one above the other, on to the film in the gate.

As each film gate passed the first image of the raster the odd-line field was scanned and as the same film frame moved on to the second image, the raster scanned the even-line field. A mechanical shutter blacked out each raster alternately while the other image scanned the film.

This system produced pictures of the highest quality but had the disadvantage that the mechanism had to run up to synchronous speed before the picture could be transmitted. This took some eight seconds.

Vidicon Telecina Channel

The Vidicon Telecina Channel technique used a standard intermittent motion film projector in conjunction with a vidicon camera tube. The relatively long storage time of this type of tube bridged over the time intervals when the optical image was blacked out for the film pull-down period.

Facilities for reproducing sound film from magnetic track, either on the same film or on separate sprocketed film, were also available. This technique offered a higher standard of quality than an optical sound track which usually underwent several dubbings before reaching the final positive film.

Telecina machines were available to handle either 35 or 16mm film. Telecina equipment was installed in London and in each main Regional centre. The apparatus used in making films for television was also provided by the BBC Engineering Division to meet the requirements of the Television Film and News departments.
SOUTH MIDLANDS COMMUNICATIONS

THREE MONTHS SPECIAL OFFERS

Yaesu FRG-100 HF receiver
Yupiteru MVT-7100

SAVE £170
ONLY £255

+ FREE mains power supply. 50kHz - 30MHz

Next day delivery FRG-100 £13.50
Next day delivery MVT-7100 £8.50

LOWE RECEIVERS

HF-150
AM, AMS, SSB.
30kHz-30MHz
60 memory channels.
OUR PRICE £399

HF-250
AM, AMS*, SSB, CW, FM**.
30kHz-30MHz
225 memory channels.
OUR PRICE £759

SRX-50
Portable receiver LW, MW, SW, VHF/FM stereo.
OUR PRICE £37

* with options fitted

DATA PRODUCTS

We offer the widest range in the UK

AEA
PK12 1200 baud TNC £129
PK86 9600 baud TNC £219
PK232/MBX Multimode data modem £319
*DSP232 Multimode data modem £479
*PK900 Multimode data modem £479
*Free Pack-Win software

PacComm
Tiny 2 1200 baud TNC £139
PicoPacket 12 baud portable TNC £119
Spirit 2 9600 baud TNC £219

Kantronics
KPC3 1200 baud TNC £139
KPC9612 1200-9600 dual port TNC £275
Kam+ Multimode data modem £395

Symek
TNC2H 9600 baud TNC £179

Custom-made leads available for most leading brands of transceivers. £14.95. Only £7.50 if purchased with a TNC.

SCANNING RECEIVERS

AOA
AR-5000 £1559
AR-3000A £859
AR-8000 £315

ICOM
ICR-7100 DC £1249
ICR-8500 £1495
ICR10
NEW FOR PRICE

All discounts are based on recommended retail prices.

CARRIAGE: A = £2.75  B = £5.50  C = £9.50  D = £13.50

Showroom/Mail Order 9.30-5pm, 9-1pm Sat Tel: (01703) 251549 Service Dept Tel: (0113) 235 0605 9-5 Mon-Fri. Email: amateur@smc.comms.com

SMC Sidkin (SMC HQ) Data Communications Hotline Tel: (01703) 254247 9.30am - 5pm for personal callers 9.00 - 9pm for telephone queries.

SMC Ltd HQ Southampton: S M House, School Close Chandlers Ford Ind Estate, Eastleigh, Hants SO53 4BY. Tel: (01703) 258111 Fax: (01703) 263507

ARE Communications: 6 Royal Parade Hanger Lane, Ealing, London W5A 1ET. Tel: 0181-997 4476 9.30am - 5.30pm Mon-Fri. 9.30am - 1.00pm Sat.

Reg Ward & Co: 1 Western Parade, West Street, Asminster, Devon EX13 5NY. Tel: (01297) 34918 9.00am - 5.15pm Tues-Sat

SMC (Northern): Nowell Lane Ind. Estate, Nowell Lane Leeds. Tel: (0113) 235 0606 9.30am - 5.00pm Mon-Fri. 9.00am - 1.00pm Sat.

* TELEX • AEA • TOKYO HY-POWER • MFJ • MIRAGE KLM • HENRY • MANSON • RECON • AOR • KENWOOD • YAESU
SONY RADIOS ARE ON SPECIAL OFFER

ROBERTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC-818</td>
<td>£184.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-817</td>
<td>£159.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-617</td>
<td>£120.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-621</td>
<td>£59.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-101</td>
<td>£49.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GRUNDIG AT ASK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Satellit-700</td>
<td>£320.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yachtboy-500</td>
<td>£159.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yachtboy-400</td>
<td>£120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yachtboy-207</td>
<td>£32.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yachtboy-217</td>
<td>£42.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MAGELLAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GPS 2000</td>
<td>£175.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS 3000</td>
<td>£199.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trailblazer</td>
<td>£249.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trailblazer XL</td>
<td>£299.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MAIL ORDERS WELCOME ON THE ABOVE PHONE NUMBERS. FAST-EFFICIENT-CONVENIENT TO YOUR DOORSTEP!!

How TO INTERPRET FACSIMILE WEATHER MAPS & CHARTS £8.95
WEATHER REPORTS FROM RADIO SOURCES £6.00

NEW FROM SONY

ICF-SW1000T RRP £499 ASK price £360.00
As reviewed in Short Wave Magazine April issue
ICF-SW7710G 2898KHz, usb/lab cw, 160 memories & labelling facility, 5 event timer, world timer RRP £399.95 ASK price £299.00
ICF-SW1000E RRP £219.95 ASK price £159.95
ICF-SW1000S KIT inc active antenna RRP £299.95 ASK price £235.95
ICF-SW7600G RRP £189.95 ASK price £129.95
ICF-SW33 RRP £149.95 ASK price £135.00
ICF-SW10 RRP £49.95 ASK price £39.95
£4.99
AN1 Active SW antenna RRP £74.95 ASK price £59.95
AN71 Wire antenna £4.99
AN100 Active antenna FCF-SW100 or ICF-SW7600G £49.95
AN102 Compact active antenna £59.95

SPECIAL OFFER AR-8000
Full UK spec £329.00
AR-7030       £175.00
AR-5000       £1499.00
AR-2700 500KHz-1300MHz £260.00

HANDHELD & BASE

YUPITERU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MVT-1251</td>
<td>£169.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVT-150</td>
<td>£169.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VT-225</td>
<td>£240.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVT-7000</td>
<td>£265.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(no gaps)</td>
<td>£255.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVT-7100EX</td>
<td>£265.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVT-7200</td>
<td>£345.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MVT-8000</td>
<td>£350.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

REALISTIC DX-394 £249.00

SAC-8000 To link Scout to AR-8000 without modification £24.95
SDU-5000     £650.00
WA-7000 Active band antenna 30KHz-2000MHz £149.95

YAESU

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AR-3000A 100KHz-2038MHz home base</td>
<td>£840.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR-3030 30KHz-30MHz home base</td>
<td>£615.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR-3000</td>
<td>£810.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPTO-SCOUT</td>
<td>£369.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAC-8000 To link Scout to AR-8000 without modification</td>
<td>£24.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDU-5000</td>
<td>£650.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA-7000 Active wide band antenna 30KHz-2000MHz</td>
<td>£149.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ALINCO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DJ-X1D 200KHz-1300MHz</td>
<td>£240.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ICOM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICR-1 100KHz-1300MHz</td>
<td>£380.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICR-7100 homebase</td>
<td>£1279.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

UNIDEN UBC-220XLT £150.00

Please make all cheques payable to: ASK Electronics at 248-250 Tottenham Court Road, London W1P 9AD

For the best prices give us a call on: 0171-637 0353
**Telerecording Techniques**

It is important to be able to record a television programme, either for subsequent showing in this country or abroad or for the archives. The process can also be used for putting together a number of scenes performed in a studio so as to produce a continuous programme for showing later.

BBC engineers have made some notable advances in this field. In 1949 when telerecordings began to be used regularly, the basic idea was to photograph the picture on a television screen with a film camera. The intermittent motion of the film in a normal film camera presented the same kind of problem as that encountered in the transmission of films and was at first overcome in the same way by using the Mechau mechanism.

The equipment gave reasonable results but the quality of the recorded pictures was not up to BBC standard. Work went on therefore to develop an improved system resulting first in the introduction into service of the ‘suppressed-field’ system and later of the better system known as ‘stored-field’.

Since imperfections in the processing of the film could degrade the quality of the picture when it was reproduced, the developing and printing process was studied stage by stage and, with the co-operation of commercial processing laboratories, considerably improved so that more consistent telerecordings could be obtained. Mention should also be made of another system developed by BBC engineers in cooperation with an outside manufacturer. The system was known as the ‘fast pull-down’ (or ‘rapid pull-down’) system and was capable of producing recordings of very good quality.

**Suppressed-Field System**

In the system known as ‘suppressed-field’, the picture on the cathode-ray tube was recorded by a normal intermittent type film camera which ran in synchronism with the television field frequency. Since the camera required about half of each field period to complete the film pull-down and the film could not be exposed during the pull-down period, it was necessary to suppress each alternate vertical scan (field) of the picture on the cathode-ray tube. The film pull-down took place during this period of suppression. The recorded picture, therefore, had a nominal 202.5 lines instead of 405 lines. The equipment was designed to use 35mm film.

**Stored-Field System**

In the ‘stored-field’ system, all the lines were recorded. The alternate vertical scans (taking place during the pull-down period) were not suppressed. The afterglow of the cathode-ray tube was relied upon to store the lines until they were exposed at the same time as the lines which scanned during the exposure period.

It was necessary to provide circuitry which automatically increased the gain of the video amplifier during the scanning of the stored field in order to compensate for the decay during storage and to ensure that the stored and direct fields had equal intensity when they were exposed together. The equipment was designed to use 35mm film and could produce recordings of very satisfactory quality.

**Rapid Pull-Down System**

With the ‘rapid pull-down’ system of making telerecordings on film, the film pull-down time was reduced to about five milliseconds. Even this was considerably longer than the television field blanking period of 1.4ms. This problem was overcome in the following way. The camera shutter was arranged to close at the moment when field blanking and film pull-down commenced and remained closed until the film pull-down was completed. The camera therefore remained shuttered during the first few active lines of each field. These few lines were stored by the persistence of the screen of the picture tube until the shutter re-opened and exposure of the film began. Some compensation had to be introduced to ensure that these lines received the same exposure as the remaining lines which were scanned after the shutter had re-opened. This correction was achieved by placing a graded neutral-density filter in front of the picture tube with the minimum density at the top edge of the picture.

**Video Recording Techniques**

All these systems used film as the recording medium, which was expensive and had the disadvantage that a considerable time was required to develop and print it. The BBC therefore devoted a great deal of technical effort to the problem of recording television pictures on magnetic tape by electrical means, with the object of producing a television tape recorder.

This problem was immensely more complex than the recording of sound because something like 200 times as much information had to be recorded, but the problem was largely solved and the resulting equipment was known as VERA (Vision Electronic Recording Apparatus). This equipment was first demonstrated publicly in April 1958 and was subsequently used experimentally for telerecording a number of programmes.

Meanwhile, another system of magnetic recording had been developed in the USA and was by then coming into widespread use. This was the Ampex system and since the equipment was already available it was decided to adopt it within the BBC. The system, known as Videotape, was capable of giving very good picture quality and had the advantage, as in sound recording, of immediate play-back plus the fact that the tape could be used again.
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once a recording was no longer required.

Ampex machines were installed at the Television Centre and also in vehicles to provide mobile recording facilities. Similar equipment was also provided at Regional centres. Seventeen machines were in service or on order by August of 1961. Nine of the machines were capable of operating on both 625-lines and 525-lines as well as on 405-lines. One machine was capable of recording programmes in colour.

The Ampex machines used a frequency modulation system with a carrier frequency of 4MHz. Four recording heads were used mounted on the periphery of a rotating drum. The signal was switched from one head to another as each came opposite the magnetic tape. The drum rotated at 15000 r.p.m. and the tape was drawn past it in a helical fashion at approximately 15in per second which gave a relative head to tape speed of 1600 inches per second. There was practically no visible deterioration in first-generation copies.

**Colour Television**

The BBC's work on Colour Television began in 1946 in the laboratory and experimental transmissions were continued each winter from 1955. By 1961, BBC engineers were ready, if the government so decided (which they didn't!), to start a service of colour television on 405-lines within a year, and on 625-lines at a later stage. The studios at Television Centre had been designed to be suitable for the introduction of colour at any time - it was only the usual amount of government dithering which held things up! The BBC had co-operated in the work of the Television Advisory Committee and BBC engineers carried out much of the practical work and investigations on which the Committee had based its reports. The work by the BBC included a very thorough experimental investigation of the then controversial question of Frequency Modulation versus Amplitude Modulation, which had to be resolved before V.H.F. sound broadcasting could be introduced.

A colour television camera channel was designed by BBC engineers and, later, a 16mm slide and film scanner. With this equipment, colour pictures could be produced and evaluated on a colour monitor constructed for the purpose using a sequential scanning process which provided separate red, green and blue signals. Prior to 1949, it was thought that a practical television system would require the transmission and reception of these three signals, each occupying a bandwidth equal to that of the existing monochrome system (3MHz in the British 405-line system). Such a system would have resulted in an extremely inefficient use of spectrum space, even if the space were available. There would have been an added disadvantage in that the system would not have been compatible, that is to say, it would not enable a satisfactory black-and-white picture to be received on existing monochrome receivers.

In 1953, the National Television System Committee in America (the NTSC) proposed a system in which only two signals needed to be transmitted, one describing the variations in brightness of the scene to be transmitted (the luminance signal) and the other, variations in saturation and hue (the chrominance signal). BBC engineers successfully adapted the NTSC system to the British television standards.

Eventually, the PAL colour system was developed.

**Standards Converters**

A study was conducted into the merits of television standards based on different numbers of lines; a full-scale experiment to compare the relative merits of the British 405-line system and the 625-line system used widely in Europe was carried out and involved the installation of an additional high-power transmitter at Crystal Palace which operated in Band V.

Long-term studies which extended over a period of years were carried out by the BBC to assess the possibilities and problems of television broadcasting in Band IV (470 - 582MHz) and Band V (606 - 854MHz). These included propagation measurements and a detailed survey of the coverage likely to be achieved by stations operating in these bands. In 1957, a high-power Band V transmitter was specially installed at Crystal Palace. This was used for the latter survey in which a number of other organisations co-operated, in the course of which many thousands of measurements were made. The survey was conducted in order to compare the quality of reception of 405-line television signals in Bands I and V and also to compare reception of 405-line television in Band I with reception of 625-line television in Band V.

The trials included field-strength surveys and picture quality assessment in mobile laboratories as well as in selected viewers' homes. The results of these experiments were published by the BBC in 1960 in a document entitled *Television Field Trials Of 405-Line and 625-Line Systems In The UHF and VHF Bands, 1957-1958*.

A further series of 625-line experimental transmissions was undertaken in 1962; some of these were in colour. The Band V transmitter at Crystal Palace was modified for these tests to make it suitable for colour. Additional equipment was ordered for the generation of 625-line colour pictures.

**Eurovision**

By 1961, the bringing of 'live' television programmes to the United Kingdom from most parts of Europe was an established technique, which could be used whenever programme requirements demanded it. Yet this was pioneered only nine years previously in 1952 by the BBC and the French television service, RTF. The exchange of 'live' programmes was only possible because BBC and RTF engineers had designed standards converters which were used to change the television pictures from the, then, new French 819-line standard to the British 405-line system and to the 441-line standard then still in operation in Paris.

Two years earlier in 1950, the BBC had proved that it was possible to bring television pictures across the English Channel when a complete Outside Broadcast Unit was taken to Calais to beam back pictures to London by a series of temporary radio links. This in itself was a considerable feat, but because BBC equipment was used throughout, the problem of converting from one standard to another did not arise.

Standards conversion between 405, 625 and 819 lines was achieved in 1952. With the advent of video tape recording, the much more difficult problem of converting television signals from European standards to American standards had to be tackled. Tape recordings, unlike films, could not be reproduced in another country where the television
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**Satellite Television**

In the early Sixties, before the days of Telstar and other satellites, it was not possible to go to the Americas or to the Commonwealth countries for ‘live’ transmissions, but BBC engineers were certainly planning on a link-up with these distant countries either by special cables under the oceans, by radio links, or by future satellites in orbit. Experimental use of earth satellites for television transmissions was set to begin in the mid-Sixties.

Nowadays, television and radio transmissions via satellite are a common occurrence. Thanks largely to the dedicated pioneering work by engineers in the BBC Engineering Division.

**Calling All Collectors**

The authors would be very pleased to hear from anyone who may have photographs or even video recordings of archive BBC-TV graphics, including Test Cards and on-screen Identification Symbols. Also, has anyone collected BBC Test Card music? If so, please write to Keith Hamer, 7 Epping Close, Mackworth Estate, Derby DE22 4HR. Tel: (01332) 513399.
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This month's used equipment selection:

RECEIVERS

YUPITERU MVT-7000..WIDE COV. HANDLE, BOXED £175
YUPITERU VT-225 £199
YUPITERU VT-125 £199
SKYVOICE £199

REALISTIC PRO-2021..BASE SCANNER £89 £799
REALISTIC PRO-2024..BASE, G COND £195
REALISTIC PRO-39...H/HELD, G COND, BOXED £189 £139
REALISTIC PRO-35...NICE H/HELD, G000 STARTER £99
REALISTIC PRO-26...H/HELD £110

NETSET PRO -46 £110
NETSET PRO -2032 ...BASE + G COVERAGE, BOXED £179 £110

BLACK JAGUAR 111...16 CH+SWITCHABLE AM/FM £175 £165
BEARCAT 700A £175 £165
BEARCAT 65XLT £175 £165
BEARCAT 200XLT £175 £165
BEARCAT BC350A. .BASE £175 £165
AOR 8000 £175 £165
AOR 800E £175 £165
ALINCO DJ -X1 £175 £165

YUPITFRU MVT 7100 BOXED £99 £450
YAESU FRG 8800 £195 £699
WELZ WS 1000 £195 £699
TRIO R600 £195 £699
JRC 525 £195 £699
AOR-AR3000 £195 £699
SONY PRO -80 £195 £699
SONY 5W-1 £195 £699
SOMMERCAMP SRG-86000X (AS 9600) £195 £699

LATE ARRIVALS

KENWOOD R7 -I £195 £699
KENWOOD R-5000..2 NICE ONES £195 £699
KENWOOD R-2000 NICE TO OPERATE £179 £110 FROM ROBERTS R-818 £179 £110
LOWE HF-225 £179 £110
DRAKE ROE £179 £110

Used Equipment:

AIRBAND HANDLE £99 £179
AIRBAND, CLEAN EXAMPLE £99 £179
AIRBAND RX AM - EX-DEMO £99 £179

HANDLE SCANNER £89 £179 £165 £130 £99 £145 £139
MOBILE/BASE, G COND £179 £165 £130 £99 £145 £139 £115 £95
H/HELD £115 £95 £110 £95 £110 £95 £95 £95 £95
WITH VHF FITTED £179 £165 £130 £99 £145 £139 £115 £95 £110
WITH CASE - AS NEW £179 £165 £130 £99 £145 £139 £115 £95 £110
HF RECEIVER £99 £139 £139 £139 £139 £139 £139 £139 £139
WIDE COV RX, ALL MODE BASE £575
CHEAP PORTABLE RECEIVER £99 £139 £139 £139 £139 £139 £139 £139 £139
£139 £139 £139 £139 £139 £139 £139 £139 £139
C/W CASE & ACCS £139 £139 £139 £139 £139 £139 £139 £139 £139
MOBILE WIDEBAND £279 £125 £125 £125 £125 £125 £125 £125 £125
TOP CLASS PERFORMANCE £279 £125 £125 £125 £125 £125 £125 £125 £125
GOOD (ONO - BOXED £279 £125 £125 £125 £125 £125 £125 £125 £125

Price c/w antenna, NiCads & Charger £129.95 £95...£299.95
Self tuning to strongest £129.95 £95...£299.95
Excellent for bug detection £129.95 £95...£299.95
Earphone supplied £129.95 £95...£299.95
Dual 10 segment £129.95 £95...£299.95
Nearfield Test Receiver £129.95 £95...£299.95

Control AR 8000, AR 2700, Icom R7000, Universal radio to PC interface £129.95 £95...£299.95

Send SAE for details £129.95 £95...£299.95

On The Internet?
E Mail Us at:- info@nevada.co.uk
Visit our Website http://www.nevada.co.uk

ORDER HOTLINES:
TEL: (01705) 662145
FAX: (01705) 690626
SHOWROOMS:- 1A MUNSTER ROAD, PORTSMOUTH PO2 9BS
MAIL ORDER:- 189 LONDON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH PO2 9AE

On The Internet? is
Entail

BEARCAT UBC 65XLT

NOW A SCANNER AT A PRICE YOU CAN AFFORD!

STANDING VALUE OR MONEY

LATE ARRIVALS

SPECIAL PRICE £59.95
(plus £6 p&p)

VECTRONICS AT 100
A combined, tunable preamp and active antenna. Boost reception of your existing antenna or use as a stand alone indoor active antenna £79.90

DRAE Wire Antennas

959 Full size £150 - 10 mtr £150
G54 Full size £150 - 10 mtr £150
G64W Windsor £150 - 10 mtr £150
G66 £150 - 10 mtr £150
G74 £150 - 10 mtr £150
DLB Long Wire Balun £35.95
Flex Weave Wire £35.95

SKY VOICE AIRBAND RECEIVER
Pocket sized Airband Receiver covering 1.18MHz right through to 180MHz. Easy to use, thumb wheel frequency selection, C/W,Nicads & charger. Price £99 £79.90

R10 - FM

30/40/80/160/200MHz continuous coverage £129.95
Nearfield Test Receiver £129.95
Dual 10 segment £129.95
Bargains £129.95

GARMIN GPS*45XL
Ideal for radio enthusiasts with lots of features including excavator squares read out £299

GARMIN GPS*45XL
Ideal for radio enthusiasts with lots of features including excavator squares read out £299

On The Internet? is
Entail

BEARCAT 700A

MATCHES AND TAP LEAD WIRE £5.99

GREAT DIY PROJECT £5.99

ON THE INTERNET?
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WE’VE BEEN SHIPPING WORLDWIDE FAST
for 26 years!

LOWEST PRICES
FRIENDLY ADVICE
FAST DELIVERY
SERVICE BACK UP

USE YOUR CREDIT CARD FOR SAME DAY DESPATCH!

AOR AR7030
An excellent, British made S/H receiver boosting more than 100 dB of dynamic range in AM model
- Fast sharp selectivity
- Sensitivity 0.25uV
Price .................. £760 £749

The NEW AR 5000
PROFESSIONAL GRADE ULTRA WIDEBAND SCANNER
Covers 10kHz - 2500MHz: All mode reception and a huge range of facilities.
DEMAND IS HIGH for this set and supplies are limited. CALL NOW AND PAY BY 3 POST DATED CHEQUES £1569 FREE DELIVERY

NEW! ICOM R8500
Our first shipment has now arrived - YES, we've got them IN STOCK! This receiver is everything we hoped it would be, covering 100kHz - 2GHz and lots of features.
PAY BY 3 POST DATED CHEQUES £1548.00

YAESU FRG 100

DIAMOND D707
ACTIVE WIDEBAND ANTENNA
For the serious listener, active antennas give the ultimate reception.
- Variable preamp gives 20dB gain
- Covers 500kHz - 1500MHz
- Japanese high quality
Price .................. £19.95

SCANMASTER DE-LUXE
DELUXE DESKTOP ANTENNA
500kHz - 1500MHz
A beautifully engineered top performance desktop antenna. Should substantially improve your scanners reception when used at home. Supplied c/w 4.5m of good quality cable & fitted BNC plug, support line and insulator ready to go.
Price .................. £12.95

NEW SW2 Indoor wire antenna
- Wideband coverage
- 100 kHz - 1GHz
- Special VHF/UHF section
- For handheld & base scanners
- Vastly improves reception on short waves - fully adjustable to suit your room, attic, garden and extends to 45ft if required.
- Supplied c/w fitted BNC plug, support line and insulator ready to go.
Price .................. £39.95

SPECIAL PURCHASE! AR 1500
Handheld Scanner with SSB!
- Continuous coverage: 500kHz-1200MHz
- 1000 user programmable memory channels
- All modes: FM(narrow) FM (wide) AM & SSB (BCD)
- Selection steps: 5kHz - 995kHz
- Priority channel
- Complete selection of Accessories supplied FREE
- NiCads
- Charger
- Soft case
- Belt hook
- Headphone
- 12v cigar plug & lead
- DA 900 Wide band whip antenna
- 5 mtr wire ant w/BNC for Shortwave
- 87.5 - 108MHz
- 150kHz - 29.99MHz
- 100Hz resolution
- Real time band scope
- 100Hz resolution
- Tunable band pass filters for the very best image and intermediate rejection
- Noise blanker & auto noise limiter
- Full computer interface compatibility
- £379 (plus £6 p&p)

R10 from ICOM
Now is the time to dump your existing scanner - THIS ONE IS THE BUSINESS! Just look at the specifications - then call us for a part exchange deal or simply use our cheque spread scheme to write 3 post dated cheques of £145 each. (includes £6 p&p)

TARGET HF3
A NEW BUDGET PRICED COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER
Covers 30kHz - 30MHz Supplied c/w Power Supply
Price £159.95

ROBERTS R861
Portable Shortwave and VHF FM radio with SSB & SSB reception.
- 150kHz - 29.99MHz
- 87.5 - 108MHz
- AM/SB/FM (MPX)
Price £199 + £4.75 p&p

ROBERTS R827
Multi-band Digital Pre-set Stereo World Radio
- Receives: SSB & CW
- AM, MW, SW, FM
- 45 preset stations
- 5 tuning methods
Price £159.95 + £4.75 p&p

SONY Radios

SONY SW1000T NEW Worldwide Receiver £389.00
SONY SW77 Digital World Receiver £349.95
SONY SW55 Compact World Receiver £359.00
SONY SW1088 Worldwide Receiver £199.00
SONY SW7600G World Receiver £179.50
SONY AN 1 Active antenna £39.95
SONY AN 3 Cassette tape antenna £39.95

Europe’s Number 1 Supplier
"This is Endsville," Young Golly the trainee said.

"More like deep fringe," Kilocycle Ken, the senior radio inspector said.

They were at the river mouth, a scattered settlement of weekend huts, aluminium boat, crayfish pots. A westerly wind from the Tasman Sea moaned across the black marram grass covered sandhills. A solitary fisherman cast into the booming surf. Behind the beach were high hills. This was New Zealand of the 19th century, remote, nikau palms, flax, heavy bush untouched by logging.

And an anachronism, a new large aluminium caravan.

"We won a share of first prize in the Lotto," the young complainant said proudly. A fire in a Shacklog stove wasn't a standard caravan fitting.

"It must have been difficult getting the caravan in over that gravel road," Kilocycle Ken said politely.

Fringe Reception

The TV was a new 33in Philips. The picture was extremely noisy, black shapes behind the noise, almost impossible to watch, despite stacked Yagis on a stayed pipe mast.

"Did the store which sold you the set and the antenna know where you lived and explain about fringe reception? You're too distant from the nearest transmitter. It's taken us hours to get here."

"The store said to ring the radio inspectors, they'd fix it."

Anything to make a sale, but Kilocycle Ken said, "What about the other people who live here?"

"This is the only television set," she said proudly.

Two Maori children on the caravan step looked in, gravely.

"Have you got a television licence?" Kilocycle Ken asked.

"I have, from our old place in town." She fumbled in a drawer amongst receipts, accounts and bitten pencils.

Kilocycle Ken recorded the date of expiry on the Engr. 86 complaint form. "It's expired."

"I'm not going to renew it until I get a picture," she said.

... here have a couple of fish...

Kilocycle Ken sighed and looked out at the surf caster. "My husband," she said. "We can't do anything for you," Kilocycle Ken said. She nodded, resigned.

"Here, have a couple of fish."

Current Licence

Back at the car, Kilocycle Ken said, "People are so kind." Young Golly said, "I can't remember you asking about a licence before?"

"At one time, it was automatic, but I haven't been asking, now the licensing people have been making a song and dance, saying that if somebody complains about radio or television interference, then the complainant has to have a current licence."

"Why buy a licence, the set operates just as well without it," Young Golly said.

"Not in her case. I should have explained that a TV licence can be equated to a fishing licence, you get the chance to fish, but neither fish nor television reception can be guaranteed."

"Say, that's a good one, I must remember it."

"There were arguments in the early times of low powered TV transmitters because coverage was poor, patchy. Maybe there was sound, maybe there wasn't. People argued that because their picture was bad they shouldn't have to pay a licence fee."

"So they still do."

"There was a thought, once, of abolishing licenses and finding broadcasting from general taxation. Other countries such as Australia did abolish licences, but out minister of finance apparently decided against doing that, saying that a licence was something tangible, showing where tax money was going."

They left the settlement.

Unreadable Licences

Kilocycle Ken said, "Before TV, the old radio licenses were written out by tellers at the Money Order Savings Bank position in post offices. Sometimes the carbon paper was very worn and the details on the licences were unreadable, but even if it wasn't, it was hard work checking dealer's returns against the pieces of paper, matching names with..."
licences and producing lists of wireless set owners without licences - which was work we had to do in those times. They were put into alphabetical order of surname, date of expiry and filed in varnished oak cabinets."

"Got the computer now." "That complainant would have been dropped off, probably gone, no address, but we pursued radio licences relentlessly. Dealers in wireless sets had to advise the Post & Telegraph department when a set was sold, and to whom, and we matched licence and address. If we couldn't find a licence, we visited to collect the thirty shillings. The trail of used wireless sets through auction rooms and second-hand dealers was followed, auctioneers and dealers had to keep records of sets sold. When I was first in this job, it was part of my work to do random checks on houses to see if there was a wireless licence. I spent days trudging from door to door in various small towns, putting details of the licences in a notebook, lunching on a pie and tea at the local railway refreshment rooms."

"Nothing technical in that," Young Golly said. "I would ask politely if they had a wireless set or radio receiver. If the answer was yes, where was the licence? Then there would be a hunt. Sometimes the licence was pinned to the wall above the set, sometimes beside it, sometimes it was kept in the set and because of the heat of the valves, it would be browned and brittle.

Suits & Ties

"We all wore suits and ties in those days. And I was once mistaken for a doctor. I had knocked, the door opened and before I could say a word, the woman said, "Oh doctor, please come in."

Young Golly laughed. "Sometimes I was not invited in. Construction camps housing workers for hydro electric dams were dangerous places. One radio inspector was mauled by a labourer when he asked for the man's licence."

"A woman told me she had a licence, but she didn't have a set, her husband had departed, taking the set with him."

"Then there was the old woman who said that her husband's last words on his death-bed, were, 'Don't forget to pay your radio licence'. I tried to imagine that death-bed scene, without success".

Receiver Type

"Then there was the woman who came back from holiday and found that her wireless set didn't work when she switched it on. She found that her licence had expired, so we went to the local post office to renew it and asked if the P & T would now switch on her set again."

"In the beginning, before my time, the receiver type had to be written on the licence, and in the first days, a circuit diagram of the receiver had to be supplied - that was in times when you made your own receiver, a time of headphones, no loud speakers, and valve sets operated from batteries. The licence fee was five shillings in 1923 and was thirty shillings for a long time. When television arrived in Auckland in the late 1950s there was an extra four pounds a year for a TV licence and that rose to six pounds ten shillings, or 13 dollars in 1961 as viewing hours increased. The radio and television licences were combined in 1968 to 16 dollars a year and the radio component was abolished, but then the annual fee became twenty dollars and rose through thirty five dollars, sixty six dollars and so on, ever upwards."

"Boring," Young Golly said. "I'm giving you good background information for your job as a radio inspector," Kilicycle Ken said. "There are many inventive excuses for not having a television licence. One viewer reportedly said, 'There are so many repeats of programmes I thought I could use last year's licence.' Another said, 'I only watch Australian soapos, so I don't need a New Zealand licence.' One, to get the cheaper black and white licence fee, turned down the colour on his set and claimed it was black and white. One man, with a video recorder and a TV, said he only used the recorder as a clock."

Computer System

"Then came the first computer system, back in the 1970s, which made policing the system easier, although the computer was primitive, compared to today's, where the records can be shuffled around to extract a single sheet and print out the addresses where there are licences. If it's thought necessary, then only the houses shown without licenses need to be visited."

"Are you going to force that woman to buy a licence?"

"There's no way she's ever going to get reception there, there will never be a translator installed for so few people."

"So she gets away with having a TV set and no licence."

"I might fry my fish," Kilicycle Ken said.
Communications Centre  
(Phono Acoustics Ltd.)

TWO-WAY RADIO  AMATEUR RADIO  AUDIO VISUAL  SALES & SERVICE
58 High Street, Newport Pagnell, Bucks MK16 8AQ.
Tel: (01908) 610625  FAX: (01908) 216373
E-Mall: 100304.71@Compuserve.com

A quality British made communications receiver at an affordable price

**R10 FROM ICOM**
- All modes
- 500kHz-1300MHz no gaps
- 1000 memory channels with Alpha Tag
- Real time band scope
- 100kHz resolution
- Tunable band pass filters for the very best image and intermode rejection
- Noise blanker and auto noise limiter
- Full computer interface compatibility.

£379.00
(plus £6 P&P)

**NEW**

**ICOM R8500**
Covers 100kHz-2GHz
All modes
Includes IF shift, APF direct
RS-232C computer capability

£1449.00

**NEW**

**AOR AR-7030**
An excellent British made SW receiver, boasting more than 100dB of dynamic range in AM mode!
- Razor sharp selectivity
- Better than 0.3µV sensitivity

£729.95
Carr £10

**SPECIAL OFFER**

The AR8000 UK receiver is without doubt the most full featured wide band hand held receiver on the market today. Frequency coverage is from 500kHz-1900MHz without gaps. All mode reception. AM, NFM, WFM, USB, LSB and CW. Twin frequency display, alphanumeric text comments, optional computer control etc.

£329.00

**NEW**

**AR5000**
- Very wide frequency coverage 10kHz-2600MHz
- All mode reception: AM, FM, USB, LSB & CW
- Automatic electronic preselection of the front end
- Excellent strong signal handling
- NCO (Numeric Controlled Oscillator) with tuning steps down to 1Hz
- TCXO fitted as standard
- Multiple IF bandwidths 3, 6, 15, 30 & 110kHz (500Hz optional)
- Auto mode bandplan selection
- Multi-function LCD with 8 character alpha-text comments
- Extensive search & scan facilities
- "Cyber Scan": last search & scan speeds up to 45 channels/increments per second
- Analogue 5-meter
- 1000 memory channels and 20 search banks with EEPROM storage
- Auto memory store
- Extensive RS232 command list
- Sleep timer/Alarm
- Standard DTMF decode/display
- Optional CTCSS search & decode

£1569.00

**NEW**

**AKD HF-3**
A quality British made communications receiver at an affordable price

The first of a whole new range. Target HF receiver for the shortwave listener.
- Frequency range 30kHz-30MHz
- 1kHz steps with clarify control
- Audio output 2 watts
- Bandwidth SSB = 4kHz, AM = 6kHz
- Modes USB/AM/LSB
- Signal strength meter
- Favourite frequency memory
- Large, silky smooth tuning control knob
- Fully synthesised employing a phase lock loop VCO to ensure stable and accurate signal reception
- Headphone socket.

£159.95 inc. VAT. Add £6 P&P.

The above price includes 12V power supply and aerial.

**AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR KENWOOD, ICOM, YAESU & ALINCO. FULL SERVICE FACILITIES AVAILABLE**

Spend up to £1,200 instantly with a Photo Acoustics Ltd. Credit Charge Card

Part exchange welcome, ask for Kerry G6IZF

Retail showroom open Monday - Friday 9.30 - 5.30, Thursday 9.30 - 12.00, Saturday 9.30 - 4.30

Goods normally despatched within 24 hours. Please allow 7 banking days for cheque clearance. Prices correct at time of going to press - E&OE
TO THE

WITH A 3 YEAR

DESIGNED FOR USE WITH HANDHELD RECEIVERS, FITS FIRMLY OVER THE EAR, HAS A LEAD LENGTH OF 1.5 m AND AN 8Ω 3.5mm PLUG.

FREE WITH 1 YEAR SUBSCRIPTION

WATSON WEP-300 EARPIECE

WATSON SP-150 MOBILE SPEAKER

A SLIMLINE 8Ω MOBILE SPEAKER CAPABLE OF DELIVERING 5W OF POWER. MEASURING JUST 28x75x65mm WITH A 2m LEAD TERMINATING IN A 3.5mm PLUG

FREE WITH 1 YEAR SUBSCRIPTION

ORDER A 3 YEAR SUBSCRIPTION AND RECEIVE BOTH!

FOR ALL OFFERS FILL IN THE FORM BELOW AND SEND TO:

PW PUBLISHING Ltd., SUBSCRIPTION OFFER, ARROWSMITH COURT, STATION APPROACH, BROADSTONE, DORSET BH18 8PW BY JANUARY 22nd 1997 TO TAKE YOUR LISTENING INTO THE NEXT CENTURY!

1 YEAR SUBSCRIPTION RATES

- £25 (UK)
- £30 (Europe Airmail)
- £32 (Rest of World Airsaver)
- £37 (Rest of World Airmail)

3 YEAR SUBSCRIPTION RATES

- £65 (UK only)

Please send me a one year/three year (delete as applicable) subscription to Short Wave Magazine starting with the issue together with a free:

- WEP-300 Earpiece
- SP-150 Mobile Speaker

Name: ........................................
Address: ........................................
Postcode: ........................................

I enclose a cheque/PO: £ ........................................ [payable to PW Publishing Ltd.]

BY QUOTING REF: SWM1/97 YOU CAN CALL OUR CREDIT CARD HOTLINE ON (01202) 659930
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World Radio TV Handbook 1997

The World Radio TV Handbook has been called the “authoritative reference for anyone seeking information on radio and television around the world” (Radio Australia). A must-have resource for radio novices and enthusiasts, it is the only complete annual to include the important winter broadcasting schedules. This feature sets this edition of the World Radio TV Handbook apart from all its competitors.

Don’t Miss These Features:

- details of stations on the long-, medium-, and short-wave bands, along with contact information;
- mailing addresses, phone and fax numbers, senior personnel, and e-mail addresses;
- listings of medium-wave and shortwave broadcasts in frequency order;
- an hour-by-hour guide to 1,000 broadcasts in English;
- Internet addresses for international broadcasters;
- independent reviews of shortwave receivers and accessories;
- articles with detailed technical information, recommended programs, and tuning tips;
- a directory of international hobby clubs.

Available wherever books are sold, or call 1-800-451-1741

Get the Most Out of Your Radio
Sunspots Aren't Everything!

Any short wave radio enthusiast worth his or her salt knows that sunspots are responsible for long range h.f. propagation, but this is just part of the story. Some research that I carried out in January and February shows that more attention should be paid to the Earth's magnetic field and how this can indicate bad conditions.

Disturbed Field

A disturbed geomagnetic field is an indicator of how the sun can wreak havoc on long distance signals, make a mockery of 'predictions', and lead many listeners to think that their receivers have gone kaput. Yet how many people know just how to interpret an 'A-Index' reading?

The earth's magnetic field has an effect on the free electrons and ions in the upper atmosphere. It can set the free electrons in motion which then has an effect on the behaviour of the radio waves hitting them. Thus, unusual or disturbed magnetic effects can have a marked effect on propagation. This can be witnessed by total radio blackouts and aurora. It also channels charged particles from the sun (usually towards the poles) where the increased ionisation can mean severe absorption of h.f. signals and/or the possibility of the polar region ionosphere being capable of propagating signals at v.h.f. - so called auroral propagation.

The state of the geomagnetic field can be measured using magnetometers and the results are available from many sources including WWV in Boulder, Colorado. For a radio amateur the world-wide radio amateurs' packet radio network carries a daily bulletin, courtesy of G0FAK, and GB2RS, the news service of the Radio Society of Great Britain also carries information.

The A-Index is a single number based on a linear 1-400 scale and based on magnetometer readings around the globe. An 'A' index figure of 1 to 10 is quiet, 1 to 20 is unsettled, 21 to 50 sub-storm, 51 to 80 storm and 80+ severe storm. High levels of geomagnetic disturbance are associated with aurora and poor radio conditions.

Optimum Conditions

The optimum conditions for long distance radio propagation would therefore be a high solar flux and a sunspot number with a very low A-Index. Places to obtain these figures are looked at later.

It was only in 1925 that the ionospheric 'layer' was experimentally verified and tables of heights were published. This 'layer' turned out to be a collection of layers.

The lowest is the D-layer (about 60-90km high) which absorbs frequencies of about 0.5-7MHz. The layer disappears at night so enabling the reception of distant low frequency stations. At times of high activity the absorption can reach higher frequencies. This is why, in Summer, when you would expect ionisation and therefore propagation to be at its peak, conditions on the h.f. bands appear worse due to D-layer absorption.

The next is the E-layer (100 -120km) which is responsible for absorbing low frequencies and propagating higher ones over relatively short (1600km) distances.

Steve Nichols G0KYA explains why magnetic disturbances are not to be overlooked when considering propagation conditions. Here he presents some of his findings from 1994.

Useful Definitions

Maximum Usable Frequency (MUF) - The maximum frequency that can be reflected and therefore

The 14MHz score for January plotted against the 2.8GHz solar flux. The solar flux curve has been equalised with the 14MHz score by deducting 100 from the flux value. There is little correlation except in the last week of the month, but I believe the effects were masked by geomagnetic disturbances.

Plot of 14MHz score for February against solar flux. Better correlation but the band conditions were dominated by the unsettled geomagnetic field so this is not a good comparison. Note how the solar flux was very steady in February compared with the fluctuations in January.

Short Wave Magazine, January 1997
**14MHz Beacon Details**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Lat/Long</th>
<th>ERP (W)</th>
<th>Antenna</th>
<th>Sched.</th>
<th>Operational</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CT3B</td>
<td>Punta Gorda</td>
<td>29°48N18°53W</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Vert.</td>
<td>T+6 min</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JA2I2Y</td>
<td>Iselin</td>
<td>34°27N14°24E</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Gp</td>
<td>T+3</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KH6O/B</td>
<td>Honolulu</td>
<td>21°26N156°55W</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Gp</td>
<td>T+2</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L1U4AA</td>
<td>Bs. Aires</td>
<td>36°59S8°W</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Gp</td>
<td>T+8</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH2B</td>
<td>Espoo</td>
<td>60°15N25°3E</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Gp</td>
<td>T+5</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W6WX</td>
<td>Stanford</td>
<td>37°25N12°11W</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Turnstile</td>
<td>T+1</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZS6DN</td>
<td>Pretoria</td>
<td>25°45S28°2E</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Gp</td>
<td>T+7</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4U1UN</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>40°45N76°0W</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Gp</td>
<td>T+0</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4X4TU</td>
<td>Tel Aviv</td>
<td>32°41N34°55E</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Gp</td>
<td>T+4</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the above beacons transmit on 14.100MHz
Schedule: T+6 indicates transmission at 6, 15, 26, 36, 46 and 56 minutes past the hour

**Used between two stations.**

**Lowest Usable Frequency (LUF)** - The frequency below which total absorption will occur and/or equipment limitations mean the signal will not be heard.

**Optimum Traffic Frequency** - Usually about 85% of the LUF and the one that therefore gives the best chance of a contact being viable.

Propagation is therefore a delicate balance between having sufficient solar output to propagate the signals, but not too much as to cause absorption.

Obviously, on a long distance path, this balance must be present along the whole path. Thus high frequency paths that cross the night-day terminator are unlikely to be viable as there will be no ionisation.

Also, paths that cross high ionisation areas may not be viable as absorption may kill the signal. And this is where the earth's magnetic field comes into play.

**Project**

For my project, signals were logged, morning and afternoon, from the worldwide beacon chain on 14.1MHz. These beacons transmit for one minute in each ten minute period from Madeira, Japan, Hawaii, Brazil, Finland, California (USA), South Africa, New York (USA) and Israel.

The total signal strength of each beacon was logged, along with the daily solar flux and the A-Index reading.

The **solar flux** is the strength of the 2.8GHz radio noise as measured coming from the sun. The level rises from about 67 units at sunset minimum to about 300 units at maximum. Again, the higher the number the better the chance of good radio propagation.

The sun can also lose matter into space through the solar wind. Solar flares, when filaments break off, or coronal holes, when the sun's magnetic field is not strong enough to contain the high energy particles emitted by the sun, cause particles (electrons and protons,) to flow out from the sun and get caught in the earth's magnetic field, causing it to be disturbed.

The daily beacon score, solar flux levels, A-index, and sunspot numbers were fed into a spreadsheet and graphically plotted.

And this is where the fun started. It was difficult to see much correlation between the received signals and daily solar flux, but what quickly became apparent was that a relatively high A-index reading usually meant poor conditions. Just look at the graphs shown here.

You can see that as the A-index goes up, the beacon score goes down.

In January, despite high solar flux levels at the beginning of the month, propagation conditions were not very good. Later in the month, the solar flux stayed high for a few days, but the band conditions declined rapidly. It is interesting to note that on January 27 two South African 28MHz beacons were heard, but no European beacons. The next day no 28MHz beacons were heard.

During this time, the highest recorded 14MHz scores for January were recorded (24 on 25/1 and 26/1), but then band conditions dropped down with 14MHz scores of 16, 15 and 15 on subsequent days.

It is interesting to note that the geomagnetic A index rose dramatically after the 25th and this probably explains the poor band conditions.

February was dominated by poor band conditions caused by high levels of solar activity brought about by a coronal hole and a filament that broke away. The particle emissions that impacted upon the earth's magnetic field both affected the A-index and virtually crippled long distance h.f. communications.

The morning of February 6th started off with very poor conditions being reported on the 3.5MHz amateur band. The 14MHz beacon score was very low in the morning and a scan around the band revealed few stations. By late afternoon the 14MHz band was still very bad, but 28MHz was open to Finland and Norway - even after dark.

There appeared to be little F-Layer propagation as no signals from outside of Europe were heard on either 14 or 28MHz.

By the 8th of February, reports were coming in of a coronal hole on the sun's surface which was emitting high levels of particles (ions, protons, etc.) and electromagnetic radiation.

The result was that the 14MHz virtually closed down with a zero beacon score for two consecutive days.

The band conditions were reflected in the high A-Index readings which showed how the earth's magnetic field was being disturbed by the...
Plot of the 14MHz score for February against A-Index showing once again what a dramatic effect an unsettled geomagnetic field has on propagation. Absorption and disturbed ionospheric reflection has virtually wiped out the band. But the solar flux curve was much smoother.

**KEY**

- 14MHz score
- Solar Flux

High energy particles arriving from the sun. These conditions were in evidence for almost a further week or so, witnessed by the poor 14MHz scores and the A-Index values. There is nothing new in any of this, but I feel that too much emphasis is placed on sunspots and not enough on the sun’s geomagnetic effects when it comes to band predictions. If you take your short wave listening seriously, keep an eye on the A-Index readings. Anything more than 2-5 could spell trouble. Only by taking the geomagnetic effects into account can you truly understand why band conditions seem to vary so much, even when the solar flux appears fairly static.

I hope that this brief look at propagation helps you with a better understanding of ‘what is going on out there’!
The new DIAMOND-WELZ WS-1000

Why buy a lemon when you can have the real thing?

This amazing little unit is a full blown scanning receiver capable of covering everything from 500kHz to 1300MHz with no gaps. Not only is it the smallest scanner you’ve ever seen, it’s the lightest too. Closer in size to a box of matches rather than a pack of cigarettes, the new WS-1000 from Welz-Diamond is technology in its extreme. Take a scanner with you where you wouldn’t have bothered before.

This isn’t!

specification:
- 500kHz-1300MHz
- AM/NBFM/WBFM
- 7.5/6/25/9/10/12.5/15/20/25/30/50/100kHz steps
- 400 memories
- Skip search
- Power voltage from only 2.2-3.5V DC
- Dimensions in mm: 58(w) x 97(h) x 24(d)
- 16mA power save 1 sec.
- Weight: 200 grams incl. batteries & antenna

NOW ONLY £299 incl. VAT & FREE postage

140-142 NORTHFIELD AVENUE EALING, LONDON W13 9SB
0181 - 566 1120

Martin Lynch & Son is a licensed credit broker. Full written details are available on request. E&OE.
GO ON MAKE THAT NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTION NOW AND SAVE A SMALL FORTUNE.

Enter the exciting world of scanning. It's amazing what you will hear with this wide-range hand-held radio. The Alinco DJ-X1 - normally retailing at £299.95 - is yours for only £199.95 plus P&P* this includes two antennas, rechargeable battery pack and charger.

Listen from 2 and 905MHz (reduced performance from 100kHz to 1299.99MHz) to a.m., n.f.m. and w.f.m. signals. Discover the parts of the spectrum you've previously only wondered about.

As a special bonus for all those orders received before 14 January 1997 you will also receive a free leatherette carry case normally costing £14.95.

If you photocopy the Order Form, please send the special corner flash with your order otherwise we cannot accept your application for this offer.

Please note that this offer is limited to only one radio per household.

OFFER CLOSES 23 JANUARY 1997.
TRADE-INS WITH WARRANTIES!

ICR-7000, AOR-3000 & ICR-7100

Due to the enormous success of the ICR-8500 and AR-5000, we have a limited selection of trade in’s of previous models.

ICR-7000

The most popular of all base scanners. 25-2GHz. All mode, beautifully built. Hundreds sold to government establishments worldwide. From £650

ICR-7100

The successor to the famous ICR-7000. Smaller and more compact, 1000 memories and enhanced scanning modes. All mode standard, covering 25-2GHz. From £895

AOR-3000

Both 3000 and the "A" model is available. Very neat, can be used mobile or base. 100KHz-2.3GHz, offering all short wave as well as VHF/UHF frequency coverage. From £595

All units are offered with 12 months warranty, operating manual and necessary plugs etc. Very limited stock.

NEW... Icom ICR-8500

Covering 100KHz-2GHz, all mode, IF Shift, APF and direct RS-232C compatibility, Icom have once again set a "standard" to which all other base station scanners must be judged.

Offered with 5 years parts and labour including accidental damage, worth £126. Order during December and January and receive an Icom SP-21 matching speaker and an AD-55 mains PSU - ALL FREE OF CHARGE.

RRP: £1695. Deposit £295, and 24 payments of £70.14. Total cost of loan £283.36. (APR 19.9%)
BAYGEN "FREEPLAY" WIND-UP RADIO

No this is no wind-up! Invented by an Englishman, Trevor Baylis, this new AM/FM & SW receiver needs NO BATTERIES or External power! Wind the cranking handle and sit back and enjoy up to 40 minutes of listening, without lining the pockets of your local battery provider! When it’s run out, simply wind the handle up again.

Exclusive to Martin Lynch £69.95, P&P £10

NEW...Opto Xplorer... NOW AVAILABLE

The all new Xplorer. Hear it, see it, Decode it, Map it & record it. A high speed FM close proximity receiver that sweeps continuously from 30MHz to 2GHz in less than one second. All mode decoding includes: CTCSS, DCS, DTMF, LTR, Latitude & Longitude, FM deviation.

ONLY £849!

DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSORS

NEW LOW PRICES

DSP 9+ DSP 59 * DSP 599zx * MFJ-784B Digital Signal Processing will enhance any receiver performance by removing one main ingredient - NOISE! If you haven’t heard a DSP unit work, then call into the London Showroom for a demo. Alternatively, order by mail order and if it doesn’t impress you, return it for a full refund of the purchase price. How’s that for confidence?

MFJ-784B All mode Tunable DSP ....... £249
DSP 9+ All mode DSP at only ......... £189
DSP 59+ As above but more features ....... £249
DSP 599zx NEW! Hyper speed processor, alpha display and more ............. £349
DANMIKE DSP-NIR "THE BEST" ......... £329.95

Low E PR-150

Matching the HF-150, a preselector can greatly enhance reception of weaker signals, that would otherwise be lost in the noise caused by stronger signals. They really do work. Suitable for most other receivers. Ask for details.

NEW LOW PRICE: £199.

NEW MVT-9000

“A thoroughbred amongst scanners”

The new MVT-9000 scanner offers performance that is usually reserved for commercial operators. Pocket size and a host of important features. More details next month.

PRICE: £489

EXCLUSIVE TO MARTIN LYNCH

AR-1500EX

My favourite sub-£200 handle scanner. All mode incl SSB/CW (BFO), easy to operate and supplied with Nicads & charger. RRP £289

ML Price: £189 P&P £10

SCOOP PURCHASE!
Limited stock.

CASIO QV10A - LCD DIGITAL CAMERA

A neat palm size digital storage camera which can store over 90 full colour digital images. Import the picture into your PC with the supplied interface cable & software for IBM compatible (MAC available). Ideal for re-printing images on the internet, SSTV via JVFAX and lots more. Outputs include direct video and serial for PC connection. Supplied with all accessories including Software & Cables.

RP £799 Lynch Price £399
Cost of loan: £35.73 (APR 19.9%)

NEW LOW PRICE: £199.

NEW MVT-9000 "A thoroughbred amongst scanners"
From the Mists of Time it Came -

The T2FD Antenna

I made my first T2FD antenna in 1953, the year our present Queen was crowned, and I remember it (and her) with great affection. I was 15 years old and already pirating on Top Band with home made gear and a venerable old B-21 receiver, which is the one with an Austin Seven door handle to change bands (and break your wrist if you didn’t treat it with respect), but at least it was general coverage and allowed me to roam the spectrum and do my body building exercises by lifting it on and off my bench - but I digress.

When I left Lowe Electronics and retired to Devon I was fortunate enough to buy a property which has a few acres surrounded by 150 year old beech trees, most of them about 24m tall (which all sounds very nice until you come home on a windy night and find 24m of beech tree across the drive - two weeks ago). How could I resist stringing wires from these wonderful wooden structures, and what fun I have had with 180m long wires (they also have a tendency to collapse across the drive) - but the memories of my first T2FD and its performance, and the occasional articles which had appeared through the years prompted me to really investigate the facts and the myths which had grown up around this antenna system, and over the last two years I have studied, considered, calculated and tested just about every aspect of the T2FD. Having reached the point when I was happy with my findings, who should resurrect the subject but Kevin Nice of this fine magazine, and he suggested that I write down some of my findings for the benefit of its readers - so here goes.

The first article describing the T2FD was written by G.L. Countryman W3HH, and appeared in 1949. Countryman acknowledged that his source of information was a series of trials conducted by the US Navy and that his own trials of the antenna were at that time incomplete, but he was particularly impressed by the following attributes:

1) Omnidirectional radiation pattern
2) Useful operation over a 5 to 1 frequency range (for example 6 to 30MHz).
3) Reasonably flat impedance (s.w.r. of 1.4 to 2.6:1 with an average of 1.7:1) over the full operating range.
4) Single support for one end of the antenna, with the other end close to ground.
5) Moderate gain over a comparable conventional horizontal antenna.

Later articles by Countryman in 1951 and 1953 expanded on his original text and included some results from tests in Japan by the Kyushu Electric Communications Bureau, and I quote his text:

"Their experiments indicated that the tilted folded dipole was superior to the 'Zepp' and half wave doublet types previously employed. Wide band characteristics were observed and the T2FD resulted in a 4 to 8dB increase in the signal at their various receiving locations."

As far as I am aware, nothing else was written about the T2FD, apart from reprints of the early articles in 73 magazine, until the 1988 and 1989 issues of World Radio & TV Handbook (more on this later), and then an updated survey by Guy Atkins in the 1990 issue of F.T.S. Proceedings in which he highlights the other useful characteristic of the T2FD, namely its low noise performance. Now for those of you who might have envied my tree bordered location, I should also mention that I have a 275kV grid line within half a mile to the East, and you believe it, an older 132kV line a bit closer to the West, so I know all there is to know about noise on lower frequencies, and I'm therefore able to comment with some authority on what constitutes a low noise receiving antenna.

Acronym

T2FD is an acronym for Terminated Folded Dipole, and this accurately describes its general layout, if not its actual method of operation. Other writers have likened it to a "squashed rhombic", possibly because the T2FD operates with a resistive termination, but it's too short to be considered as a rhombic. In any event, I'm less concerned with the theory than I am with the practical results, and right from the first articles which appeared in 1949, the practical results have been impressive. As can be seen from Fig. 1, the antenna is constructed as a folded dipole with one end high and the other low. This is an ideal arrangement for the average house owner because the high end can be up at ridge height or on a chimney stack whilst the lower end can be...
After much cajoling and encouragement, John Wilson has been persuaded to tell us what he knows of an antenna much mentioned in SWM of late.

Don’t be a Lightweight
This is a large lump of wire to be hanging in the sky, so although it might be acceptable to make it from lightweight materials as a trial, you should beef it up when you want it to survive a typical English winter. Guy Atkins comments “My first attempt at a T2FD self destructed when the antenna was hoisted into the air. I underestimated the strain the wires would be under”. I agree with Guy’s comments and when I came to make my own series of T2FDs (I did make one or two) I took a lot of care in selecting the materials. I recalled having seen some absolutely splendid heavy duty stranded copper cable with a clear insulation which I knew would be strong enough to stay up, but it was sourced in Japan and difficult to obtain so I asked a British cable manufacturer to make some for me. This they did, but there was a minimum order quantity and I eventually had to buy 3000 metres of it (I was sure I could use it or dispose of it in time).

Similarly, when I came to antenna without worrying about them falling to pieces. I used the time honoured method of securing the antenna wire in the ends of the spreaders by cutting a groove across the end face of the spreader deep enough to hold the wire, then drilled a small hole through the spreader in line with the wire and threaded a short piece of tinned copper through the hole and wrapped it around the antenna wire on each side. I’ve made hundreds of metres of open wire feeder line by the same method and it’s simple and satisfactory.

Resistive Termination
Now to the interesting bit. You will have noticed that the antenna is fed half way along its lower leg, and the corresponding point along the upper leg has a resistive termination in it. In the original articles of 1949 and 1951 describing the T2FD, Countryman showed the terminating resistor to have a value of 600Ω and the antenna fed by 600Ω open wire feeder. In a follow-up article in February 1953, Countryman went into more detail about his observations.

Thus, for a lowest operating frequency of 6MHz the spacing would be 0.5m, and the total span would be 16.67m (54.7 feet). If you know the length of your garden and the height of the top support, you can always use a bit of trig. to work out the maximum length of the antenna you can fit in, or simply draw it to scale on a piece of squared paper and measure just how much wire you can accommodate. Knowing the length of the antenna you can transpose the formula for length to:

3) Lowest operating frequency in MHz = 100/length in metres.

and thus know just what the frequency coverage will be. Don’t forget that the antenna is a folded dipole and you will therefore need twice as much wire as the span of the aerial when you come to construct it. And so to construction - don’t worry, I’ll get on to the termination and matching a bit later.
From the Mists of Time it Came

Radio & TV Handbook article

"The WRTH editions give the erroneous impression that the T2FD antennas REQUIRE a 500 Ohm resistor and a 10:1 balun transformer used with 50 ohm coax cable. This is not the case..."

Guy went on to describe how he used a 390Ω termination with a 4:1 balun to convert what he guessed was a 300Ω feed point impedance to 75Ω for coaxial feed. With all these different tales around I decided that this needed detailed investigation which is why I have occupied nearly two years on the subject. As I have said, I made several T2FDs and used them with different wire spacings, terminating resistors and different feed point arrangements. I found that Count, Iman was correct in how critical the matching became at lower impedances and agreed with Atkins that WRTH was wrong in suggesting that only a 500Ω termination with a 10:1 balun to feed 50Ω coax was correct. In fact it's incorrect. The best results I found were using a 500Ω termination which gave a 450Ω feed point impedance where I used a 9:1 balun to allow the use of 50Ω coaxial cable as a feeder. But that's not the entire story because I researched many different balun arrangements and came to the conclusion that the impedance transformation and balun functions were best kept separate, so my final design used two trifilar transformers (which were made for me in Japan by one of my old friends there), incorporating a fully balanced impedance transformation and a Guanella balun arrangement. All my configurations were checked out using a swept frequency return loss analyser and the two stage 9:1 arrangement was without doubt the best I found both in bench measurement and in actual listening.

Keep It Dry

Since the impedance matching network and balun have to be out there in the pouring rain I sourced some GRP square tubing and potted the whole lot with 4mm sockets for the feeds to the wire ends of the antenna and a BNC socket for feeding the coax. I know that the average short wave antenna uses a PL-259/SO-239 plug and socket but they are not as water resistant as the BNC and don't have the same cable retaining grip as a BNC. In fact the average PL-259 plug will almost certainly allow water to get into the end of the coax cable, and it only takes six months to wreck perfectly good (and expensive) cable by shield corrosion. There's no point in erecting a low noise antenna if you end up with crackling noises being generated in corroded outer braid in the cable. You can sometimes find PL-259 plugs with the same compression cable clamps as the BNC, but be prepared to pay a premium price. I always ask Henry Westlake -Tel:(01409) 253758 - when I need good connectors, and can recommend his advice on these matters. The terminating resistor is also out in the rain and needs waterproofing. I used the same potting technique as for the impedance matcher and again used 4mm sockets for the wire connections. I prefer 4mm sockets to terminals because they form a completely waterproof bond with the potting compound and are easy to connect and disconnect. I'm not sure that conventional screwed terminals used outside tend to corrode and seize up, so that when you need to unscrew them they either refuse to turn or shear off, or worse still rotate within the potting compound and tear off the internal connecting wires still buried in the potting. The "push and pull" action of the plug and socket not only removes the seizing up problem but is also self cleaning, particularly if you can find some of the splendid 'O-Z' plugs made by Belling & Lee. The terminating resistor obviously has to be non-inductive across the operating frequency range of the antenna, and whilst it would be easy to use standard carbon film resistors for the purpose, they probably wouldn't survive the first nearby thunderstorm, so I use a specialist slab resistor which is rated at 5W and has lasted very well so far. Expense it's true, but better than pulling down the antenna after every storm to replace a burnt out terminator.

How Does It Work?

If you mean the theory behind the T2FD, don't ask me; I'm happy to find that it performs exactly as Countryman and the other users said it would, and I leave the theory to cleverer folk than me. If you mean "How does it work?" in practice, then my reply has to be "extremely well". It certainly exhibits all round coverage (with a slightly favourable gain in the direction of the lower end support), has gain over a long wire, produces less noise at my location than conventional long wires, and has that useful frequency range of 5 or 6:1. I erected my T2FD cut for a lower design frequency of 5MHz and found it worked not only right up to the top of the short wave spectrum but well below 5MHz as well. Although the gain gradually drops below 5MHz, it by no means cuts off, and the 80m amateur band stations come booming in. Guy Atkins also reported that a T2FD designed for the 60m broadcast band still performed well down in the 120m band. The T2FD is due for a revival, and if you are tempted to erect one and need some tips from me don't be afraid to ask. As you will have gathered from this article I have a surplus of top quality bits and pieces still available and would be pleased to pass them on at reasonable cost. Just contact me via Short Wave Magazine and let's see the T2FD recognised for what it is - an interesting and useful antenna for the keen short wave listener. TTFN (for those old enough to remember what it means.)

And so to other things. I'm writing this at the beginning of December 1996 and I know it won't see the printed page until the New Year, so I'll wish you all a very prosperous 1997 and send you my sincere thanks for all the letters I have received as a result of my scribblings. I simply haven't been able to reply to them all, but can assure you that I have appreciated receiving them. My particular thanks to Richard in Pittsburgh, PA, who has been a regular correspondent for many years and keeps me up-to-date with news from the American short wave scene; also to RJP of Northampton who has furnished me with a wealth of information on older equipment and fascinating articles describing the origins of many so-called "new" techniques. To those manufacturers or their representatives who have entrusted me with their latest products for comment, I hope that I have been truthful, if sometimes not complimentary in my findings. My personal award for product of the year goes to AKD for their Target 3 receiver which has successfully brought a good short wave receiver within the financial reach of many enthusiasts, and my "Oh Dear, what a pity" award to the WINRADIO for being such a well made and attractive product which, for me, completely missed the intended target.
MULTI-BAND RECEIVER
MVT-9000
UK Version

1000 Alphanumeric Memories
Comprehensive storage and filing of station frequencies and names

Duplex Monitor
Now you can easily monitor both duplex channels

Spectrum Display
See the signals appear on all the adjacent channels

Super SW Reception

To Order Phone 01702 206835
Or Ask For Full Brochure

Waters & Stanton
22, Main Road, Hockley, Essex, SS5 4QS

YUPITERU
In Stock
NOW!

530kHz - 2039MHz
WFM NFM AM
LSB USB

YUPITERU
SKY SCAN
DXVI300 Discone

Most discones only have horizontal elements and this is the reason that they are not ideal for use with a scanner. Most of the transmissions that you are likely to receive on your scanner are transmitted from vertically mounted antennas. The Sky Scan V1300 discone has both vertical and horizontal elements for maximum reception. The V1300 is constructed from best quality stainless steel and aluminium and comes complete with mounting pole. Designed and built for use with scanners.

£49.95 + £3.00 p&p

SKY SCAN
Magmount MKII

For improved performance, wide band reception, 25 to 1300 MHz. Comes complete with protective rubber base, 4m RG58 coax cable and BNC connector. Built and designed for use with scanners.

£24.95 + £3.00 p&p

SKY SCAN
Desk Top Antenna Model Desk 1300

Built and designed for use with scanners. Coverage: 25 to 1300 MHz. Total height - 36ins - 9ins at widest point. Comes complete with 4 metres of RG58 coax cable and BNC connector fitted. Ideal indoor - high performance antenna and can also be used as a car antenna when your car is static. REMEMBER YOUR SCANNER IS ONLY AS GOOD AS YOUR ANTENNA SYSTEM!

£49.00 + £3.00 p&p

New DX-394

MAJOR FEATURES
- Frequency Coverage
  LW 150 - 509.9kHz
  MW 510 - 1729.9kHz
  SW 1.73 - 29.9999MHz
- Fine Tune
  Fine tunes the reception signal, especially when you tune to SSB and CW

Step ▲, Step ▼
Selects the 0.1, 1.5, or 10 (9) kHz tuning frequency step sequentially
- Band
  Selects LW (150-509.9kHz), MW (510-1729.9kHz), or SW (1.73-29.9999MHz) sequentially
- LCD
  Large LCD display with LCD signal strength meter

SALE PRICE ONLY
WAS £349.99
LIMITED STOCK
£249.99 + £10 p&p

ROBERTS R861

Short Wave Receiver

FM-STEREO/MW/LW/SW DIGITAL PLL RDS WORLD RADIO
- AM coverage 153kHz-29.999MHz continuous
- RDS-Auto clock set
- SSB (LSB/USB) 40Hz tuning steps
- Dual conversion if on SW
- FM stereo via earphone socket
- Direct frequency input
- Rotary tuning
- Auto scan
- Memory recall
- 307 memory presets
- 29 page SW station name memory
- Home/world time display
- Adjustable sleep timer
- AM RF gain control
- Soft carrying pouch
- AC adaptor
- Shortwave aerial
- Earphones SIZE: 210 x 127 x 38mm (8.25 x 5.0 x 1.5in)
- WEIGHT: 850g (30oz) without batteries.

£199.00 + £5 P&P

FREE SW ANTENNA FREE PSU FREE SW FREQUENCY GUIDE
**QS-300 Base Stand**
A full adjustable desk top stand for use with all handhelds. Fitted coaxial fly lead with BNC and SO239 connectors.
£19.95 + £1 P&P

**QS-200 Mobile Mount**
Mounts on the air vent grills on a car dashboard to allow easy and safe operation of most handhelds.
£9.95 + £1 P&P

**KS-240 REALISTIC PRO-44**
Police style over the ear earpiece.
£149.99

**REALISTIC PRO-26**
50 channels continuous coverage
£299.99

**TELESCOPIC SCANNER ANTENNA**
Extends portable scanner range. Nine sections, centre loaded. For 1-1300MHz. BNC connector.
£9.99 + £1 P&P

**UNIDEN UBC-220XLT**
200 channels
£169.95 + £5 P&P

**UNIDEN UBC-3000XLT**
400 channels
£249.95 + £5 P&P

**UNIDEN UBC-9000XLT**
500 channels
£325.00 + £5 P&P

**YUPITERU MVT-7100**
Ideal for portable scanners. Swivel clip attaches to your collar or lapel for easier listening while you carry your portable on its belt-clp. With 3.5mm plug.
£9.99 + £1 P&P

**CLIP-ON MINI SPEAKER**
Idea for portable scanners. Swivel clip attaches to your collar or lapel for easier listening while you carry your portable on its belt-clp. With 3.5mm plug.
£9.99 + £1 P&P

**AER-I**
Portable short wave aerial. A retractable long wire aerial that can be used with all short wave receivers. The aerial is provided with a 3.5mm plug for receivers with a suitable socket and an adaptor to clip the aerial to the telescopic rod aerial of sets with no aerial socket.
£14.95 + £1 P&P

**AOR AR-8000**
£339.00

**FOR YOUR FREE CB RADIO CATALOGUE TELEPHONE**
0121-457 7788

**5TH EDITION SCANNING DIRECTORY**
FREE P&P
£18.50

**OPTO CUB**
£139.00 + £5 P&P

**OPTO SCOUT**
£369.99 + £5 P&P

**AOR AR-3000A**
£839.99

**B115**
Miniature wide band antenna receives 30-1300MHz. BNC fitting only 50mm long.
£19.95 FREE P&P

Nickel Metal Hydride (NiMH) Batteries. Super Syncro 1100 Rechargeable AA Cell battery 1100
MAH voltage 1.2
£3.00 each incl. P&P.

The new generation of rechargeable "NiMH" or Nickel Metal Hydride cells, free of toxic or hazardous elements such as cadmium, lead, mercury or lithium, can be used repeatedly and disposed of safely when finally thrown away. A service life of 500 to 1000 charge/discharge cycles can be expected, and the capacity related performance is normally 30 to 50% better than that of the best equivalent NiCad cells.
MANUFACTURERS & DISTRIBUTORS OF COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT
SRP Radio Centre, 1686 Bristol Road South, Rednal, Birmingham B45 9TZ
Tel: 0121-460 1581/0121-457 7788 Fax: 0121-457 9009

PRO 2042 BASE SCANNER
(1000 CHANNEL WITH HYPERSCAN) JUST £359.99 INC P&P* + 2 FREE GIFTS!

- 1000 memory channels (100 channels x 10 banks)
- 10 limit search banks
- 50 channels/sec & 50 steps/sec scanning speeds
- Large orange backlit LCD display
- Rotary or keypad frequency control.

Size: 232mm W x 210mm D x 90mm H.
Modes: AM, FM and WFM.
Step sizes: 5kHz, 12.5kHz and 50kHz (WFM).

COMES WITH TELESCOPIC ANTENNA AND OWNERS MANUAL.

Until January 31st we are offering with each purchase of the PRO 2042 at a cost of £359.99 inc P&P*, both a FREE copy of the 5th Edition UK Scanning Directory (RRP £18.50) and a choice of either our Skyscan DXV1300 discone antenna (RRP £49.95) or our Skyscan Desk 1300 discone antenna (RRP £49.00) FREE.

To take advantage of this special offer or for more information, call either Rod, Richard or Mary on: 0121-460 1581 or 0121-457 7788

Demand is likely to be high, and orders will be fulfilled strictly on a first come first served basis (subject to stock availability).

*Free P&P applies to mainland UK deliveries only.

The UK Scanning Directory
5th Edition
FREE

The OK Scanning Directory
5th Edition
FREE

This sensitive "nearfield" counter is ideal for on-air frequency checking. Simply hold the counter near to the transmitter to get an accurate frequency reading.

Comes complete with nicads, AC charger and aerial. An ideal frequency counter for service engineers or surveillance personnel who need an accurate handheld counter.

Specifications subject to change without notice.
How to use the Propagation Charts.

The charts contain three plots. The lower dashed line represents the lowest usable frequency (LUF), or ALF (Absorption Limiting Frequency). The chances of success below this frequency are very slim.

The middle line indicates the optimum working frequency (OWF) with a 90% probability of success for the particular path and time.

Lastly, the upper dashed line, represents the maximum usable frequency (MUF) a 50% probability of success for the path and time.

To make use of the charts you must select the chart most closely located to the region containing the station that you wish to hear. By selecting the time chosen for listening on the horizontal axis, the best frequencies for listening can be determined by the values of the intersections of the plots against frequency.

Good luck and happy listening.
New WS-1000E
World’s Smallest Scanner

FM, WFM & AM
500kHz - 1300MHz

£349

FREE CREDIT

True pocket size, designed by one of the world’s largest communications manufacturers. Up to 24 hour’s continuous operation from AA cells, programable power off, 400 memories, fabulous sensitivity, excellent strong signal handling. Sendy today for full details.

Xplorer Monitor

25 - 1300MHz

Limited Offer

Kit comprises, Receiver, AC adaptor and charger, DB-32 Aerial, Carry Case, and software with PC cables.

Dials lock onto any frequency in less than a second!
Gives digital readout, decodes audio and reads tone frequencies.

GOT A COPY OF OUR NEW CATALOGUE?
Lowe Receivers

AT-2000 Receiver ATU.

NEW Icom ICR-10

50kHz - 1300MHz
SSB - FM - AM

New Scanners from Icom
IC-R10

Phone

SPECIAL OFFER

Opto 2810
10Hz - 3GHz
Half Price

Price Match

We'll match or beat our competitors' prices!

NEW AKD HF-3 Short-wave Receiver

30kHz - 30MHz LSB, USB & AM

An exciting new receiver for short-wave listening.
Switched LSB & USB with digital readout
Fly-wheel dial and quick memory function

RSGB Review Nov. 1996 says: "very sensitive indeed - audio quality was excellent - Is it worth it; very definitely yes - easier to tune than similar priced Japanese radios - At the price you can't go wrong"
H ello again, a good mixture of hobbys this months, your input into this feature is very encouraging. If you haven't seen your contributions appear yet don't be disheartened, we can only publish highlights due to the volume of logs receive. You will help us if you can provide your logs on disk or via E-mail if possible; if not, then you can save lots of editorial time by keeping exactly to the format on this page i.e. same sequence and headings. We look forward to this feature growing - it's all down to you.

If you provide logs on disk, please note that we can read PC and Mac format high density 3.5in disks. Preferred, is MS Word used. If the Mac. We can, however, accept most wordprocessing formats. If you have a hardcopy, please take a photo of it and submit a plain ASCII file.

Kevin Nice G7TZC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MHz</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Call</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Monitor</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>AM</td>
<td>24hrs</td>
<td>UNID</td>
<td>fc</td>
<td>Regular prefixes, broad-band.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>d.c.</td>
<td>24hrs</td>
<td>UNID</td>
<td>fc</td>
<td>Playing.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.518</td>
<td>NAVTEX</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>QA0</td>
<td></td>
<td>Oil rig warning &amp; up-to-date weather.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.218</td>
<td>AM</td>
<td>2215</td>
<td>QA0</td>
<td></td>
<td>WX for Black Sea area.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.384</td>
<td>Bandet</td>
<td>1630</td>
<td>UNID</td>
<td>fc</td>
<td>US-INTEL FSK outlet, 6.8 MHz, 1/8 (16 Hz) FSK and u.s.b. voice transmissions, the carrier shows up on the channel long before the actual transmission starts!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.439</td>
<td>RTTY</td>
<td>1427</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td></td>
<td>message.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.200</td>
<td>RQ</td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>UNID</td>
<td></td>
<td>ALTS.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.204</td>
<td>U.S.B</td>
<td>2030</td>
<td>MAGIC 85</td>
<td></td>
<td>niceRig mp.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.725</td>
<td>U.S.B</td>
<td>24hrs</td>
<td>UNID</td>
<td>fc</td>
<td>13 PP COE. How goes it? There's no concern back at Waddington, we will send you (a bit back the detachment), will pay for it and we will investigate further when you get back home. Can compressors leave. DS signed off saying &quot;They would sit watching the point dry&quot;.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.794</td>
<td>Bandet</td>
<td>1930</td>
<td>UNID</td>
<td>fc</td>
<td>Slo musical tones.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.797</td>
<td>RFPN</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>UNID</td>
<td></td>
<td>Nine EE.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.805</td>
<td>Piccolo-B</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>GTH</td>
<td></td>
<td>RAF 46 Tkm NHS w/Faxes &amp; voice msgs to NFC RAN Bocconey (OYU to MNH also logged (his freq).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.918</td>
<td>BAND</td>
<td>0200</td>
<td>UNID</td>
<td>fc</td>
<td>SMO AIAP 1940 CHART FOR LDLN radio traffic Brockwell product, Atlantic, &amp; north. 0201/27 Oct 04 04:49 from HET on OPT. BRACKWELL TO ORO15 PAGE 001* PETG 0230 WERIT WERIT 2030 - EN soil freq 2030. This was a new freq this week and sessions nice short rather than Brockwell from here.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.319</td>
<td>U.S.B</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>UNID</td>
<td></td>
<td>Austrian language.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.413</td>
<td>Bandet</td>
<td>1110</td>
<td>UNID</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.454</td>
<td>Bandet</td>
<td>1115</td>
<td>TANKUG</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.475</td>
<td>Bandet</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>TDY</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.437</td>
<td>c.w.</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>CEZ</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.623</td>
<td>c.w.</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>PCX41</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.665</td>
<td>c.w.</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>UNID</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.148</td>
<td>U.S.B</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>UNID</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.645</td>
<td>U.S.B</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>NAVY P10683</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.914</td>
<td>R.arr</td>
<td>1830</td>
<td>NTI</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.569</td>
<td>Piccolo-B</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>UNID</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.029</td>
<td>Bandet</td>
<td>1730</td>
<td>UNID</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.756</td>
<td>U.S.B</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>UNID</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.224</td>
<td>U.S.B</td>
<td>2123</td>
<td>BACKPACK</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.446</td>
<td>U.S.B</td>
<td>1827</td>
<td>UNID</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.033</td>
<td>Bandet</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>UNID</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.123</td>
<td>U.S.B</td>
<td>2225</td>
<td>UNID</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.483</td>
<td>Bandet</td>
<td>1557</td>
<td>RAY</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.509</td>
<td>Bandet</td>
<td>1845</td>
<td>UNID</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.541</td>
<td>Sat. A</td>
<td>1815</td>
<td>CTI</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.588</td>
<td>Bandet</td>
<td>1530</td>
<td>MAP</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.736</td>
<td>Bandet</td>
<td>1737</td>
<td>SYD</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.476</td>
<td>Bandet</td>
<td>1730</td>
<td>UNID</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.653</td>
<td>FEC</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>SPW</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.912</td>
<td>FEC 625</td>
<td>1830</td>
<td>UNID</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.998</td>
<td>c.w.</td>
<td>1045</td>
<td>RBY</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.917</td>
<td>QXG</td>
<td>0945</td>
<td>UNID</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.773</td>
<td>FEC A</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>UNID</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.945</td>
<td>Transpatel 100</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>UNID</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.807</td>
<td>Silay</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>SPA</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.813</td>
<td>ARQ 625</td>
<td>1915</td>
<td>IFQO</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.839</td>
<td>Sat A</td>
<td>1920</td>
<td>IFQO</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.926</td>
<td>Bandet</td>
<td>1330</td>
<td>UNID</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.133</td>
<td>c.w.</td>
<td>0800</td>
<td>UNID</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.427</td>
<td>ARQ 625</td>
<td>0800</td>
<td>UNID</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.440</td>
<td>Bandet</td>
<td>2135</td>
<td>UNID</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.4355</td>
<td>UNID</td>
<td>1144</td>
<td>UNID</td>
<td></td>
<td>UNID.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CB</td>
<td>Coast Guard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAC</td>
<td>Domestic Air Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
<td>English language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB</td>
<td>Outside Broadcast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RN</td>
<td>Norwegian Navy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WX</td>
<td>Weather</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAF</td>
<td>United States Air Force</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.N</td>
<td>United States Navy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MHz</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Cell</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Monitor</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 18.5975 | QROUILLET | 1400 | | Alligers | OW | area
| 18.761 | Nola FFC | 1245 | | Keyworth | YL1AD | area
| 19.8079 | TRIUMPLEX | 1726 | | Oslo | GY | area
| 53.200 | n.m. | 24hrs | | Swansea | WR | area
| 69.900 | n.m. | 1430 | | Swansea | WR | area
| 70.5125 | various | | | various | various | area
| 70.8800 | various | | | various | various | area
| 71.950 | various | | | Swansea | WR | area
| 71.1500 | various | | | Swansea | WR | area
| 73.3875 | n.m. | evenings | | Swansea | WR | area
| 73.3875 | n.m. | weekends | | Swansea | WR | area

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MHz</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Cell</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Monitor</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 83.350 | a.m. | 24hrs | | Swansea | WR | area
| 85.025 | n.m. | day/night | | North | COG | area
| 85.100 | 24hrs | | | North | COG | area
| 85.1825 | 24hrs | | | Swansea | WR | area
| 85.2125 | a.m. | | | Swansea | WR | area
| 85.800 | n.m. | 8-1900hrs | | Swansea | WR | area
| 86.025 | a.m. | | | weekends | ROYAL | area
| 87.0625 | n.m. | 24hrs | | BRAVO | North Valley | area
| 141.0125 | n.m. | 1430 | | OSKAR | Swansea | area
| 141.1975 | n.m. | 1430 | | CHRISTMAS | Swansea | area
| 141.9875 | n.m. | 1430 | | OSKAR | Swansea | area
| 143.875 | a.m. | 1440 | | UK? | WR | area
| 146.6600 | n.m. | | | W/Mids | WR | area
| 156.3000 | n.m. | | | Barnsleys | WR | area
| 163.1375 | n.m. | | | Harmony | WR | area
| 163.150 | n.m. | | | London | WR | area
| 163.300 | n.m. | | | London | WR | area
| 163.8875 | n.m. | | | London | WR | area
| 163.9875 | n.m. | | | London | WR | area
| 164.0275 | n.m. | | | Swansea | WR | area
| 164.0490 | n.m. | | | Swansea | WR | area
| 164.0625 | n.m. | | | Swansea | WR | area
| 164.0875 | n.m. | | | Swansea | WR | area
| 164.375 | n.m. | | | Swansea | WR | area
| 164.425 | n.m. | | | Swansea | WR | area
| 165.1215 | n.m. | | | Swansea | WR | area
| 165.2625 | n.m. | | | Swansea | WR | area
| 165.3975 | n.m. | speradic | | ROYAL | Swansea | area

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MHz</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Cell</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Monitor</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 166.1500 | n.m. | various | | Lichfield | OW | area
| 166.1700 | n.m. | various | | Lichfield | OW | area
| 167.7200 | n.m. | various | | Lichfield | OW | area
| 167.7800 | n.m. | various | | Lichfield | OW | area
| 169.0870 | n.m. | various | | Lichfield | OW | area
| 169.1070 | n.m. | various | | Lichfield | OW | area
| 169.1400 | n.m. | various | | Lichfield | OW | area
| 169.1600 | n.m. | various | | Lichfield | OW | area
| 169.1800 | n.m. | various | | Lichfield | OW | area
| 169.2500 | n.m. | various | | Lichfield | OW | area
| 170.1870 | n.m. | various | | Lichfield | OW | area
| 170.1870 | n.m. | various | | Lichfield | OW | area
| 409.425 | n.m. | | | Mossewish Hill | WR | area
| 415.305 | n.m. | | | Gosport | WR | area
| 440.3275 | n.m. | | | Gosport | WR | area
| 441.285 | n.m. | | | Gosport | WR | area
| 441.650 | n.m. | | | Gosport | WR | area
| 444.450 | n.m. | | | Gosport | WR | area
| 444.450 | n.m. | | | Gosport | WR | area
| 446.050 | n.m. | | | Gosport | WR | area
| 446.050 | n.m. | | | Gosport | WR | area
| 447.150 | n.m. | | | Gosport | WR | area
| 447.250 | n.m. | | | Gosport | WR | area
| 448.700 | n.m. | | | Gosport | WR | area
| 452.300 | n.m. | | | Gosport | WR | area
| 452.350 | n.m. | | | Gosport | WR | area
| 454.075 | n.m. | | | Gosport | WR | area
| 454.100 | n.m. | | | Gosport | WR | area
| 454.200 | n.m. | | | Gosport | WR | area
| 455.050 | n.m. | | | Gosport | WR | area
| 462.735 | n.m. | | | Gosport | WR | area

---

**Other Exchanges!**

A letter from RA who wishes to be kept anonymous is looking for some information. London Transport buses keep surging out of bursts of data at around 193MHz and he’s wondering what it is. The suspicion is that it may be something to do with the new fangled bus stops that show how long you have to wait for the next bus(es). If there’s anyone out there who has managed to decode this data perhaps they can write. Our reader says he could wait indoors until he actually knows a bus is coming.

An anonymous reader from Staffordshire wishes to appeal through this column for a number of elusive Freqs that keep evading him. These are, any ‘Peabody Pilot’ delta frequencies, channel 17 West Midlands Ambulance Service and any uhF Ambulance frequencies. So can anyone help?

Don’t forget if a frequency issue is puzzling you, write to me.
FREE 32 page full colour Computer Equipment Catalogue

with the Winter 96/97 Cirkit Catalogue

The Winter 96/97 Edition brings you:

- Even further additions to the Computer section extending our range of PC components and accessories at unbeatable prices.
- WIN! a 28,800 Fax Modem in our easy to enter competition.
- 100's of new products including; Books, Connectors, Entertainment, Test Equipment and Tools.
- New Speakers, Mixers and In-Car Amplifiers in the Entertainment section.
- £25 worth discount vouchers.
- 248 Page main Catalogue, plus 32 Page full Colour Computer Catalogue, incorporating 24 Sections and over 4000 Products from some of the Worlds Finest Manufacturers.
- Available at WH Smith, John Menzies and most large newsagents, or directly from Cirkit.
- Get your copy today!

Cirkit Distribution Ltd
Park Lane • Broxbourne • Hertfordshire • EN10 7NQ
Tel: 01992 448899 • Fax: 01992 471314
Email: mailorder@cirkit.co.uk

Amateur Radio Communications Ltd
TUE TO SAT
10AM-5PM
We have been trading for over 13 years and pride ourselves on our "before and after" sales service. That is why we are still in business and customers come back time and again. Why compromise on quality, service and advice for the sake of saving a few pounds. Come to the experts - you know it makes sense!

We would like to thank all our customers for making 1996 a very successful year. May we wish you all, both existing and new customers a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year

Tel: 01925 229881
Fax: 01925 229882

YUPITERU HAVE REDUCED THE PRICE OF THEIR SCANNERS

MVT-7100
NOW £299
incl. nicads and charger plus free delivery.

MVT-7200
RRP was £449.
NOW £299
New enhanced version of the MVT-7100.
BOTH CE APPROVED.
PHONE NOW FOR CASH PRICES

STOP PRESS
AOR have reduced the RRP of the AOR-4000 to £349! Don't miss out on this special offer.
Phone now for our cash price.

BEARCAT UBC-220XL
Easy to use scanner with 200 memory channels. Includes 10 band coverage, automatic search, priority channel & selective scan delay.
Phone for our price!

Now in stock IC-R8500
The IC-R8500 is not simply a scanner - it's a professional quality communication receiver - DISCOVER A WORLD OF INFORMATION AND INTRIGUE!
Phone now for details. RRP £1699.
Cash/Switch £1529
incl free AD-55 mains PSU.

By the time you read this, we should have the new Icom IC-R8500 in stock. RRP £425.
Phone for ARC price!

SECONDHAND BARGAINS

Watson WSM 1900 antenna on micro magnetic base £29.95
5th UK Scanning Directory £18.95 FFP
Scemaster Q5-200 Holder £9.95
Q5-300 Adjustable shelf holder £19.95

INSTANT FINANCE AVAILABLE at low APR rates
ACCES • VISA • SWITCH - ALWAYS WELCOME
FREE PARKING AVAILABLE

38 Bridge Street, Earlestown, Newton-le-Willows, Merseyside WA12 9BA
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Letters

Lots of 'em this time, so let's get stuck in.

First off the International Listeners Association, who have their HQ at 1 Junction Street, Huford, Swansea SA21 2HF. Trevor GW4QDX is the guiding light here and covers most of the interests of the short wave listener. Trevor himself has been going through a bad patch just lately, and we offer our sympathy.

Now we turn to E. Griffiths of Carmarthen who is debating about adding a dedicated receiver and antenna to look at the amateur bands as well as his present scanner. He sent a message with rather more detail, and incidentally suggested a meeting at the annual Llandudno 'do' which is almost upon us as I write. In essence, reader Griffiths notes that in his neck of the woods, the winds blow antennas down; but I have offered some suggestions which may help.

The winds that blow brought down the 3.5MHz Delta Loop used by Brian Mortimer in Whitby, so he has made a change to The Earth Return Antenna discussed by G3BDQ in his book on Wire Antennas. With the help of a handy-placed tree and adequate attention to the earthing side of the system. For others, something like. Over to all you out there!

Changing Tack

Mike appeals for us to re-start the HP Ladder of hallowed memory. The idea is to collect amateur call prefixes, one of each. A minimum of 200 required for a first entry - a reasonable weekend task. A minimum of 200 required for a first entry - a reasonable weekend task.

Happy New Year.
SSB Utility Listening

BT Challenge
By the time that you read these words, the second leg of the BT Challenge yacht race will be nearing completion. The second leg started from Rio de Janeiro in Brazil on November 20th. The yachts are racing around Cape Horn at the southern tip of South America, across the South Pacific (the Roaring Forties), to Wellington in New Zealand. This particular leg is about 7200 nautical miles and the competitors are expected to arrive in Wellington sometime between December 30th and January 4th. The yachts travelled so quickly to Rio that the organisers have added an extra way-point about three-quarters of the way to New Zealand - this is so that the yachts will not arrive too early in Wellington.

Communications on this leg will still be attempted via Portishead, but the yachts will also be in range of Sydney Radio in Australia after they pass Cape Horn. Portishead expect that there will be suitable openings on the 18MHz band around 10.00UTC or the 16MHz band around 16.00UTC, on the following frequencies:
- channel, callsign, shore/ship
  - 1602 GKT62 17.245/16.363
  - 1801 GKT19 19.755/18.780
  - 1803 GKL18 19.761/18.795
If these are not successful, then the following Sydney Radio frequencies will be used:
- Channel
  - 1200 V8S 13.093/12.236
  - 1211 V8S 13.197/13.230
  - 1602 V8S 17.245/16.363
  - 1616 V8S 17.275/16.393
  - 2200 V8S 27.702/22.008

Also, here is a reminder of the yacht names, with a complete callsign list. Some yachts tend to use their calligns rather than names during the first leg.
- MWSC2 Commercial Union Assurance, MPNX4 Concert
- MWS22 Courtaults
- International, MPN4 Global Teamwork
- MPUW3 Group 4 (Leg 1 leader), MWSC2 Heath
- MWSE2 Insured 2, MPUW3 Nuclear Electric
- MPXL4 Ocean Rover, MPXL3 Pause to Remember, MPW82 Save the Children, MWSS2

Time and Tide, MPXJ3 Toshiba Wave Warrior, MPNV4 3 Com.

Klingenfuss
By the time that you read these words, the 1997 editions of the Klingefuss guides will be available. Early December sees the publication of three new products - 1997 Shortwave Frequency Guide; - 1997 Super Frequency List on CD-ROM; and - 1997 Guide to Utility Radio Stations.

The new 1997 Shortwave Frequency Guide is the printed version of the popular Klingefuss Super Frequency List on CD-ROM, including all international broadcast schedules. The publicity announcement says that this is the very first international publication that combines both world-wide shortwave broadcast and utility radio stations in a single book.

The 1997 Super Frequency List on CD-ROM is also available, for those of you with the right equipment attached to your computers. Some people might argue that having the information electronically is a waste as it is all available in the book, but with the power of a computer you can perform some impressive searches of the information.

Finally, the 1997 Guide to Utility Radio Stations (15th edition), this book is the international standard reference book for utility listeners and short wave listeners alike, although it does contain a lot more information on the various data modes than s.s.b. signals. For detailed descriptions and some sample pages and colour screenshots please refer to http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/Klingenfuss/

Letters
Mr Williams writes from North Wales asking about ways to improve his reception of North Atlantic aeronautical traffic. His letter explains that he has a GSRV antenna strung around the inside of his loft, which is fed directly into his Yupiteru MVT-7200 scanner.

Mr Williams (who didn't mention his first name!) says that when he listens to Shantwick on 4 and 6MHz he experiences a lot of background noise, and the controller often sounds like Donald Duck. When he tunes down slightly in frequency, the voice sounds the same and he can never get it just right.

Well, you have just found one of the principal problems with using a scanner for listening to h.f. s.s.b. signals. Many scanners these days seem to offer h.f. reception, but their tuning step-sizes make it difficult to resolve an s.s.b. signal into good audio. What you need is a b.f.o. - a beat frequency oscillator - but these are very rare on scanners - though the MVT-7200 does have one, with switched u.s.b. and i.s.b. modes provided. It seems to be an unwritten law that whatever step-size you choose, you can never get the sound of your chosen s.s.b. signal to be just right. A b.f.o is a control which is completely variable, and does not rely on a step-size for its operation. As ever, the best piece of equipment for listening to h.f. signals is always a proper h.f. receiver, not a scanner.

Mr Williams asks if an a.t.u. (antenna tuning unit) would make a difference to his reception and the quality of the audio. Unfortunately, in this instance, the answer is no. It would go a long way to reducing the background noise when used properly, but noise is something that you will never be completely free from. An a.t.u. would certainly not stop the Shantwick controllers from sounding like Donald Duck either - it could make them sound louder, but they would still be Donald Duck!

Christmas Listening
Well its that time of year again. I hope that you have all got your orders in for that new receiver or station accessory, and are ready for some listening over the holiday period.

For those of you who want a challenge of Christmas Day itself, you may care to listen for the transmission of the results of the CCF (Combined Cadet Force) Winter Wine competition. This will be broadcast of the CCF frequency of 5.328MHZ at 12.00UTC. The competition itself takes place at the start of December, and lasts a full 24 hours. Any would-be DXers in the vicinity of Portishead are sure to be interested, and those who are not should surely be ignored.

For those of you who wish to chase special flights on h.f., then once again QANTAS is off to the Antarctic over the holiday period. Flights will commence on the 1st of December and go through to the 19th of February 1997. As of yet I do not have any flight numbers, but here is what I do have: Flight-1, Sunday 1st Dec. 96 From Melbourne Dep. 0830 Return 2000; Flight 2, Tuesday 31st Dec. 96 From Melbourne Dep. 1700 Return 0430 (this is the New Year over the ice flight); Flight-3, Sunday 5th Jan 97 From Sydney Dep. 0740 Return 2010; Flight-4, Sunday 12th Jan 97 From Melbourne Dep 0830 Return 2000; Flight-5, Sunday 19th Jan 97 From Perth Dep 0930 Return 2130; Flight-6, Sunday 26th Jan 97 From Melbourne Dep 2030 Return 2000; Flight-7, Sunday 9th Feb 97 From Sydney Dep 7.40am Return 2010; Flight-8, Sunday 16th Feb 96 From Melbourne Dep 0830 Return 2000.

All these are all Australian time, so subtract 12 hours to get UTC. There are also flights on December 29th and February 2nd, but I don't know the flight details for these.

All that remains is for me to wish you a good Christmas, and don't eat too many mince pies!
**MOMENTUM Communications**

**MCL 1100 DATA DECODER**

For the serious utility listener without a computer.

From £255

**STANDARD FEATURES:***

- SMARTLOCK system for easy tuning.
- Full screen of readable text with on-screen tuning indication.
- Automatic decoding of RTTY, CW, FEC (NAVTEX) and ARQ.
- Auto or manual selection of transmission speeds.
- Extremely rapid lock onto signal.
- Connection for a parallel type printer.

**SYNOPTIC UPGRADE**

For MCL-1100 and DM-1000's

Now available

**RECEIVERS AT DISCOUNTED PRICES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>REMOTE I/Q card</th>
<th>£255</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KIT:</td>
<td>£18.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIT:</td>
<td>£18.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIT:</td>
<td>£19.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assembled PCB modules</td>
<td>£28.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(with all hardware)</td>
<td>£5.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**COMPLETE ANTENNA KITS**

- **AB118** Optimised for long distance reception on 118 to 137kHz air-band. Kit: £18.80. Assembled PCB modules: £27.90.
- **MB156** covers the 156 to 162MHz marine band active antenna system (the brother of AB118). Kit: £18.50. Assembled PCB modules: £27.60.
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**C.M. HOWES**

Connection for a parallel type printer. Extremely rapid lock onto signal. Auto or manual selection of transmission speeds. Extensive worldwide HF frequencies for civil and military aviation (including many discrete frequencies), major world air routes, company QPSK/UDC, domestic HF, NATO NATO, US military global, IUN, VOR, VOR, NDME, and many other frequencies. **AIRWAVES 96** is supplied with an update sheet of the latest airband information. UK price £9.95. Eire & EEC £9.95 including P&P.

**CALLSIGN 96**

The second edition of our civil and military aviation callsign directory. Over 900 additional callsigns and amendments - now in spiral bound. Expanded by over 80%, representing 32 extra pages of aviation callsign information. Call sign information is now presented in two new formats. Over 5900 tactical military callsigns. Information includes: Callsign, aircraft type/code/command, unit, squadron/airbase plus general remarks. The military section is listed in two formats, alphabetical callsign order and for the first time by AVM/Unit/Squadron order. The civil section lists alphabetically almost 2000 callsigns in use with airlines and operators from over 180 countries. The information includes callsign, 3-letter ATC prefix, airline or operator, country of origin, registration prefix. For the first time this information is now also listed by ATC 3-letter prefix. AS size, 124 pages of callsigns.

UK price £9.95. Eire & EEC £9.95 including P&P.

**AIRWAVES EUROPE**


**C.M. HOWES COMMUNICATIONS**

**SSB & CW Filter - £29.80!**

Clean up your reception!

- Reduce noise and interference!
- Sharp SSB speech filter with fast roll-off than IC filter!
- 300Hz bandwidth CW filter!
- Printed and punched front panel!
- All aluminium case!
- Simply connects to radio and external 'speaker or 'phones!
- Suits all general coverage receivers & transceivers!
- ASLS Kit plus HA5OR hardware: £29.80!

**DC2000 SSB/CW Receiver Kit - £22.90!**

This great little receiver makes an excellent project for the novice constructor! The plug-in band module system gives a wide frequency coverage combined with simple construction. Choose from 160, 40, 30, 20, 15 and 10M amateur bands. Also suitable for MM1 and BM54 HF band modules and BM2000 extra band kits. £7.90 each. Expands into a transceiver with add-on kits! A great way to start building your station! DC2000 Electronic kit: £22.90 (inc. one band module). HA22R Hardware: £18.90.

**Antenna Tuning Units for use with HF receivers**

CTU8. Covers 500kHz to 30MHz. Matches antenna impedance and helps reduce spurious signals and interference with extra front-end filtering for the receiver. £49.90. Factory Built: £69.90. CTU9 Kit (including case and all hardware): £39.90.

**Please add £4.00 P&P, or £1.50 P&P for electronics kits without hardware. HOWES KITS contain good quality printed circuit boards with screen printed parts locations, full, clear instructions and all board mounted components. Sales, constructional and technical advice are available by phone during office hours. Please send an SAE for our free catalogue and specific product data sheets. Delivery is normally within seven days.**

73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager.
Firstly, What Sort?

A good premise to adopt with antennas is this: If they broadcast with it then you can use it for reception.

What I am saying goes something like this. Ships use vertically polarised antennas - so you should, if this is where your interest lies - go the same way. Same with other services whether they use either verticals or horizontals - so should you. Easy, isn't it?

No, it isn't! In an ideal world we'd be able to follow that, but in practice, we have to adopt a compromise in order to get good reception. That's where discones come in. The discone looks like a sweep's brush, know the sort? A bit of a 'jack-of-all-trades' it does an admirable job, but not as well as a dedicated, and by that I mean a tuned antenna. Remember that, and the word 'broadband'. Keep them very firmly in mind as we progress through this introduction.

So, most antenna systems are a compromise as they have a massive portion of the band to cover. Broadband means just that - they cover a broad band. Typical claims made by manufacturers of such antennas are in the region of 150kHz to 1.3GHz, which, when you think about it, is quite a staggering range. Especially when the professionals would have anything up to ten different types in that lot for each specific frequency range!

Narrowband can be found in marine and airband and are generally cut for that frequency portion with a 'tail-off' above and below the intended operating band. A good example is the Air 33 by Haydon Communications which I have used for many years and which has good marine band performance despite being a dedicated airband antenna.

Compare that with my Scanmaster Base, which was very definitely broadband and which offered a poorer performance on airband that was essentially a compromise when placed against the dedicated Air 33.

So, what am I saying? In effect, that you must choose carefully. If you are a dedicated airbander, don't waste money going for a vertical or a discone offering 150kHz to 2.0GHz coverage when you can get a vertical cut exclusively for civil and military band only. Likewise, if you generally scan through the lot of frequencies on your scanner, don't buy an Air 33 and hope it will do on short wave. It will not. Horses for courses, people, and read the small print also and very important, know what you want!

Most serious scanner owners have at least two antennas available at their QTHs. One for general use and others for their specific areas of interest.

Then we go into the technical areas and start talking about things like log periodic, multi-band verticals etc. What are they? Just know that this type is expert country and pretty specific, coverage wise. In the case of the log periodic, because it's directional, it is usually mounted with a rotator and can then cover the whole horizon around the QTH. Technical stuff - and the price of another scanner - it is the realms of fantasy for most of us on limited budgets!

Choices Choices

So, what choices do you have? Garex offer the Radac, which is a nest of dipoles and that's had good press over the years. I believe that it's well worth the outlay. Verticals vary, but look for ones which cover a good spread and are of high quality construction. I've seen verticals offered for sale which are no more than glass fibre down pipes or plastics plumbing pipes stuffed with wire and sold as antennas. I kid you not! Go for established suppliers, with well known names and offering guarantees. I will not recommend any particular make but would add that specific antennas in the areas of marine and airbands do exist and would suggest that if these are your areas of interest, then don't bother with a multi-band broadband one but go for a specific antenna. Right! After that, what improvements can you make? What can I tell you except that I don't use things like filters and pre-amps! I mount my antennas high and clear and always use good quality fittings and coaxial cable as recommended by the manufacturers. Yes, things do exist to enhance the hobby and filters get used when interference is heavy.

I would strongly suggest that more serious info. can be had from the books available from the Book Store in this magazine. There are excellent titles and fair prices and a wealth of information to hand. Again, I'm reluctant to mention any one particular book, but those by the late Peter Rouse are almost bible status - be advised!

Next month I'll look at mounting antennas, a subject, not to be taken lightly and rightly so given the potential dangers involved in access to ideal mounting sites. However, I will look at basic securing and leave the technicalities to those better qualified than me! However, the number of antennas I've seen which are not supported properly is mid boggling - why pay all that money out and then live with a grotty mount? First serious wind and, £40 or so down the drain, plus, if you're unlucky, an insurance bill for all sort of resulting damage to property, cars, etc!

I'll also touch on antennas for fiat dwellers who are largely forgotten and suffer great hassles - like I do currently, but that's another story!

Column News

Right, into the letters! Thanks to all those who write in regularly, you know who you are. I welcome letters on a wide variety of subjects and, when I can, I write personal replies. It's not always possible, of course, but I do try.

Most answers can be made through the column, so there's no excuse in not writing, or in writing along the lines of a certain gentleman who tells me that we invent the letters. Very nice, ask the nurse to pull the straps tighter after medication, will you?

Ducting

First letter from KL of Newby. K tells me that he copies Paris VOLMET on 126.0 as a strong signal but with fading. This is as a result of ducting conditions, and as K says, is usually noticeable when co-channel interference is spotted on the TV. The beauty of v.h.f. ducting is that, when high pressure fronts collapse you can, if you're lucky, get some surprising things through over the air. It's not an exact science and you can, by looking for tell-tale signs, get well into this. Next time the TV goes ghostly with interference, try the scanner out in...
the shack and plot the bands slowly, using a frequency guide to be absolutely sure. You may be quite pleased by what you pick up.

Another letter from CCH of West Glamorgan fills me in on a number of previously unknown frequencies, 166.875 being a DSS simplex. These are liable to be low powered but worthwhile having a listen to if this sort of stuff is your thing.

Other frequencies heard in the W. Glam area are as follows. As always, it may be worthwhile listening in on these nationwide for evidence of other use:

- 74.0125/74.450/74.5875/74.6125 - Mountain Rescue Team, tones at 114.8 via repeater and c/s ROMEO and 166.3375 - Mountain Rescue Team, tones.
- 74.0125/74.450/74.5875/74.6125 - Mountain Rescue Team, tones at 114.8 via repeater and c/s ROMEO and 166.3375 - Mountain Rescue Team, tones.
- 74.0125/74.450/74.5875/74.6125 - Mountain Rescue Team, tones at 114.8 via repeater and c/s ROMEO and 166.3375 - Mountain Rescue Team, tones.
- 74.0125/74.450/74.5875/74.6125 - Mountain Rescue Team, tones at 114.8 via repeater and c/s ROMEO and 166.3375 - Mountain Rescue Team, tones.
- 74.0125/74.450/74.5875/74.6125 - Mountain Rescue Team, tones at 114.8 via repeater and c/s ROMEO and 166.3375 - Mountain Rescue Team, tones.
October was a spectacular month for long-distance television reception with at least 13 days on which Sporadic-E openings occurred. As a bonus, settled weather conditions formed during the third week of the month creating an intense tropospheric opening with signals from Central Europe and Scandinavia.

Sporadic-E Reports

Peter Barber (Coventry) submitted an excellent Sporadic-E log as usual with details of a sustained opening on the 20th with activity monitored between 0953 and 1329 UTC. Initially, Italian RAI UNO signals were encountered on Channels IA and IB but by 1114 UTC Croatia on Channel E4 had been identified by its 'HRT' logo. Spanish TVE-1 and Belgian signals were received between 0953 and 1330 UTC. Initially, German and French programmes from Egem in Belgium were wiped off the screen at one point by BRTN-1 transmissions. Chris Howles (Erdington) commented that the u.h.f. band was filled with Dutch and Belgian signals.

Just below channel E22, Serbia (PTCB1 E3), the Czech Republic (NOVA TV R1), Ukraine (YT-2 R1) and Rumania (TVR-2 R2). The latter was also received on the 14th accompanied by Portuguese and Spanish transmissions.

Tropospheric Reports

Conditions on the 22nd, 23rd and 24th produced excellent-quality colour pictures from many Continental transmitters. Some of these transmissions included BBC and ITV u.h.f. broadcasts throughout many areas of the United Kingdom; even the weather forecasts were viewers of interference to pictures. Central TV broadcasts on Channel E43 from Sutton Coldfield were wiped off the screen at one point by BRTN-1 programmes from Egem in Belgium. Tuning through Band III revealed many Belgian, Dutch, German and French transmissions. Chris Howles (Erdington) commented that the u.h.f. band was filled with Dutch and Belgian signals.

John Woodcock (Basingstoke) comments that the whole of the south of England was suffering from severe co-channel interference on the BBC and ITV broadcasts during the evening of the 22nd. At 2130 UTC, John checked Band III and discovered French Canal Plus signals from the Lilie transmitter on Channel L5.

Steve Aungier (Dagenham) discovered signals from the Belgian RTBF-1 service on Channel E3 (Liege) on the 22nd. Peter Barber (Coventry) also noted this one, and RTBF-1 from Wavre on Channel E8. Dutch NED-1 programmes were also present on Channel E4 from Lille. RTBF-1 was also present the following day, accompanied by BRTN-1 (Belgium) from the Channel E10 outlet at Wavre. NED-1 on Channel E4 was again identified by the PM5644 test card at closedown at 2205 UTC. RTL broadcasts from Luxembourg on Channel E7 (Dudelange) were also identified.

On the following day, various French Canal Plus outlets were logged; these included Lille on channel L5, Cherbourg L6, Rouen L7 and Brest L10. ARD-1 programmes from the Channel E8 NDR-1 outlet at Hannover in northern Germany were also present.

Alan Taylor (Sheffield) reports several Dutch transmissions on the 22nd and 23rd, the strongest being NED-2 and NED-3 from Lopik on Channels E27 and E30 respectively. A weak Channel E34 signal had Alan baffled - it seemed to have an Arabic logo. Unfortunately, the reception was less exotic than hoped for. As the signal improved the logo turned out to be the stylised logo of the German MDR network. The transmitter is located at Brocken in central Germany.

Andrew Burfield (Braintree) saw Swiss signals from the La Dôle transmitter on channel E34 which is located in the Lake Geneva area of Switzerland. The station was identified by the white diamond-shaped logo with 'SUI' below, representing the Italian-language service. An on-screen promotion was shown with the letters SF-DRS in the corner. This was an advert for a programme to be shown on the German-language network.

Dozens of French, Belgian and German u.h.f. stations were logged during the event which lasted three days. Even the Danish TV-2 transmitter at Odense was received on Channel E22.

A mystery signal on Channel E36 is causing identification problems. The logo resembles a small semi-circle supported by two short stumps. Andrew has noticed this during many openings and thinks it could be a local TV service in Brussels.

Andrew advises that Meridian TV and LWT TV have changed their main identification graphics recently. Channel 4 have also changed theirs at a cost of around £500,000. Has anyone noticed the similarity between this and the proposed Channel 5 logo?

Pertti Salonen (Finland) noted tropospheric activity on October 18th with reception of an ORT broadcast from S. Petersberg on Channel R1. Apparently the ORT teletext service known as TELINF has several pages in English! Pertti has sent information regarding TV in Azerbaijan where a new radio and TV station has opened in Baku. It is currently radiating AzTV on Channel R1, Russian TV on R7 and ORT on R12. Channel R22 is still vacant. AzTV-2 and two Turkish channels, TRT-TV1 and GRT, are still broadcast from the old Baku TV tower.

Meteor-Scatter DX

Roger Bunney (Romsey) has submitted the meteor-shower dates for 1997 as supplied by Neil Bone, the director of the Meteor Section of the British Astronomical Association.

Meteor-scatter (or meteor-shower reception) is caused by debris from meteors burning up on entering the earth's atmosphere. An ionised trail is...
left which can reflect TV and f.m. signals back to earth over distances of several hundred miles. Sadly, signals last only a second or so, which means the DXer needs extremely fast visual reflexes to identify the signal. In the past, many countries could readily be identified if a test card was being shown but with the current trend of round-the-clock programming, identification can be difficult, despite most services displaying an on-screen logo. There are certain days during the year when activity peaks and signals are readily propagated with repeated bursts of reception. The most productive showers are the Quadrantids (peaking at 1000UTC on January 3rd), the Perseids (peaking on August 12th) and the Geminids (peaking December 13th at 2200UTC). On these dates repeated bursts of signal can produce an effect not unlike messy Sporadic-E reception when several stations are fighting for the same channel. Although Band I channels are more productive, Band III reception should not be discounted. Over the years Russia, Italy, Finland, Austria, Czechoslovakia, Poland, Iceland, Sweden, Norway and Denmark have all been identified on various Band III channels. Some years seem better than others. One theory is that peak meteor-shower activity occurs outside Europe, during the seemingly less active years. Many DXers find that reception from Scandinavian transmitters tends to be more prevalent than from those in Central Europe.

Slow-Scan TV (SSTV)

SSTV differs from conventional fast-scan TV transmissions in the sense that signals are transmitted within a bandwidth of only a few kHz, instead of several MHz. This means that to recreate a recognisable image, the data required to produce a picture has to be sent at a much slower rate thus ruling out images with normal movement. The received data is processed and formed into an image. The amateur bands are used to transmit slow-scan TV pictures.

Two SSTV enthusiasts, George Newport (Kent) and Keith Artherton (Norfolk) have sent in pictures of their reception achievements at 14.23 and 144.50MHz (see Figs 3 and 4). Keith uses a long-wire or discone antenna feeding a Lowe HF-125 receiver. A 486 DX2-66 plus an 8MHz PC with DL4SAW SSTV programme processes the signals which can be stored and pictures later created using a Hewlett Packard 550c printer.

Keep On Writing!

Please send DXTV reception reports, equipment news, off-screen photographs and general information to arrive by the 3rd of the month to:- Garry Smith, 17 Collingham Gardens, Derby DE22 4FS, England.

WIN
a £200 Roberts Radio R861

FIRST OF A SWM
TWO PART
COMPETITION.

So you read Simon Spanswick's review last month* - at least we hope you did. Now, owing to Roberts radio's generosity, you can win your very own Roberts R861 world-band portable. This delightful portable which covers 150kHz to 29.99MHz and 87.7 to 108MHz band II stereo (with headphones) including RDS makes an ideal travel companion.

To enter simply answer the question below this month. Fill in the answer to this month's question on the answer form that we will provide next month with part two of the competition, affix the corner flash from the bottom of this page, answer the second question and send off the completed entry form to the address on the form.

The lucky winner will be drawn from the Editorial hat containing the correct entries.

Question 1: How many AA cells are required to power the R861?

* If you missed the December 1996 issue of Short Wave Magazine containing the R861 review don't worry, back issues are available at £2.60 including P&P from the address on page 87. You can also obtain back issues via 'phone on (01202) 659930 by using your credit card.

Look Out for Next Month's Question

R861 Question 1
It's that time of year again! This time my Christmas Quiz requires written answers to three questions. I will judge the entries according to accuracy, completeness and clarity (and the final decision rests with me, no correspondence will be entered into).

The prize will be a book or book voucher courtesy of PW Publishing. Entries to arrive no later than the February 17 deadline and results will appear in the April issue. In the event of a tie, random selection will be invoked. If no-one answers all three questions, then any two will be accepted (and so on if all entrants only manage one question).

**Question 1:** You are given ONE prior to landing at an aerodrome. Why is this necessary, and what altimeter barometric setting applies? What will the altimeter read when touching down on the runway?

**Question 2:** You are given QFF when approaching a different aerodrome. What is it and why is it needed? What will the altimeter read when touching down on the runway?

**Question 3:** A v.h.f. VOLMET broadcast is actually relayed on the same nominal frequency from two transmitters. If you had a really accurate receiver, what actual frequency would each of the two relays be on when compared to the nominal frequency quoted in the Supplement?

**Flight Ops Dept.**

Unfortunately, I couldn’t do anything with the disc from Ken Robinson (Potters Bar) as I don’t have a suitable computer. Ken’s aeronautical radio experience goes back to 1950s Fleet Air Arm days, working on Ashbomb 1GHz radar fitted to the Fairey Firefly. I once had a craft of the same name - a sailing dinghy built by Fairey Marine, the construction technique owing something to the company’s aviation background. Ken asks about air traffic control. Radar controllers do alternate with breaks to prevent lapses of concentration, but would usually work for more than 15 minutes at a time. Taking over from each other requires enough time to study the screen and become familiar with the current traffic pattern.

Not all navigation is by radar heading. A controller might tell a pilot to tune in a navigation beacon and then head towards it. Although watching on radar, the controller doesn’t tell the pilot the compass heading to steer. Instead, the pilot guides the aircraft by reference to the beacon as indicated on the cockpit’s flight instruments.

Example: “Own navigation to Koksy.” This means flying towards the KOK (114.5MHz) v.o.r. beacon on the Belgian coast, half-way between Ostend and Calais. It includes a TACAN, so the aircraft’s d.m.e. will tell the pilot how far away the beacon is. The v.o.r. part of the beacon, on the other hand, gives directional information. Interestingly, close by is the Koksjide military aerodrome (in Flemish, ’ij’ is pronounced like, ’y’). In common with all radio listeners, Ken, I do hope you plug in an earpiece when out in public so as to avoid disturbing others. I’m sure that all readers understand exactly why this is necessary.

Have we a new airline? Who owns the callsign “Sovereign” and operates out of Leeds/Bradford? Please tell me for the benefit of Lee Collins (Leeds).

Carl Hender (Ipswich) is familiar with the Bulldogs of the University Air Squadron at Cambridge. With the callsign UAS, they often fly out to Wattisham and back. Carl believes Wattisham to have 125.8 as an alternative to 124.95MHz, but so far I’ve had no official notification of this.

Likewise, I can’t find the allocation of 249.6MHz, Carl. If one controller is working both the civil v.h.f. and military u.h.f. allocations for a sector (by ‘band-boxing’) then calls on one frequency will be relayed on the other. This does NOT mean that civil traffic will start overflowing onto u.h.f. once all v.h.f. channels are occupied. Hardly any civil aircraft are suitably equipped. The solution will be to interleave two extra channels, 8.33kHz apart, between each existing (25kHz) v.h.f. frequency. As this is such a strong possibility, anyone buying new equipment must ensure that the interleaved channels will be accessible. The airlines have been told this - but complained of the cost.

**You Are Insured?**

Going back to November, I pleaded with every reader who also drives to make sure that they are insured when visiting aerodromes - even for public displays. I’ve found out the following. Axa: will NOT provide cover (but I didn’t ask if the policy arranged through Saga is different as they are not yet old enough to qualify); General Accident: really strict, NO cover of any sort; Prudential: should be covered if you have permission to drive there; finally, Royal: acceptable if you drive on routes designated by the airport authority. This is a guide, you MUST check the actual conditions that apply in your own particular case.

You might share my feeling that insurance is boring, but it’s also essential. So, end of subject unless anyone has something really important to add.

**Follow-Ups and Foul-Ups**

Martin Sykala (Irchester) wrote in to the ‘Letters’ page in November (page 11). I do hope you read my column, Martin. Anyway, TEMPO means TEMPorarY or, more precisely, a short-term change in a weather forecast. The time, in hours UTC (or z, same thing) follows. So TEMPO 2300 means a change expected between 2300 tonight and 0800 the next morning, if the weather will be clear, apart from a cold front with thunderstorms passing through in the night, then this would indicate the time of the variation in weather pattern, ie. when the storms were expected to disrupt the forecast good conditions.

In October, RAF Coltishall’s rescue helicopters were mentioned but Carl finds that Rescue 125-127 have moved to Wattisham (Army).

Sorry I wasn’t precise when describing OMIMI under Frequency and Operational News - Reporting Points in November. It’s NOT on a supersonic route. However, Abeam OMIMI is on a nearby supersonic route and you’ll find it on my supersonic chart that’s part of Airband Factsheet.

**Information Sources**

And how do you get that, you ask? Send a reply-paid, self-addressed envelope to hold two A4 sheets to the Broadstone Editorial Offices (not to me!) and request Airband Factsheet. No charge. The document also lists the sources of other basic information such as En Route Supplements, both civil and RAF.

I’ve been sent Over the Pond Factsheet. No charge. The 68-page paperback contains the...
The people who work in aviation have their own language, and the abbreviations and acronyms are key to understanding what's going on. Here are some examples:

- **AFIS** (Aerodrome Flight Information Service)
- **ATC** (Air Traffic Control)
- **AIP** (Aeronautical Information Publication)
- **CAA** (Civil Aviation Authority)
- **GASIL** (General Aviation Safety Information Leaflet)
- **UTC** (Universal Co-ordinated Time)
- **UHF** (Ultra High Frequency)
- **VHF** (Very High Frequency)
- **WIDEBAND**
- **NOMAD**
- **CAN** (Controller-Aided Navigation)
- **VFC** (VHF Communication)
- **IFC** (Inter-Frame Communication)
- **VFC** (Very High Frequency Communication)
- **CID** (Communication and Information Distribution)
- **NOMAD** (Networked Operations Management and Administration)
- **VHF** (Very High Frequency)
- **UHF** (Ultra High Frequency)
- **WIDEBAND** (Wideband)
- **NOMAD** (Networked Operations Management and Administration)
- **VFC** (Very High Frequency Communication)
- **IFC** (Inter-Frame Communication)
- **VFC** (Very High Frequency Communication)
- **WIDEBAND**

These abbreviations and acronyms are used to describe various aspects of aviation, from air traffic control to radio equipment and signals. Understanding them can help you navigate the complex world of aviation communication.
Information

Now that I am starting to receive regular post from readers, I am forming a good picture of the information you want to read about. I am grateful to all those who have written in, please keep the information coming, especially through the quieter winter months. Several people have sent in very detailed logs of aircraft movements and frequencies. Space limitations mean that I cannot do the reports justice by including extensive information, so it would be a great help if you could highlight what you feel may be the most interesting items. It may be different to the information I would choose to include. Please note that I regret that I cannot answer letters personally, when possible all replies will be made through the contents of this column.

Spirit Update

Steve writes in with an update on the visit of the B-2A. In addition to 312.45 (ACC Primary), the aircraft also used the Mildenhall ACC operations backup frequency 249.75 for a ‘phone patch to Whiteman Air Force Base. This is a facility that is rarely used on h.f. operations and frequencies noted during the September exercises. Thanks again to Keith plus two other correspondents for their comprehensive logs.

The airfield at West Freugh was a prime target with airfield attacks from several units including, 1 Squadron Harriers calling Zenith Formation, 54 Squadron Jaguars from Coltishall calling Blackcat Formation plus Attack 31 Flight which were 48 Fighter Squadron F-15Es from Lakenheath. Other formation callsigns in use were: Scimitar 3-4, 111 Squadron Tornado F.3s, Scorpion 1-2 which I think is 5 Squadron Tornados, Jackal Formation which is Tornado F.3s from 111 Squadron at Lossiemouth. The old 1/3 FTS callsign Baccardi, was noted in use as Air to Air by the Tankers, (this is a new frequency according to my records). Several readers have commented that they were surprised that the B-2A used several London Control v.h.f. frequencies, rather than exclusively using London Military!

Autumn Exercises 2

As promised, a second look at some of the aircraft movements and frequencies noted during the September exercises. Thanks again to Keith plus two other correspondents for their comprehensive logs.

The exercise at West Freugh was a prime target with airfield attacks from several units including, 1 Squadron Harriers calling Zenith Formation, 54 Squadron Jaguars from Coltishall calling Blackcat Formation plus Attack 31 Flight which were 48 Fighter Squadron F-15Es from Lakenheath. Other formation callsigns in use were: Scimitar 3-4, 111 Squadron Tornado F.3s, Scorpion 1-2 which I think is 5 Squadron Tornados, Jackal Formation which is Tornado F.3s from 111 Squadron at Lossiemouth. The old 1/3 FTS callsign Baccardi, was noted in use as Air to Air by the Tankers, (this is a new frequency according to my records). Several readers have commented that they were surprised that the B-2A used several London Control v.h.f. frequencies, rather than exclusively using London Military!

Airband Propagation

High atmospheric pressure during the latter part of October brought some exceptional listening conditions on the airbands. Three readers have written to me with reports of transmissions received over distances that would not normally be possible. Richard in Swindon reports that the Paris Volmet on 125.15 could be heard clearly at his Wiltshire home on the evening of the 22 October. On the same day, Dave in Maidstone heard the Brize Norton ATIS on 254.475 and the following morning Jim in Ebford in Devon (near Exmouth), heard a USAF C-141B call AMC operations at Mildenhall on 312.45 and was amazed when the ground controller could be clearly heard replying to the aircraft. My guess is that must be all of 400km away - it's a shaming conditions are not like that all the time!

Frequency Focus

A correspondent in Northern Ireland asks for frequency information regarding Bessbrook military airways. He is relatively new to the airband and as a consequence has a limited knowledge of the frequency 245.25, has been used in the past by Hawks returning to Valley, so I presume with all the recent changes the training squadrons this callsign has passed to 4 FTS? If anyone has collated a recent list of FTS callsigns since the changes, let me know and I will include it in a future column.

In addition to the frequencies listed last month, the following were noted during the exercise period. London Military: 249.675. Scottish Military: 134.3, 134.475. NATO Low level: 300.8. Tactical: 232.725, 251.78, 282.2, 309.625, 310.55 & 383.55. Also a USAF Boom, (Air refuelling) frequency, 249.775. My only note of this frequency was in use as Chivenor operations in 1992?

TACAN Routes

A letter from Dave in Kings Lynn. He is relatively new to the airband and as a consequence has a limited knowledge of the frequency 245.25, has been used in the past by Hawks returning to Valley, so I presume with all the recent changes the training squadrons this callsign has passed to 4 FTS? If anyone has collated a recent list of FTS callsigns since the changes, let me know and I will include it in a future column.

In addition to the frequencies listed last month, the following were noted during the exercise period. London Military: 249.675. Scottish Military: 134.3, 134.475. NATO Low level: 300.8. Tactical: 232.725, 251.78, 282.2, 309.625, 310.55 & 383.55. Also a USAF Boom, (Air refuelling) frequency, 249.775. My only note of this frequency was in use as Chivenor operations in 1992?

TACAN Routes

A letter from Dave in Kings Lynn. He is relatively new to the airband and as a consequence has a limited knowledge of the frequency 245.25, has been used in the past by Hawks returning to Valley, so I presume with all the recent changes the training squadrons this callsign has passed to 4 FTS? If anyone has collated a recent list of FTS callsigns since the changes, let me know and I will include it in a future column.

In addition to the frequencies listed last month, the following were noted during the exercise period. London Military: 249.675. Scottish Military: 134.3, 134.475. NATO Low level: 300.8. Tactical: 232.725, 251.78, 282.2, 309.625, 310.55 & 383.55. Also a USAF Boom, (Air refuelling) frequency, 249.775. My only note of this frequency was in use as Chivenor operations in 1992?
U nique again a major human tragedy is played out over our TV screens and for those satellite enthusiasts equipped for scanning across the Clarke Belt so the news of this is seen daily via the news feeds carried into Europe either in C-Band or at Ku-band via EBU (European) distribution leases on Eutelsat 7 East. The names are familiar - Rwanda, Zaire, Goma - their faces display the all too familiar despair. No homes, no food, no hope and where can we go? You'll probably read these lines at (a well fed) Christmas time but just pause and spare a thought for those less fortunate a few thousand miles South of us. There's no Bethlehem star this year over Central Africa...

Reception Results

Comparing reception results with perhaps a year ago clearly shows an alarming trend - there's fewer pictures about with more and more satellite users both programmes and corporate/news/satellite broadcasters going digital. The signals are still there, just look at the 'S' meter as you tune through a digital carrier - a wallowing large deflection but no signal at all on the screen, just noise!

I'm hopeful that within the year enthusiasts 'freely and flexibly' digital receivers will start appearing. In New Zealand a Scientific Atlanta D223 was modified by their regional office and is now able to receive previously locked out MPEG pictures, more recently Christian Mass has successfully resolved various news feeds and programming using a Strong (Panasonic) model 520.

It is possible to change parameters without using a PC and with practice such adjustment is simple. The low take-up on Germany's DF1 Kirch digital package has left many thousands of unwanted 'D-BOX' decoders on the shelf, a few have found their way into enthusiasts' hands and they will work as a flexible digital receiver. With new component technology for digital decoders being released almost weekly it's a wise man that will delay a purchase until the 2nd generation of DVB equipment is available - unless a 1st generation model falls off the back of a lorry!

Fortunately, there are still traditional analogue signals around...after a long delay I noticed the return of APNA TV, this time on Orion 1 Atlantic at 37°W, early November with promotional captions and then opening with programming. Technical quality at time leaves much to be desired, check out 12.87GHz vertical polarity for a very strong signal. They are identifying as 'APNA TV/ICS INTERNATIONAL'.

Wonderful to see on November 2nd a very strong and solid PM5354 test card with 'JRTV AMMANN' logo on Eutelsat II F2 @ 10°F (11.17GHz horizontal), this teatime treat wasn't repeated on later days it was merely a news feed rather than regular programming.

Whilst on the topic of Arabic sourced programming, the 'JCS' caption with following programmes now seen on Eutelsat II F3 @ 16°F 10.06GHz horizontal is from Doha City in Qatar, the source being 'Al-Jazeera Satellite'. It's carried in parallel via ArabSat 2A - JCS is may depart 16°F for a 13°F Hot Bird slot late '97.

Bob French (Warsk) is awaiting the erection of his 3m CKU-band dish at which point his 2.4m dish will be retired! Bob comments that the new ArabSat 2A bird at 26°F provides excellent signal strengths in C-Band whereas signals in Ku are very weak requiring threshold extension for strong locking. C-Band (4GHz) provides Syria, Dubai, Saudi, Yemen, Sudan, Lebanon and Kuwait amongst other European Arabic uplinkers. Exotic signals such as Ethiopian TV and TV Africa are also well received by Bob from Intelsat 703 @ 57°W, Turksat 2B meanwhile has suffered a complete 'shuffle round' of onboard programmers, the bird itself is packed full of Turkish TV channels all of which can be received strongly over much of the UK.

Several readers have reported news feeds coming out of the Zaire/Rwanda region of Central Africa following the unrest between government and rebel troops. Eutelsat II F4 @ 7°F often carry 'EBU KIGALI SNG GO00895' on colour bars, this interrupted with news reports detailing border skirmishes, refugee marches and the general ethnic confusion of a bloody and brutal civil war. The situation is constantly changing with news from both local and international intervention and is likely to continue a troublesome hot spot in the coming years.

Uplinks out of Africa are in digital C-Band which are then distributed across Europe in SIS analogue PAL. Check out 10.987GHz vertical polarity for this regular pan-European distribution feed.

As ever the 'Garden Isle' is well represented by its resident Roy Carmen. Roy too looks forward to the day of a flexible digital receiver though fears that the first UK offerings will be closely allied to the Rupert Murdoch empire. As an aside, the recent Sky offer of a full dish/decoder/remote at around £99 is remarkable and you get a lot of technology for your cash. (It is possible to locate a receiver package for £99 without being tied to a Sky subscription!) Roy is now considering modifying his existing dish for inclined orbit satellite tracking which - if fitted - needs careful calculation to take into account the high winds that often flow across the Island.

Sandown lies at the Eastern end of the Arreton Valley and as such allows an improved (clearer) SE through SW tracking arc for satellite reception. Roy can 'see' from East of Turksat 42°E to West of PAS-1 45 West and has sent a very full log of his last months sightings. Hispasat @ 30 West carries many European news and sports feeds in SECAM, PAL and 16:9 PAL PLUS. There's an increasing number of corporate/multi media corporate feeds being carried over the Atlantic during the daytime to correspond with the European working day. This usually means the originating programme source is awake early for rehearsal, I recently noticed an IBM feed via Intelsat K (21°W) ex San Francisco that was reaething at 0600hrs their time, Orion-1 Atlantic in Ku-band is another active source for weekday conferences in analogue PAL though for every feed seen in the clear there must be others lurking in the digital shash!

Again our old friend II F4 @ 7°E was seen to be carrying a 'Test from Helsinki' caption featuring a dish at 11.06GHz in SIS (sound in syncs.) during late October mornings - we never found out what they were testing. Finally if you're missing Israel's AMOS-1 Ku-band downlink from 4°W, one guess where it's gone - yes - down digital alley with a 4 channel package! Another analogue transponder still fires up from time to time. AMOS managers are negotiating with possible Arabic transponder customers, so all is not lost!

Satellite TV News

Welcome back APNA-TV on Orion-1 Atlantic at 37°W.

Another Orion-1 circuit, a VTR clock prior to the Nazim flight.

The human tragedy of Zaire - fed via Eutelsat II F4 @ 7°E using a sound in syncs. decoder to stabilise video and recover audio.

Intelsat K at 21°W with an upcoming corporate feed.

TVE Espana sends a news offering into BBC White City over 7°E.
Attention Radio Dealers!

Would you like to stock our best selling titles like the World Radio TV Handbook & Passport to World Band Radio? If the answer’s yes then telephone Michael Hurst in the PW Book Store on (01202) 659930 for the best quantity discounts.

GET WEATHER INFORMATION FIRST HAND!

Haven’t you always wanted a weather station? The Weather Wizard III combines all the most requested features into one incredible package!

- FEATURES INCLUDE -
  - Inside & Outside Temp.
  - Wind Speed & Direction
  - Alarms
  - Optional PC Interface
  - Optional Rain Collector

**Only** £199.95

SEND SASE FOR FREE COLOUR CATALOGUE

ICS Electronics Ltd
Unit V Rudford Industrial Estate
FORD • Arundel • West Sussex BN18 0BD

Tel: 01903 731101 • Fax: 01903 731105
The response to November’s ‘Space Special’ was phenomenal; many requests for images and the GOES-8 disks were received. Suggestions for future ‘Specials’ have been passed on to the Editorial team.

Current WXSATS

How quickly the images from METEOR 3-5 and NOAA 12 and 14 lose their contrast as the sun’s illumination decreases during northern autumn. The October and November north-bound METEOR 3-5 WXSAT (on 137.85MHz) headed into the dark polar regions and switched off earlier by the week. The NOAA WXSA Ts (on 137.50 and 137.62MHz) responded to the darker landscape by switching even earlier from visible to the second infra-red channel (one infra-red channel is always transmitted).

METEOSAT-5

EUMETSAT announced that the fuel reserve onboard METEOSAT-5 is almost used up so no further adjustment manoeuvres are to be performed (to reduce the slowly increasing inclination of the spacecraft’s orbit). EUMETSAT points out that reception systems using large antennas will be the first to see an impact. For the benefit of future mission planning, they ask all users with larger than 3m diameter receive antennas to send a short note giving their antenna diameter and location. METEOSAT-5 de-contamination operations took place between 21 and 25 October. During this process, the infra-red system (which normally runs at a very low temperature to enhance its sensitivity) is allowed to warm-up; this causes an outgassing of the contaminants which have previously accumulated on the cold surfaces.

The layout of the solar panels, radiometer and communications unit within the current generation of METEOSATs is illustrated by Fig. 2. METEOSAT-6 is the stand-by satellite, positioned at 10°W. New software has been developed to compensate for the anomaly seen at times in images taken with the equipment still works well and is operated by the geography class. During the next couple of years, schools will be connected to the Internet and, in theory, be able to retrieve images whenever they are wanted. I personally see no comparison between the learning value of a direct reception facility (at a Licence, decoder and display program - when compared with image retrieval from the Internet by computer. The hardware has so much more to offer the learning process.

Letters & Pictures

Almost all correspondents to ‘Info’ (correctly) send their letters to me at the address given at the top of this column. Unfortunately, a few have sent mail via the Editorial Offices to Short Wave Magazine in Broadstone, which causes delays due to sorting and forwarding. Please use the Plymouth address at the head of this column.

A letter from Mr Fry of Kent (no other identity was supplied) captured the experience of a first-time entry into the world of satellite monitoring. Using a Scanmaster disc one, a PRO-2006 receiver and a copy of ‘Info’, he quickly logged transmissions from NOAA-12, MIR, Russian Navsats (150.000MHz), NOAA-14, METEOR 3-5 and COSMOS 2142. He also heard (as many of us did) the American John Bba on MIR.

Being keen to confirm his monitoring, he rang up NASA (in Florida) who confirmed that John was onboard MIR - see also ‘MIR frequency changes’.

His letter illustrates how one can monitor a large number of satellites with a scanning receiver and discone - see also Table 1. The addition of a wide-band pre-ampl mounted at the discone, can enhance overall sensitivity of the receiver. This improves the detection of signals, but it is not suitable for decoding the data due to the discone characteristics and the limited i.f. bandwidth of the receiver combination.

Roger Ray sent a number of WXSAT images on disk, including METEOSAT, NOAA and MIR images, from which I have selected his METEOR picture of the Canary Islands. This was imaged by METEOR 3-5 on 1 May and is one of the clearest of that region that I have seen.

Roger recently visited his daughter’s school and saw their WXSAT receiving system which monitors METEOSAT. Although some years old, Roger reports that the equipment still works well and is operated by the geography class.

Internet Site Update

Readers having either a direct Internet account at home or work are welcome to drop me an E-mail with discoveries of appropriate Internet - amongst other sources. On a smaller scale, I have obtained some display programs issued as ‘Freetware’ which occupy a few hundred kilobytes of disk space. If anyone wishes to have copies, simply send me a PC disk, return stamped envelope and 50p towards collection costs, and I will provide each program currently available. One program includes a conversion option to change BMP and TIF files to GIF or JPEG, permitting a significant reduction in file size with minimum or no reduction in image quality.

 Lawrence Harris, 5 Burnham Park Road, Peverell, Plymouth, Devon PL3 3Q8 E-mail: lawrencho@indirect.co.uk

Fig. 2. METEOSAT-6 is the stand-by satellite, positioned at 10°W.
Table 1

Satellites transmitting in the 136-138MHz band

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Catalogue</th>
<th>Sat ID</th>
<th>ID Satellite</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>965</td>
<td>1984-03D</td>
<td>TRANSIT 1B-5</td>
<td>136.650</td>
<td>modulated f.m. signal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1430</td>
<td>1985-05A</td>
<td>TIROS 10</td>
<td>136.325</td>
<td>Frequency has increased slightly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>241</td>
<td>1986-07B</td>
<td>ERS 15</td>
<td>136.400</td>
<td>Some tone shift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>242</td>
<td>1986-07C</td>
<td>ERS 7</td>
<td>136.800</td>
<td>typical SECOR signal - see 69-7B.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2768</td>
<td>1997-040D</td>
<td>ERS 20</td>
<td>136.250</td>
<td>ghostly woo-woo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3600</td>
<td>1999-032A</td>
<td>ISS 1</td>
<td>136.410</td>
<td>c.w. only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3891</td>
<td>1999-037B</td>
<td>ERS 13</td>
<td>136.800</td>
<td>typical SECOR type signal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4254</td>
<td>1999-08-B</td>
<td>TIMATION 2</td>
<td>137.290</td>
<td>multimode signal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4237</td>
<td>1999-08-SD</td>
<td>S6-9</td>
<td>137.410</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4382</td>
<td>1970-025A</td>
<td>NIMBUS 4</td>
<td>137.500</td>
<td>modulated f.m. signal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5480</td>
<td>1971-090A</td>
<td>SHINSEI</td>
<td>136.695</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5580</td>
<td>1971-093A</td>
<td>PROSPERO</td>
<td>137.560</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5680</td>
<td>1971-110C</td>
<td>DOD</td>
<td>137.080</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2120</td>
<td>1981-032A</td>
<td>NOAA 12</td>
<td>137.600</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2123</td>
<td>1981-032C</td>
<td>NOAA 12</td>
<td>137.370</td>
<td>beacon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21655</td>
<td>1991-056A</td>
<td>METEOR 3-5</td>
<td>137.650</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23009</td>
<td>1993-021A</td>
<td>SROSS-C2</td>
<td>137.400</td>
<td>c.w. with fades.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23455</td>
<td>1994-08BA</td>
<td>NOAA 14</td>
<td>137.690</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23465</td>
<td>1994-09BA</td>
<td>NOAA 14</td>
<td>137.770</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23545</td>
<td>1995-017A</td>
<td>ORBCOMM FMI</td>
<td>137.710</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Winorb29 screen display.

Kepler elements - MIR and Shuttle

1 For a print-out of the latest WXSAT elements, MIR, and the Shuttle (close to launch or in orbit), send a stamped addressed envelope and secure 20p coin or separate, extra stamp. Transmission frequencies are given for operating satellites. This data originates from NASA. I send Kepler elements by return-of-post.

2 I send monthly Kepler print-outs to many people. To join the list please send a subscription of £1 (secured, plus four self-addressed, stamped envelopes) for four editions.

3 For automatic updating of your tracking software, you can have the data as a computer disk file - one of several containing recent elements for the WXSATs, and a large file holding elements for thousands of satellites. A print-out is included, identifying NASA catalogue numbers (for the WXSATs, Amateur Radio satellites, and others of general interest). Please enclose 50p with your PC-formatted disk and stamped return envelope.

Japanese Weather Association web page. Published by kind permission of Shinya Shimoda of the Information System Management Division, Meteorological Data-Processing Department, Japan Weather Association.
PROsat II is used by most leading Weather Satellite enthusiasts. They have come to rely on the vastly superior features of PROsat II. Features such as 1,000 frame full screen full colour animate, 3D, direct temperature readout, latitude-longitude overlays and country outlines from NOAA, and Windows export make Timestep products preferred by most serious users. All satellites are catered for including the awkward Japanese GMS and the very infrequent Soviet Okean series. All current SVGA cards are supported. NOAA images contain full resolution visible and infrared data in a stunning 2.4Mb file!

If you really are serious about Weather Satellites, phone or write us now for a colour catalogue and find out why the world’s experts including Arthur C. Clarke use and recommend our equipment.

Timestep PO Box 2001 Newmarket CB8 8QA England
Tel: 01440 820040 Fax: 01440 820281

Advanced Weather Satellite users will by now have read about our new TRACK II prediction software. Full screen colour graphics and 6 simultaneous satellites are just some of the amazing features. For the ultimate in detail we offer HRPT digital systems with five 1.1km ground sensors, towns and rivers are clearly visible. For everyday use we also have the PDUS digital Meteosat system that takes 2.5km data every 30 minutes. Timestep PDUS colour animate is used several times a day by Anglia Television because of its very high resolution combined with spectacular colour. Forecaster will appreciate temperature calibrated 30 minute interval images.

A full range of separate Antennas, Preamplifiers, Cables, Receivers and accessories are held in stock.

Listen to Your World!
Subscribe to Monitoring Times and Satellite Times Magazines

Do you own a radio, a shortwave receiver, a scanning receiver, or a ham radio? Then Monitoring Times is your magazine! Each monthly issue of MT offers 20 pages of worldwide, English language, shortwave broadcast schedules; departments on aero, military, government, public safety communications; broadcast band, satellite television, long-wave coverage; reviews of new products and radio-related software; technical articles and projects for the hobbyist; feature articles, and much, much more.

If it’s on the radio, it’s in Monitoring Times!

Satellite Times is the world’s first and only full-spectrum satellite monitoring magazine, exploring all aspects of satellite communications, including commercial, military, broadcasting, scientific, governmental and personal communications as well as private satellite systems. The satellite industry’s most respected experts contribute to every bi-monthly issue of Satellite Times, addressing both amateurs and experts alike.

If it’s in orbit, Satellite Times covers it!

PLEASE VISIT OUR NEW SITE ON THE WORLD WIDE WEB: www.grove.net

MAIL THIS SUBSCRIPTION FORM TO: PW PUBLISHING LTD., FREEPOST, ARROWSMITH CT, STATION APPROACH, BROADSTONE, DORSET BH18 8PW.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES INCLUDE SPEEDY AIR MAIL SERVICE!
I YEAR Monitoring Times - £38 (12 issues)
I YEAR Satellite Times - £32 (6 issues)
NAME________________________
ADDRESS_____________________
POSTCODE____________________
TELEPHONE___________________
I ENCLOSE CHEQUE/PO (PAYABLE TO PW PUBLISHING LTD.) £________
OR CHARGE TO MY ACCESS/Visa Card the amount of £________
CARD#________________________
VALID FROM_________ THRU_________
SIGNATURE____________________
TEL__________________________
CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930
FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950
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The file also removes the transmit shift and speed set at 50 baud. With the introduction of HAMCOMM in RTTY mode with a 400Hz shift and 75 baud RTTY with a 400Hz shift. The configuration file listed in Fig. 1 starts-up HAMCOMM in RTTY mode with a centre frequency of 1356Hz, 400Hz shift and speed set at 50 baud. The file also transmits the receive buffer and keeps 150 lines of received text available for scrolling on the screen. You can either start HAMCOMM in the normal way and then load the configuration file from the File menu or you can turn it into the default config file. To do this first find the file hccfg in the HAMCOMM directory. Now rename this to old.cfg. Next rename your new file (swl.cfg) to hccfg. HAMCOMM will now automatically load this when you start it. I would strongly recommend keeping a copy of the old config file as it is well documented and is very useful if you want to have a go at creating your own specialised config file. If you've already built your own file that you think is better than mine - why not send me a copy?

**RTTY Weather Data**

One of the most popular and abundant information sources on the v.h.f. bands is weather reports. These range from a few plain language reports through to comprehensive FAX charts covering land sea and air conditions for just about the whole of the globe. Whilst the RTTY system has its obvious attractions, there is another data source that can provide very much more detailed weather information. This source has become generally known as SYNOP but in fact covers several different data types. Before I go on to cover this is some detail, why bother at all? Well, other than a general fascination with the complex function of weather forecasting, a good knowledge of weather conditions can help you with your listening. This is particularly true if you have an interest in the v.h.f. bands.

Whenever weather conditions occur that create a layer of warm air above cold air an effect called ducting occurs. This is where radio signals are refracted as they pass through the air and tend to duct over fairly long distances. This can extend v.h.f. propagation to thousands of miles as opposed to the more normal tens or hundreds. Now we have a reason for looking, let's see what's available and how it can be resolved.

The best source for detailed weather reports is the coded RTTY weather transmissions that abound on the various bands. These can be recognised by their repeated transmission of seemingly endless strings of five figure groups. To the uninitiated these could easily be thought to be spy stations or some other form of indecipherable transmission. In practice the signals can be very easily deciphered using software that's readily available on the amateur market. Before I go into the decoding, let's take a look at the source of the information. The RTTY signals that you can receive are actually part of the World Meteorological Organisation's Global Telecommunication System.

The complexity of weather forecasting has itself demanded a breakdown of international barriers and the WMO is an excellent example of international co-operation on a global scale. The RTTY transmissions I'm referring to here are actually transmitted by stations that are classified as regional Telecommunications Hubs. These stations take information from the WMO and broadcast it in a number of different formats ranging from the FAX to the RTTY system I'm describing here.

Let's now take a closer look at RTTY based weather information and see just how simple it is to resolve. The basic data format used for these transmissions is very simple indeed and is usually 50 or 75 baud RTTY with a 400Hz shift. This means the data can be received with the simplest of decoding set-ups. If you've not come across this type of data before, why not take a look right now? Set-up your decoder for 75 baud RTTY with a 400Hz shift and tune your receiver to 4.4898MHz using upper side band. You will also have to turn off the unshift-on-space facility if you have it. If you don't do this your decoder will keep turning the five digit groups into letters! If all is well, you should now see streams of five figure groups appearing on your decoder's screen.

Let's now take a look at how the seemingly meaningless numbers can be converted into detailed weather information. Like most things there's an easy way and a hard way - we'll start with the hard way!

Other than your data decoder, all you need to convert the data is a reference book and some patience. However, before we can start making some sense of the data we need to be able to break it into sections and work out where the various elements of the message start and finish. This is quite easy to do thanks to the use of a simple standard pattern, these are zzzz and zzcz. Whilst zzcz is used to indicate the very
Met. Office Weather Site.

start of the message, NNNN is used to show the end. Here’s a typical extract from a message to illustrate how these codes are used. ZCZC 987 SNXK73 BGRR 031200 AAAX 03114 80516 34522 67354 65743 43528 84635 76635 76843 67352 87652 58452 74523 72538

As you can see the ZCZC/NNNN sequence very clearly separates out the message. Using this message as an example lets now look at the data in the second line. The first two letters are used to indicate the type of data about to be sent, in this case it shows that the data is synoptic data for the main hour. The next two letters show the country of origin - UK in this case. The two numbers at the end are mainly used to separate out any bulletins that come from the same station. The next four letter group is the location indicator for the station supplying the data. Here the letters BGRR refer to Bracknell. The final five digit group of this line shows the day of the month and the time in hours and minutes, e.g. 3rd 1200hrs. These first two lines are primarily header information that sets-up the rest of the data. The third line reports the type of data report (AAAX = SYNOP); the date and hour of the actual observation plus a digit signifying the type of wind speed measurement used at that station. In this case the number 4 indicates an anemometer - with a read-out in knots. Phew!

Now that’s done we can get down to the individual weather reports. The very next line starts with the international index number of the station taking the readings, in the example I have used Blackpool Airport. By now you should have picked-up the basic idea of how to take-apart the groups of numbers and turn them into usable data. You will also be wondering where to find the reference information to decode the numbers.

There are several sources, the most readily available of which is the Klingenuiss Radio Data Code Manual that’s available from the SWM Book Store. Another high quality reference is the Adirondack List of Radio Signals (ALS). This extensive publication comprises many volumes, but those of particular interest are: Volume 3 parts 1 and 2 plus Volume 4. Although very comprehensive, the down-side is that these three books will cost you a total of around £35 before post and packing. There are a number of sources for this, but I’ve used Kelvin Hughes successfully in the past.

Now you can relax as what I’ve just described was the hard way to decode these RTTY weather reports. For an easy solution you need look no further than Hamcomm as this program has its own built-in SYNOP decoder that can be found under the TEXT menu. All you have to do is turn weather decoding on and wait for the decoded text to appear before your very eyes! Yes, it really is that simple - but first a few tips.

Hamcomm does need to see the very start of the message to decode the data accurately and weak signals can cause havoc. You really do need a good steady signal if you are to receive a consistent set of weather reports. Another book well worth considering if you have a general interest in these transmissions is FAX and RTTY Weather Reports by Philip Mitchell. The SWM Book Store carry this title, of course. If you have access to the Internet here are a couple of sites that provide some interesting background. The World Meteorological Organisation can be found at www.wmo.ch/ and the UK Met Office are at www.metoe.govt.uk/home.html

DSP Hardware

Those of you with a particular interest in the construction of DSP projects may well be interested to hear of Kane Computing based in Northwich, Cheshire. They offer a wide range of DSP products including the range of TMS320 development and evaluation boards from Texas Instruments. They have comprehensive contact points including a Web site at www.azure.com/kanecmp uting. E-mail to sales@kanecomputing.com or plain old ‘phone on (01606) 351006.

FGR-100 Receiver Control

Do you have an FGR-100 receiver and want to control it with your PC? If so, why not take a look at Thor Andersen’s program that can be found on the Demon Internet site? In its compressed form it’s called frgcont.zip and can be found in directory madosha/radio of any of the SimTel mirror sites.

The spur for mentioning the program came from a request from Thor. He is busy finishing a new version of the program and is looking for beta testers. If you’ve not come across the term before, a beta tester is just someone who agrees to test, what is thought to be the final release of the software, and provide detailed reports back to the developer. The main purpose of the Beta test is to ensure the software will work successfully on a wide range of systems. If you’d like to participate you can contact Thor via E-Mail at thora@online.no

More T2FD!!

A note from Pat O’Shea pointed out the Nordic Shortwave Centre are currently running a feature on the T2FD antenna I mentioned in the other month. Their feature has been put together by Guy Atkins and contains some very good constructional details. Look out for constructional details on this excellent antenna in a feature by John Wilson, in this issue of SWM, page 48- KN.) You can go straight to the article on the Internet at: www.sds.org/swl/antenn/2tfd.htm. If you know of any other hot sites please E-mail me and let me know.

Readers Special Offers

The bad news for this month is that I’ve had to temporarily withdraw my offer to supply Factpacks and frequency lists. Quite simply, the demand has outstripped my ability to supply and I’m incurring heavy delays with the inevitable complaints. So my apologies to all who have waited patiently, but enough is enough.

Once I’ve caught-up with the backlog, I will hopefully be able to re-introduce an improved service for some of the items. Looking on the bright side, I do still have the special offer with the Public Domain and Shareware Library (PDSL). They have put together a library set of all five disks for just £12.00, all inclusive. Using PDSL also makes ordering simpler as they accept all the usual credit cards so you can order by phone so you don’t even have to write a letter.

So in future please direct all requests for this disk set to PDSL Winscombe House, Beacon Road, Crowborough, Sussex TN6 1UL. Tel: (01892) 663299 and request library volume:H008739abcde. IBM PC Software (1.44Mb disks): Disk A - JYFAX 7.0, HAMCOMM 3.1 and WXFAX 3.0. Disk B - DSP starter plus Texas device selection software. Disk C - NuMorse 1.3 Disk D - UltraFak 4.0 Disk E - Ms Covenant 1.3 and 2.0.

Disk D - UltraFak 4.0 Disk E - Ms Covenant 1.3 and 2.0.
Limited Edition: SCANCAT GOLD for Windows

Advantages of SCANCAT GOLD:
- D-BASE IMPORT/EXPORT
- Scan SSB/FM/AM/phone/voice/buzz
- Print to ANY printer, or disk file.
- Automatic BIRDIE LOCKOUT.
- PRINT to ANY printer, or disk file.
- Spectrum location. "CLICK" to immediately tune your receiver.

SCANCAT GOLD - features:
- Unique database management system with moveable SPLIT columns for easy viewing.
- Virtually "functional" spectrum analysis. Simply "mouse over" to read frequency of spectrum/colours. "CLICK" to immediately tune your receiver.
- Exclusive "SLIDE RULE" feature: Click on "STOP" to stop your Slide-Tuner to change frequencies effortlessly OR use our graphical tuning knob.
- MAPS - load virtually any map or GRAPHIC image in "BMP" format (reduced included with SCANCAT). "PRINT" hot spots with your favorite frequencies.
- SCANCAT is not copy protected - use on as many computers as you need.

SCANCAT GOLD - products:
- SCANCAT GOLD FOR WINDOWS .......... $99.95 + $8 POSTAGE & HANDLING
- SCANCAT GOLD FOR DOS .............. $94.95 + $8 POSTAGE & HANDLING

INTERNET WEB ADDRESS - http://www.scan-cat.com

COMPUTER AIDED TECHNOLOGIES
P.O. Box 18285 Sheereport, LA 70138
(318) 636-1234 (24 hrs) FAX (318) 686-0449 (24 hrs)

All available in the UK from your favorite dealer inc. LOWE ELEC. & JAVIATION

JAVIATION

The Airband Specialists
Carlton Works, Carlton Street, Bradford BD7 1DA
01274 732146

Frequency & CallSign List - Together

The latest edition of our most successful publication ever is due to be published during December 1996 - in time for Christmas and the New Year. Fully updated with this years frequency changes together with a comprehensive update on the Military Callsign section. Same format as all previous editions and from customer feedback still the best urban guide there is.

£12.50 including postage

AR8000 Owners

Want to improve performance on the AM Broadcast bands? We now have available a small PCB that fits internally within the AR8000 and allows the narrower SSB filters to be selected when in AM mode. This can greatly assist with AM listening on crowded Shortwave bands. Once the PCB is fitted the narrower filters can be selected by pressing the LOCAL button and deselected in the same way.

For further details please give us a call.

Robust leather carry cases also available for the AR8000 - £15.00 inc P&P.

If you have internet WWW access then surf along to our Web Site at: http://www.demon.co.uk/javiation

1997 SHORTWAVE FREQUENCY GUIDE

Worldwide broadcast and utility radio station

484 pages - £20 or DM 60 (including airmail)

Finally ... a really up-to-date handbook with the latest 1997 broadcast almanac compiled mid November and available here in Europe by end of the year! Modern layout allows easy use and quick information access. User-friendly tables include 11,000 entries with all details, comments, and frequency change. Frequency List on CD-ROM (see below). Another 13,000 frequencies included in this worldwide list, a solid foundation to make shortwave monitoring is included plus, plus 1,600 abbreviations. The right point at the right moment for world listeners, hobbyists and professionals monitoring services alike - at a sensational low price!

1997 SUPER FREQUENCY LIST ON CD-ROM

Now includes all broadcast stations worldwide!

£27 or DM 60 (including airmail)

11,500 entries with latest schedules of all domestic, commercial and international broadcast stations on shortwave, compiled by one of Europe's leading shortwave authorities. The server HANSA (see below). 14,000 Entries! active frequencies. All on one CD-ROM for RS-232 or Windows®. You can search for frequencies, stations, countries, times, and more quickly than ever before. You can surf through the spectrum, zoom in and browse through all the data within milliseconds. It can't get faster than this!

1997 GUIDE TO UTILITY RADIO STATIONS

Includes latest Red Cross and UNO frequencies!

588 pages - £36 or DM 80 (including airmail)

The international reference book for the really fascinating radio services on SW, sesq, diplo, maritime, rescue, military, police, press, and more.

...EUCHER ECOLOGY...E-MAIL ECHER@E-MAIL.COM ...DRKSTADT DRKSTADT@COSMS.com

For SCANNING, MONITOR RECEIVERS

SSE

Solid State Electronics (UK)

PSU-101A MK5

1. JIM PSU-101A Mk5. UK manufactured regulated 230V AC power supply with ADJUSTABLE radio base holder, combined. For use with most pocket scanners. (Please state radio type). 2 DC output sockets, one for radio the other for accessories. 12 volt DC output. A 9 volt output version for Tandy, Comelit, Nettet etc available. (PSU - 101ATA). PRICE £34.95. CE Approved.

2. JIM PSU-101AC Mk5. As above but includes 12" fitted 50ohm coaxial cable assembly with BNC plug and socket for base antenna connection. PRICE £35.95.

3. JIM BH-A3A. Universal base holder. With ADJUSTABLE radio base holder, combined. Convenient, safe support of radio. Adjustable front stop. Heavy duty chromed base. TWO models "If you don't need the cable why pay for it". PRICE ONLY £13.95.

4. JIM BH-A3AC. As above includes 12" fitted 50ohm coaxial cable assembly with professional BNC plugs and sockets for base antenna connection TNC type plug available on request. Ideal RX and TX up to 4GHz. PRICE ONLY £17.95.

Payment by postal order or cheque. Price includes postage (UK). Other high quality products available: Omni Holder & Meter, Notch E. Double Band Monopole and Wire Antenna. For further information on SSE products, send a4 SAE to:

Solid State Electronics (UK)

6 The Orchard, Bassett Green Village, Southampton SO16 3NA
Tel: (01703) 769599

The SSE logo is a registered trade mark of SSE (UK)
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ith the festive season upon us, or perhaps as you read this its just passed, we can expect the usual increase in pirate radio activity. The shorter daylight hours mean many stations are using broader frequencies. The 3.9MHz (76 metre) band is becoming quite crowded most weekends. Live Wire Radio using a 1kW transmitter has received reports from Massachusetts and New Jersey in the USA, possibly the first European pirate to make the trip to the States on 76 metres. Other English language stations are set to use the extended m.w. frequencies of 1611-1650kHz, which up to now has been used almost exclusively by Dutch pirates.

Tape Exchange

I frequently receive letters asking if I collect or exchange tape recordings of offshore or pirate radio stations. The answer is no, but I do appreciate that many readers of this page are collectors of this kind of material, I do publish readers names but their home address and private 'phone numbers are treated with utmost confidentiality.

A possible solution could be for persons wishing to swap tapes to place a small advertisement in SWM's 'Trading Post' under the heading Exchange. There is a small fee, which could be a very worthwhile investment should you manage to obtain the valued item you are seeking. In response to your letter, I have started to include lists of stations which had been removed from the 1960s, much of which is taken from my personal experiences.

Pirate Topics

Steve Gilbert from Birmingham asks if I can provide a list of addresses of other Free Radio information magazines. I am happy to do this as I cannot possibly cover everything and anything about pirate radio in this quarterly page. Please, when writing, do include a stamped addressed envelope, you would be surprised at the quantity of mail this page generates.

A photograph of Radio Caroline's ship, the Ross Revenge, is featured on the latest cover of Family Matters the newsletter of the Conservative Family Campaign, together with an article by Adrian Hogg. He points out the discrimination that has kept Radio Caroline and other religious broadcasters from obtaining licences to operate in Britain. I wonder if the politicians will take note.

Adrian also informs me that with the forthcoming changeover of BBC short wave transmitter sites, their services may in the future become accessible other British broadcasters, providing their contractual obligations to the BBC were met. At present, only foreign stations are relayed by the BBC on short wave.

The Irish government are reported to be taking a second look at their broadcasting legislation, loopholes in the present law has allowed pirates to continue unabated. There is also speculation on whether Ireland may build its own s.w. broadcasting facilities.

In recent months they have purchased air time on British and German facilities for the transmission of sporting events and a St. Patrick's Day special. American, Alan Weiner is in the news again. He was behind Radio New York International which broadcast from a ship called the MV Sarah from 23 July 1987 until it was raided by FCC officials five days later on the 28th July.

Another similar project involved a ship called the Fury. This had been equipped with machinery from the Sarah. The FFG claimed they had detected test broadcasts while the ship was near Charleston harbour. They used a rented barge and a crane to seize the broadcasting equipment on 19 January 1994. This latest venture features an old tug renamed Electra, a medium wave and two short wave transmitters and a seemingly unnecessary blaze of publicity.

Radio Essex

This was certainly one of the smallest of all the offshore stations of the 60s, it had a staff of about 12 and broadcast 24 hours a day. Everyone on this station did more than one job, the teamwork involved would probably have impressed the military that had been the forts original occupier. The tower had originally been an offshore gun emplacement and radar installation, but had been abandoned by the War Department during the middle 60s. Transmissions commenced from Radio Essex on 27 October 1965 on 222m, 134kHz, with a middle of the road format of the day and pop music at night.

The supplies came during favourable weather conditions aboard a small fishing boat called Keestral! All supplies and even individuals were unceremoniously hauled aboard at the end of a badly frayed rope. The original ladders had been removed by Radio Essex personnel to reduce the possibility of uninvited guests getting aboard the platform.

The forts original diesel generators had been fully restored by senior DJ/Fort Captain Richard Palmer, the diesel for which arrived in dozens of five gallon containers. These had to be hauled aboard and painstakingly poured into a former aircraft fuel tank situated on the main deck, where a plastic tube took the diesel to the generator room below.

The staff canteen and recreational area had originally been the officers mess and a store room became the stations studio. This contained two Garrard 401 turntables with Decca pick-ups, one Collaro turntable, a Vortexton tape recorder and a Radio microphone.

The mixer was built by station engineers which fed a 50W RSC audio amplifier which was linked to the transmitter in the room next door. The transmitter was probably capable of 500W, however, due to the end fed long wire antenna and the rising and falling of the tide, which had the effect of moving the ground plane, the e.r.p. was probably only 200W.

Staff worked about three weeks on and one week off, the station was run by Rod Bates and his family from their home in Southend-on-Sea. Towards the end of 1956, Radio Essex relaunched as Britain's 'Better Music Station' in effort to attract advertising from Kent as well as Essex. This was Britain's first local radio station and unbelievably, was the first British station to go 24 hours a day.

It was very popular with night shift workers and had a clear frequency after midnight when other channels stations closed down. The fort also had its own ghost or poltergeist. At one point, the entire structure was searched as the DJs were convinced an unknown person was aboard, nobody was found!

On 30 November 1966 BMS was charged with contravening Section One the Wireless Telegraphy Act of 1949, making unlicensed broadcasts. The station was found guilty and fined £100, but continued broadcasting. It finally closed at Christmas, when similar court action was being taken against the other fort based stations.

The legacy of Radio Essex still exists in a minor way, all BBC local stations identify themselves as BBC Radio whatever, except one...BBC Essex, where the word Radio is still excluded.

It seems inconceivable that pirate radio stations could openly operate from the sea forts, some for a period of almost two years, yet neither the armed forces, Home Office, the police nor H.M. Coastguard knew, even roughly, where British territorial waters commenced. The Post Office's prosecution involved measuring the territorial limit from any coastal sandbank that became visible at low tide.

Radio Lighthouse

Both pirate radio and vintage radio enthusiasts may be interested in the National Vintage Wireless and Television Museum, at the high lighthouse at Harwich in Essex. Exhibits trace the history of broadcasting from the early days of the crystal set to the present day. One floor is entirely dedicated to the history of Offshore Radio, several stations of which were supplied from Harwich docks during the 60s. The museum is not open every day during the winter, so do ring Tony on (01205) 322696 for details.

Licence Evasion

Under the British Government's new Crime Bill persons failing to pay for their TV licences will no longer face imprisonment. Previously persons not paying licence fees were fined, if the fine were unpaid a short jail sentence was ultimately the only alternative available to the court. In future, Community Service, yet a curfew involving electronic tagging will be imposed on those that fail to pay, what is in effect their subscription to the BBC.

Short Wave Pirates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Monitors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABC Dublin</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skyplex USA</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armed Forces I</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benlakx</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bismarck</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boomsangel</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Border Ruder</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caroline (France)</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crazy Wave</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor Tim</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dmito</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easy International</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Music</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Free London</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holland IRS</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norfin</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Music</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jolly Roger</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knocka International</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laser Hot Hits</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marka</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marconi</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monty</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New World (West)</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noiva (new station)</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orion</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Or;set</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packman</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parmales (see OSL card)</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pandora</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reflections Europe</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rocket (USA)</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rose Pimler Amsterdam</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunbeam Music</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunbatten Sounds</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiverton</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transatlantic</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK Radio</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Christian</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States Music</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zodiak</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zodiac</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(A) Free Radio Monitoring, East Midlands
(B) Bob Maath, Ballykelly, Kent.
(C) Glynn Harding, Crewe, Cheshire.
(D) Andrew Cooper, North Walsham, Norfolk.
(E) John Cheverton, Follenboys, Kent.
WEATHER MONITORING AT A GLANCE

Features (dependent on model)
- WIND SPEED & DIRECTION
- ELEGANT MAHOGANY CABINET (choice of light or dark)
- SUNSHINE Hrs.
- RAINFALL
- HUMIDITY & DEW POINT
- BAROMETRIC PRESSURE

* COMPUTER DATALOGGER AVAILABLE *

WE ARE NORMALLY OPEN MON TO FRI (CLOSED WED) 9AM TO 5PM SAT 9AM TO 1PM.

To save disappointment please ring us first. Ask for Tony.

AH ELECTRONICS
Unit 12, Hunters Lane, Rugby, Warwickshire CV21 1EA
Phone: 01788 576473. Evenings: 01788 571066

Simba 4
As recommended for Low Noise Antenna

Antenna isolated from feeder. 30dB noise reduction compared to other Baluns. Remains main noise from by up to 40dB.

Choice of 50239 or BNC connectors on all of our products.

Large SAE for full details of our range of HF & VHF signal splitters and combiners. Antenna switches etc.

Shenzi-Simba
Tel & Fax 01325 374229
PO BOX 35 RICHMOND N. YORKS DL11 7YX

ACTIVE ANTENNAS – THE NEW ARA RANGE

ARA 40

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technical performance</th>
<th>Technical performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency range</td>
<td>40kHz-40MHz at full performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output impedance</td>
<td>50-75 ohm coaxial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mast diameter</td>
<td>30-50mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power supply</td>
<td>DC power supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mast diameter</td>
<td>Dimensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions</td>
<td>Ideal for portable radio</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ARA 60

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technical performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mast diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ARA 2000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technical performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mast diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WE ARE NORMALLY OPEN MON TO FRI (CLOSED WED) 9AM TO 5PM SAT 9AM TO 1PM. To save disappointment please ring us first. Ask for Tony.

AH ELECTRONICS
Unit 12, Hunters Lane, Rugby, Warwickshire CV21 1EA
Phone: 01788 576473. Evenings: 01788 571066

Simba 4
As recommended for Low Noise Antenna

Antenna isolated from feeder. 30dB noise reduction compared to other Baluns. Remains main noise from by up to 40dB.

Choice of 50239 or BNC connectors on all of our products.

Large SAE for full details of our range of HF & VHF signal splitters and combiners. Antenna switches etc.

Shenzi-Simba
Tel & Fax 01325 374229
PO BOX 35 RICHMOND N. YORKS DL11 7YX

ACTIVE ANTENNAS – THE NEW ARA RANGE

ARA 40

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technical performance</th>
<th>Technical performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency range</td>
<td>40kHz-40MHz at full performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Output impedance</td>
<td>50-75 ohm coaxial</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mast diameter</td>
<td>30-50mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power supply</td>
<td>DC power supply</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mast diameter</td>
<td>Dimensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions</td>
<td>Ideal for portable radio</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ARA 60

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technical performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mast diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ARA 2000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technical performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mast diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Long, Medium and Short Waves

The next sunspot cycle is now underway then propagation in the higher frequency short wave bands should soon begin to improve. As we progress through 1997, the data in LM&S will reflect the improvements because it is based on reports of actual reception. They are always welcome here - please send them to me at the end of each month. Happy New Year!

Long Wave Reports

Note: I.w. & m.w. frequencies in kHz; s.w. in MHz; Time in UTC (E=CT)

Unless otherwise stated, all logs were compiled during October. Listeners who monitor 189kHz after dark for the weak sky waves from the Radio telewaves Italia (RAI) 10kW outlet at Calais and San Remo may be interested in the technique used by Tony Stickells in Thornton Heath. Firstly, he tunes his receiver to the RAI 840kW medium wave outlet in Rome on 846kHz, which carries the same programme (RAI R-2) as Calais and San Remo. This is then entered into the receiver memory. Next, he tunes to 189kHz and enters it into the memory. When music is being played on 846kHz he switches between the two frequencies. If the transmission from Calais is present it is easy to recognise. On October 2 he logged it as SINPO 332/2 at 0958UTC. On the 30th Fred Pallant (Storrington) logged it at 13323 at 2130.

Medium Wave Reports

During several nights in October the propagation conditions enabled the broadcasts from quite a few m.w. stations in E Canada, U.S.A and S America to reach the U.K. - see chart. Some were heard after midnight. On the 4th David Sayles (Doncaster) logged CJYQ on 930kHz as SIQ343 at 2243UTC. On the 5th, WLPZ on 1440 was SIQ343 at 2302 and QWEG on 1560 was SIQ243 at 2330. At 0734 on the 12th, VQCM on 590 rated SIQ023 and was still audible at 0800UTC.

Favourable conditions were noted after 0100 on November 3rd and 6th, also on the 4th by Robert Connolly in Kilkeel. The early hours of the 6th proved to be the best for Tony Stickells when nine stations were positively identified and another seven were heard. On the 21st he logged CJYQ at 2167, which is the earliest he has ever heard a State-side m.w. station, but the conditions deteriorated at 2230 and did not improve until 0200.

The broadcasts from CJYQ were heard at 2200 on the 17th & 18th by John Slater in Scalloway, Shetland. A search for some early DX was also made by David Edwardson in WallSEND but no positive stations were heard until the 18th, when VQCM on 590 was 24542 at 2227. He also heard around 0500 on the 10th and heard six stations but he was unable to identify them. Up in Troop, Paul Crankshaw compiled an interesting log during the first two and a half weeks of October but he found the conditions exceptionally poor from the 18th until the end of the month. Before dawn on the 12th he logged transmissions in Venezuela, notably R.2000 in Cumana on 1500 (22222 at 0605) and R.Vibracion in Carupano on 1470 (33333 at 0610); also RCN in Bogota, Colombia on 770 (22222 at 0640). On the 14th R.Nova Eldorado AM, Sao Paulo, Brazil on 700 was heard at 0630 preceding 22222.

The broadcasts from some m.w. stations in the Middle East and N.Africa also reached the UK after dark - see chart. Those from the R.TV 2000kW outlet in Ajlan, Jordan on 801 were received for the first time by George Millmore (Woccon, Iow) at 2030 on October 22 and again two days later. In the late afternoon Paul Bowery (Burnham-on-Crouch) has logged many European stations before dusk in these charts.

Up in Galashiels Ross Lockley has been hearing test transmissions from the new I.LR station in South Wales on 1116 during the daytime. He says “The on-air identification at the moment is Valleys Radio and the launch date is given as 5th November. I first heard it on 23rd October with a positive ident.” For up to two hours after dawn he has been receiving some of the south coast local radio stations including BBC Southern Counties Radio on 1368 & 1465, BBC Devon 1485 and R.Columbia on 1359.

In the reverse direction Brian Keyte (Bookham) logged BBC R.Solway on 565 during its 16-minute 'slot' from 0752-0800. He also heard BBC R.Tay on 1584 during the morning and also the late afternoon. Down in Somerset, Nicola Humphries (Wellington) has received IRL South Coast Radio via their new 0.75kW outlet at Bexhill on 949kHz. Reception was noted as 'Good' at 0853.

Short Wave Reports

It seems unlikely that international broadcasters will use the 25MHz (11m) band in 1997.

Propagation in the 21MHz (13m) band varies daily but it is being used by some broadcasters to reach listeners in children’s target areas. During favourable conditions R.Australia’s transmission to Asia via Darwin on 21.725 (Eng 0630-1100) may reach the UK. It was rated 45434 at 0840 by Tony Hall in Freshwater Bay, Iow; 44343 at 0942 by Eddie McKeown in Newry; 34443 at 1015 by Roderick Illman in Oxed.

Broadcasts in this band also reach Europe from R.Pakistan via Literature 21.705 (Eng to S.Africa, W.Africa 1000-1030) 34433 at 1010 by Sheila Hughes-McGonigal in Szczecin; West Sussex RH2O.

Before mid-day RAI via 17.780 (Tt [Home service relay to UK. It was rated 45434 at 1046 by Stan Evans in Herstmonceux; HCB Quito, Ecuador 21.455 (Eng [u.s.b. p.c.]] 32121 at 1103 by Norman Thompson in Oxted; DW via Julian 21.560 (Ger to Asia 1000-1355) 34333 at 1243 by John Eaton in Woking; RFI via Isoudun 21.820 (Fr to E. Africa 0800-1300) 55444 at 1316 in Scalloway, U.KAER, Dubai 21.605 (Eng to Eur 1030-1055) 54433 at 1046 by Stan Evans in Herstmonceux; HCB Quito, Ecuador 21.455 (Eng [u.s.b. p.c.]] 32121 at 1103 by Norman Thompson in Oxted; DW via Julian 21.560 (Ger to Asia 1000-1355) 34333 at 1243 by John Eaton in Woking; RFI via Isoudun 21.820 (Fr to E. Africa 0800-1300) 55444 at 1316 in Scalloway, U.KAER, Dubai 21.605 (Eng to Eur 1030-1055) 54433 at 1035 by Michael Griffin in Ross-on-Wye, RAI Rome 21.535 (Tt [Home service relay to Lat Amer] Sun only 1300-1700) 25542 at 1432 in WallSEND; BBC via Ascension Is 21.780 (Eng to Asia, Pacific areas 1000-1100) 22111 at 1006 in Troop; BBC via Cyprus 17.705 (Eng to Eur 0900-1200) 45434 at 1035 in Freshwater Bay, R.Pakistan, Islamabad 17.850 (Eng to Eur 1100-1120) 45444 at 1103 in Ross-on-Wye.

After mid-day RAI via 17.780 (Tt [Home service relay to UK. It was rated 45434 at 1046 by Stan Evans in Herstmonceux; HCB Quito, Ecuador 21.455 (Eng [u.s.b. p.c.]] 32121 at 1103 by Norman Thompson in Oxted; DW via Julian 21.560 (Ger to Asia 1000-1355) 34333 at 1243 by John Eaton in Woking; RFI via Isoudun 21.820 (Fr to E. Africa 0800-1300) 55444 at 1316 in Scalloway, U.KAER, Dubai 21.605 (Eng to Eur 1030-1055) 54433 at 1035 by Michael Griffin in Ross-on-Wye, RAI Rome 21.535 (Tt [Home service relay to Lat Amer] Sun only 1300-1700) 25542 at 1432 in WallSEND; BBC via Ascension Is 21.780 (Eng to Asia, Pacific areas 1000-1100) 22111 at 1006 in Troop; BBC via Cyprus 17.705 (Eng to Eur 0900-1200) 45434 at 1035 in Freshwater Bay, R.Pakistan, Islamabad 17.850 (Eng to Eur 1100-1120) 45444 at 1103 in Ross-on-Wye.

Note: Entries marked * were logged during darkness. All other entries were logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk.
Local Radio Chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Ears.m.p.</th>
<th>Listener</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Te A M, Tumby Bay</td>
<td>1011</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>BJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber, Shepshed</td>
<td>1757</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>BJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WRN, Stockport</td>
<td>1710</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>BJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GWR, Spalding</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>BJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galway Radio</td>
<td>1110</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>BJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sovereign, London</td>
<td>933</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>BJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coast Radio, Wootton</td>
<td>903</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>BJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Town Hall, Hornsey</td>
<td>963</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>BJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio WM, Belfast</td>
<td>903</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>BJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xtra-AM, Birmingham</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>BJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBC 1152</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>BJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio 557, Guernsey</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>BJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>548, Derby</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>BJ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyvern AM, Worcester</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>BJ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Entries marked * were logged during darkness. All other entries were logged during daylight.

Broadcasts in the 7MHz (22m) band during the morning include SRI via Sottens? 13.685 (Eng, Fr, Ger, It, Sp to Eur 1000-1200) 43333 at 1000 in Stockport; RCI via Sackville? 9.805 (Eng to Eur, N America 1030-1100) 33342 at 1015 in Stalbridge; RC) via Skelton, UK 9.410 (Eng to Eur, N/C Africa 0300-2300) was rated 22222 at 1445 in Stalbridge; R.Australia has 9.765 (Eng to Eur, Mon-Fri) 32222 at 1430 in Plymouth; WVHA via Roedford 7.285 (Ger to Eur 24hrs) 43343 at 1400 in Oxted.

Later, R.Kuwait via Kabd 11.990 (Eng to Eur 2014-2100) 33333 at 2050 in Stockport; RCI via Sackville? 9.805 (Eng to Eur, N America 1030-1100) 33342 at 1015 in Stalbridge; RC) via Skelton, UK 9.410 (Eng to Eur, N/C Africa 0300-2300) was rated 22222 at 1445 in Stalbridge; R.Australia has 9.765 (Eng to Eur, Mon-Fri) 32222 at 1430 in Plymouth; WVHA via Roedford 7.285 (Ger to Eur 24hrs) 43343 at 1400 in Oxted; VOFC Taiwan via WVOF USA 9.895 (Eng to Eur 2014-2100) 33342 at 2050 in Stockport; RCI via Sackville? 9.805 (Eng to Eur, N America 1030-1100) 33333 at 1300 in Macclesfield.

Noted after mid-day were UAER, Dubai 13.675 (Eng to Eur 1330-1350), rated 22222 at 1305 in Stockport; WVHA via Roedford 7.285 (Ger to Eur 24hrs) 43343 at 1300 in Macclesfield.

Setter reception from some stations includes the 11MHz (25m) band. During the daytime SRI via 12.075 (Eng, Fr, Ger, Port to Australasia 0830-1100) 22422 at 0902 in Newry; FBCB Bocaiuva, Philippines 11.85 (Eng to Asia 0950-1100) 22422 at 0905 in Malay; NCW via Sveaborg, Sweden via Hobroy? 11.66 (Eng to America 1230-1300) 33333 at 1230 in Truro; R.CI via Sackville 11.855 (Eng to USA, Caribbean 1300-1400) 43333 at 1300 by Gerald Guest in Dudley;
**SALE SALE SALE NEW BOOKS**

Deduct 25% discount on orders of £30.00 over before post and packing.

Bargain offer: the last 50 copies of Jaycee's now reduced 'Jane's Military Communications' have been reprinted. A vast value of 864 pages, large format, wiring diagrams, detailed descriptions, photographs and technical details of the world's military communications equipment. Brand new. Published at £48. Special price £35.00 + £3.50 p&p (overseas postage extra).

**JAYCEE ELECTRONICS LTD**

COMMUNICATION DEVICES FROM STOCK

Pass your exam the easy way with an RRC home study course. A good stock of new and secondhand equipment always in stock.

**NORTHERN SHORTWAVE CENTRE**

Blackdyke Rd, Kingstown Ind Est, Carlisle, Cumbria CA3 0PJ

Tel: 01228 590011

**USA**

ATTENTION! All ‘Air Master’ users

Announcing FLIGHT DATABASE 2 for WINDOWS Partial decoding and analysis of ACARS messages. Produce Aircraft, Flight No., Airport reports and more. A5 SAE for details from: FLIGHTDECK, 192 Willendors Road, Head Green, Cheadle, Cheshire SK8 3BH. Tel: 0161-459-3050.

**MS Software Windows Radio Related Software**

**FAIRHAVEN**


**EDDYSONIC COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER DATA**


**RSL**

FULL TX/RX JVFAX/IIC MODERN, INC SOFTWARE

Trade telephone Michael Hurst in the PW CENTRE.

**ATTENTION!** All 'Air Master'

Valves wanted.

Must be W. European manufacture to achieve price. Any audio valve considered. Top prices paid, prompt decision and payment. *"We will always equal any genuine rival offer on the above valves." Please ask for our new wanted list. Visitors strictly by appointment only please.

Billington Export Ltd., Billingtonhurst, West Sussex RH14 9EZ.

Tel: (01403) 784961 Fax: (01403) 783519

**HIGHFAVOUR**

**REVIEW**

A facsimile reprint of wartime radios, telegraphy, electronic eavesdropping. Includes details of German radar. Author was one of the key technicians. 224 pages. £19.95 P&P £2.00.

**WINNING THE RADAR WAR**

By Jack Nissan. A new book on W1111 radar. The suspense-filled story of the experiment, between the UK Foreign Office and its embassies. Invaluable to anyone concerned with telegraphy and data communication. 260 pages, brand new. Published at £5.50, our price £2.50 + £2.50 p&p.

**PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF MULTI-FREQUENCY TELEGRAPHY**

By J. D. Ralphs. This book presents a study in detail of multi-frequency shift keying which since the early 1960's has formed the main means of HF communication between embassies. It includes details of the transmitters and receivers used then. 25 pages. Large format. 19.25 incl. p&p.

**ATTENTION!** All 'Air Master'

Top prices paid, prompt decision and payment. *"We will always equal any genuine rival offer on the above valves." Please ask for our new wanted list. Visitors strictly by appointment only please.

Billington Export Ltd., Billingtonhurst, West Sussex RH14 9EZ.

Tel: (01403) 784961 Fax: (01403) 783519

**WINNING THE RADAR WAR**

By Jack Nissan. A new book on W1111 radar. The suspense-filled story of the experiment, between the UK Foreign Office and its embassies. Invaluable to anyone concerned with telegraphy and data communication. 260 pages, brand new. Published at £5.50, our price £2.50 + £2.50 p&p.

**PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF MULTI-FREQUENCY TELEGRAPHY**

By J. D. Ralphs. This book presents a study in detail of multi-frequency shift keying which since the early 1960's has formed the main means of HF communication between embassies. It includes details of the transmitters and receivers used then. 25 pages. Large format. 19.25 incl. p&p.

**ATTENTION!** All ‘Air Master’ users

Announcing FLIGHT DATABASE 2 for WINDOWS Partial decoding and analysis of ACARS messages. Produce Aircraft, Flight No., Airport reports and more. A5 SAE for details from: FLIGHTDECK, 192 Willendors Road, Head Green, Cheadle, Cheshire SK8 3BH. Tel: 0161-459-3050.

**MS Software Windows Radio Related Software**

**FAIRHAVEN**


**EDDYSONIC COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER DATA**


**RSL**

FULL TX/RX JVFAX/IIC MODERN, INC SOFTWARE

Trade telephone Michael Hurst in the PW CENTRE.
For Sale

AOR AR2700 hand-held scanner, £575. Lowe HF-225 receiver, a.m., f.m., sync.
AR300A base scanner, little used, manual, £400. Also Revex W510 s.w.r./p.w.r., £40.
Soton 660468 antenna, eight months warranty, £185. Tel: 0141 274 3000.

AOR AR3000e, good condition, plus manual, £400. Also Revex W510 s.w.r./p.w.r., £40.
Buyer collects. Tel: Romford (0170) 752263.


AR3000a base scanner, little used, manual, £175. Lowe HF-325 receiver, a.m., i.f., sync.

AR7030 high dynamic range short wave receiver, mint condition, complete with p.a.u. and manual, £925. Datong FL3 filter, excellent, £75. Manchester 0161 263 1869.


Lake T3U antenna tuner with connecting lead, factory made and as new, £35. Colin Webster, Chesterfield. Tel: (01246) 455162.

For Sale/Wanted/Exchange maximum 30 words

Kenwood R-5000 - v.h.f., g.c., £600. Icom IC-R7000, 25-2000MHz, boxed, £550.
JRC NRD-525, c.w., £120. Panasonic D-500 short wave band receiver, £495. Panasonic 500kHz to 1.3GHz, boxed, as new, complete with tuning system, printer port, full screen, readable text, comp. with monitor, £150. Alan (0775) Shrewsbury. Tel: (01743) 674791.

Norden N-525 receiver, in perfect order with instruction manual, £50. Tel: London 0171-620 2190.

Norden N-535 h.f. receiver, mint condition, original packing and manual, fitted with RHYTHCOM digital receiver worth £190, bargain at, £850 o.n.o. Brian, Braintree. Tel: (01376) 342343 or (0663) 670008.

Radio Shack Pro-60 receiver in v.g.c., unwanted gift, 30 to 512MHz and 760 to 999MHz a.m., f.m., w.f.m., complete with soft case and batteries and manual, £100. Paul Burns, 10 Sullant St., Cockermouth. C610 06.


Signal RS5 airband RX, v.h.f. 108-138MHz, u.h.f. 220-400MHz, p.s. NaCaddy, carry case, original packing, £320 o.n.o. Delivery possible up to 100 miles from Leicester. G6SOV, OTHR. Tel: (01509) 814762.

Sony 2010 short wave receiver, complete with AN1 active antenna, excellent condition, recently overhauled by Lowe, £225. Tel: (01633) 259669 evenings or weekends.

Sony 2010 with manual condition, £120 o.n.o. Also Sony IC-9200 with frequency convertor, case and strap plus manual, excellent condition, £150 o.n.o. Tel: Aberdeen (01224) 618871.

Sony 9000, good condition, £140 with manual and accessories. Tel: Devon (01752) 780862.

Sony IC-SW7600, good condition with reel antenna, manual and Sony short wave book. £150. Tel: (01284) 750255 daytime or (01284) 767309 after 6pm.


Timewave digital audio filter d.s.p. 594-boxed as new, purchased 10/4/96, £200. Tel: Apr (01292) 827211.

Exchange

Pentium 75 CD ROM, Windows 95 sound card, graphics board, Okipage 4W laser jet printer, 14in colour monitor, mouse, keyboard and speakers, HD and floppy disk drive, power supply for speakers, only three months old, will exchange for good quality 30MHz receiver. Terry, Wiltshire. Tel: (01249) 657335.

Wanted

Early wireless sets, crystal sets, horn speakers, valves, etc., particularly by Marconi, Ericsson, Sterling, Tingey, etc. Serious collector with private museum, will pay well. Jim Taylor, Birmingham. Tel: (0121) 310400.

Eddystone receivers still wanted please, dead or alive. 358, 980, 980, 930, 930, 930, etc., collection possible, please look in your loft! Money waiting. Peter Leproso, Norwich. Tel: (01372) 453811 or (0374) 128107 anytime.

Signal RS50 scanner, mint condition, Clive, Bedford. Tel: (01224) 218368.

Someone willing to build part of satellite receiver circuit, PCB supplied and most components, willing to pay. Mark, 16 Lambert Street, Hull, Humberside.

Top prices paid for your German gear of WWII vintage. Looking for receiveers, transmitters, accessories. Will collect. Lisáak, Rue M. Poedts 9, B-1160 Brussels, Belgium. Tel: 02-322 937115.
### SUBSCRIPTION RATES

**SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE - 6 MONTHS**
- £13.15 (UK)
- £16.00 (Europe)
- £17.00 (Rest of World Airmail)

**SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE - 1 YEAR**
- £25.00 (UK)
- £30.00 (Europe)
- £32.00 (Rest of World Airsaver)
- £37.00 (Rest of World Airmail)

**SPECIAL JOINT SUBSCRIPTION WITH PRACTICAL WIRELESS (1 YEAR)**
- £45.00 (UK)
- £54.00 (Europe)
- £58.00 (Rest of World Airsaver)

Please start my subscription with the [ ] issue.

**THREE YEAR SUBS OFFER**
- £65.00 (UK only)
- £75.00 (Europe)
- £80.00 (Rest of World Airsaver)

**BINDERS**
- Please send me ... SWM Binder(s) @ £6.50 each.
- Postal charges: £1 for one, £2 for two or more (UK & overseas surface)

**STAR BUY**
- Please send me ... copy(ies) of The Klingenfuss Guide To Utility Stations @ £20 + £1 P&P (UK).
- Please send me ... copy(ies) of The Klingenfuss Guide To Utility Stations @ £20.00 + £2 P&P (overseas).
- Please send me the following books...
- Postal charges. UK: £1 for one, £2 for two or more. Overseas: £2.00 per item.

**NEW FASTER NEXT DAY SERVICE (UK)**
(For orders received before noon) £4.00

**GRAND TOTAL**

---

**ORDER FORM**

For all mail order purchases in Short Wave Magazine

**CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930**
Between the hours of 9.00am - 5.00pm. Outside these hours your order will be recorded on an answerphone.

**FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950**
Or please fill in the details ticking the relevant boxes, a photocopy will be acceptable to save you cutting your beloved copy!

To: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

**PAYMENT DETAILS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Telephone No.</th>
<th>Postcode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd.) £

Or Charge to my Access/Visa Card the amount of £

Card No. _______________ Valid from ________ to ________

Signature _______________ Tel.: _______________

Orders are normally despatched by return of post but please allow 28 days for delivery. Prices correct at time of going to press. Please note: all payments must be made in Sterling.

**CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930**

**FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950**

---

The Klingenfuss 1996 Guide To Utility Stations (Edition 14) incorporating Edition 22 of The Guide To Radioteletype Stations, has 24 sections in some 600 pages. The 24 sections cover topics such as how to monitor the transmissions, how to identify the station you’re hearing and the table of international callsigns. If you want to find one particular station, you can search by both frequency or name to winkle it out. There’s so much more included in this book, that it’s a definite must for your book shelf!

Copies of The Klingenfuss 1996 Guide To Utility Stations are available from the SWM Book Service for just £20.00 plus £1 P&P (UK only, overseas readers please add £2 P&P).

To order your copy of this essential antenna book please use the order form above or call the Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930.
### COMPUTING

- **ACCESS 95 ONE STEP AT A TIME BP469**
  - Pages: 135
  - Price: £2.95

- **QRP PROPAGATION**
  - Pages: 182
  - Price: £10.95

- **INTERFACING PGCs AND COMPATIBLES BP272**
  - Pages: 106
  - Price: £4.95

- **MS-OFFICE ONE STEP AT A TIME (BP402)**
  - Pages: 77
  - Price: £4.95

- **MS WORD 95 EXPLAINED BP405**
  - Pages: 175
  - Price: £6.95

- **MS WORKS FOR WINDOWS 95 EXPLAINED BP405**
  - Pages: 175
  - Price: £6.95

- **TEST EQUIPMENT**
  - Pages: 204
  - Price: £8.95

### DATA

- **ARRL ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK**
  - Pages: 206
  - Price: £8.95

- **DATA BASES & ELECTRONIC CALCULATIONS**
  - Pages: 249
  - Price: £3.95

- **SECRETS OF RF CIRCUIT DESIGN**
  - Pages: 327
  - Price: £4.95

### ELECTRONICS

- **A REFERENCE GUIDE TO BASIC ELECTRONICS TERMS BP286**
  - Pages: 472
  - Price: £4.95

- **BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS BP285**
  - Pages: 106
  - Price: £4.95

- **CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 1 - BP321**
  - Pages: 318
  - Price: £12.95

- **CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 2 - BP322**
  - Pages: 252
  - Price: £8.50

- **EQUIVALENTS**
  - Pages: 106
  - Price: £3.50

- **MICROWAVE EQUIVALENTS**
  - Pages: 106
  - Price: £3.50

### HISTORICAL

- **1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL**
  - Pages: 256
  - Price: £10.50

- **EXPERIMENTAL TELEVISION 1954**
  - Pages: 325
  - Price: £21.95

### MAPS AND LOG BOOKS

- **AMATEUR RADIO LOG BOOK (RSGB)**
  - Pages: 131
  - Price: £2.95

- **NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE CHART**
  - Pages: 472
  - Price: £5.95

### MICRO WAVES

- **AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROWAVES BP512**
  - Pages: 104
  - Price: £4.95

### OPERATING AND HANDBOOKS

- **AMATEUR RADIO OPERATING MANUAL (ARRL)**
  - Pages: 325
  - Price: £21.95

### PACKET

- **PRACTICAL GUIDE TO PACKET OPERATION IN THE UK**
  - Pages: 220
  - Price: £11.50

### PROPAGATION

- **AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVES PROPAGATION BP293**
  - Pages: 116
  - Price: £3.95

### QRP

- **QRP CLUB CIRCUIT HANDBOOK**
  - Pages: 56
  - Price: £9.95

### TEST EQUIPMENT

- **GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER BP239**
  - Pages: 102
  - Price: £4.95

### VHF

- **ALL ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO**
  - Pages: 195
  - Price: £8.50

- **SHORT WAVE SUPERHEET RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION BP276**
  - Pages: 204
  - Price: £8.95

### PROJECTS

- **COIL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION MANUAL BP160**
  - Pages: 166
  - Price: £6.95

### SHORT WAVE RECEIVERS

- **TRANSISTOR HUNTING - RADIO DIRECTION FINDING SIMPLIFIED**
  - Pages: 170
  - Price: £9.50

- **SHORT WAVE SUPERHEET RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION BP276**
  - Pages: 204
  - Price: £8.95
Fireside Reading

What can you read while you’re all wrapped up warm and sat in front of the fire while outside it’s just started to snow? Well, have a look at the five book profiles this month, make your choice, curl up and start that reading!

As always, the World Radio TV Handbook provides the most up-to-date schedules and information including: a directory of hobby clubs for international listeners, Internet addresses of international broadcasters, listings in frequency order for medium wave and short wave broadcasts, independent reviews of short wave receivers and accessories and much, much more!

With its new design, this book is now claimed to be better than ever. It's a must have resource for radio novices and enthusiasts alike. The re-design, introduced in last year's edition, makes the book very attractive and accessible for first time users.

World Radio TV Handbook costs £17.95 plus P&P UK, order yours from the SWM Book Store (and save £2 on normal retail price!). Available now!

Whether you are an experienced space communicator or want to set-up your first satellite station, this book will get you where you want to be. With chapters covering the history of amateur space communications, a satellite glossary/modes and frequencies, British UoSATs, future satellites and amateur satellite communications, this book is a definite must!

So, work the world on v.h.f./u.h.f., put your digital communications skills to work and order this book now!

ARRL Satellite Anthology costs £8.95.

To order any of the titles mentioned on these two pages please use the...
This is the third edition of understanding ACARS. (Aircraft Communications Addressing and Reporting System). Radio enthusiasts who enjoy aeronautical listening will find that ACARS monitoring provides an interesting new insight into aircraft communications. This book provides the information you need to interpret and understand these messages. Message types and formats are clearly defined and abbreviations are fully explained. There are also useful tables of airline and airport identifiers contained within the 92 pages. At only £9.95, it’s well worth it.

This third edition, written by experts from the respected World Radio TV Handbook, will be of great help to everyone interested in the world of satellite radio and television. With over 300 pictures and graphics, this book gives you everything you need to know about installing your own satellite system. With information on satellite dishes and other components, more than 190 coverage maps world-wide, satellite transponder loading survey in alphabetical and satellite order, names and address of major satellite operators and programmes - all this and more in this book. At only £17.95, it surely deserves a place on your bookshelf.

This book is a complete guide to high performance receiving antennas for longwave, all the way to the upper end of the short wave spectrum. This is a comprehensive examination of antennas intended specifically for receiving purposes. Among the many topics, SWM author Joe Carr discusses: the basic theory behind all receiving antennas, getting a good ground connection at radio frequencies, safety considerations in antenna design and installation, loop antennas for the a.m. broadcast band and lots more. To find out just what else is covered in this book, you’ll just have to order yourself a copy. Give your receiver what it needs to pull in those weak signals out of the noise, a good antenna (and this book!). Available for £17.50, order now, what are you waiting for?
The Albrecht AE-550 Budget Priced 144MHz Mobile Transceiver from Martin Lynch

The New Vibroplex Deluxe Morse Key from Eastern Communications

Ian Poole G3YWX starts his new series, ‘What Is A...?’, which deals with electronic components

Doug Gibson G4RGH shows you how to build a transformerless Chatterbox

Denis Payne G3KCR shares his idea for a ‘mini’ antenna for Top Band

PLUS ALL YOUR REGULAR FAVOURITES!
This latest handheld receiver from ICOM covers 0.5MHz-1300MHz in all-modes (including CW capability). The IC-R10 is the first handheld in the world to boast a real-time bandscope function! This makes it easy to find busy frequencies and observe the receiving frequency band conditions, also, the passband width of the scope is selectable. Voice-scan function (VSC) pauses scan, only when modulated signals are received.

*Other functions and features include:* bank and memory functions plus new SIGNAVI function. This is an additional feature to speed up scanning that adds to the already impressive range of scan modes available in this power-packed ICOM handheld. We know the IC-R10 has appeal so why not take one out, and see for yourself just how appealing this little handful can be!

**WANT TO KNOW MORE? CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DEALER TODAY!**

ICOM... manufacturers of top performing base-stations, mobiles, handheld transceivers and receivers.

ICom (UK) Ltd. Sea Street Herne Bay Kent CT6 8LD. Telephone: 01227 741741. Fax: 01227 741742.
INTERNET: http://www.icomuk.co.uk/ E-MAIL: icomsales@icomuk.co.uk.

Count on us!
The Lowe receiver range

- HF-150
  Your first 'real' receiver
- HF-150M
  Marine version of the HF150
- SP-150
  Matching speaker/filter for the HF150
- PR-150
  RF preselector for the HF150
- RK-150
  Stack and rack system
- HF-225
  Higher specification h.f. receiver
- HF-225E
  Super high performance model
- HF-250E
  New top line receiver

Distributors and dealers in most countries

Contact Lowe Electronics to find out your nearest dealer

Tel: (01629) 580800
Fax: (01629) 580020

Manufactured by:
Lowe Electronics,
Chesterfield Road,
Matlock, Derbyshire, DE4 5LE, UK